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PREFACE

ABOUT ENERGY TECHNOLOGY MODULES

0

The modules were developed by TERC-SW for use in two-year postsecondary technical

institutions 0 Oftpare technicians' for employment and are useful in industry for up- -,

.
-dating employees jn company-Sponsored training programs. The principles, techniqueS,

and skills taught in the modules, based.on tasks that energy technicians perform, were

'obtainid_ia-nationwide advisory committee of employers of energy technicians. Each

.

modUle'was written by a technical expert and approved by representatives froth industry.

V."
A module contains the following:elements:

Introduction, which identifies the topic and often includes a rationale for

studying the material.

Prerequisites, which identify the material a student should be familiar

with before studying'the module.

Objectives, which clearly identify what the student is expected to know for sat-

.
isfactory module completion. The objectives stated in terms of action-oriented

-behaviors,. include such action,words as operate, measure, calculate, identify

and define, rather than words With many interpretations, such as know, under-

stand, learn and appreciate.

Subject Matter, which presents the 'background theory and techniques supportive

to the objectives of the Nodule. Subject mattekis written with the.technical

student in mind.

Exercises, which proVide practical problems to which the student can apply this

new kngwledge.

Laboratory Materials, which identify the equipment required to complete the

laboratIWywprocedure.

-

Laboratory Procedures, which is the experiment section, or "hands-on" portion of

the module (including step-by-step instruction) designed to reinforce student

learning.

Data Tables, which are included in most modules for the first year (or basic)

courses to help the student learn how to collect and organize data.

References, which are included as suggestions
no

for supplementary reading/

viewing for the student..

'Glossary, which defines and explains -terms or words used within the module

that are uncommon, technical,-or anticip5ted as being unfamiliar to the stu-

dent.
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/ INTRODUCTION

Automatic control was once envisioned primarily as a means of ,educing

production cost by increasing production rates with fewer people. The con-

tinuous unattended control of large manufacturing facilities is common, and

has become a design criterion in the development of new installations. With

production cost continually being curtailed by the utilization of instrument

applicatibns, the necessity to protect a fragile environmeht from polluting

substances has resulteein the development of measurement and.control in-

strumentation systems that seemed impossible to implement previously. Pres-

ently,a new criterion is constantly being considered,inevery facet of life

in our industrial society. That criterion is energy conservation. T4con-

cept of energy conservation and management is paramountin every phase in

the development and operation of processes. Instrumentation measurement and

control has played - and is playing - an important role in the Veld of

energy conservation.,

The purpose of this module is to present and discuss the principles of

measurement and control. The means by which a process is automatically

)monitored and controlled will be discussed, as well as the dYnomic process

conditjons that affect process controllability.

'PREREQUISITES
a

The student should have a basic understanding of algebra and physics.

I

0

OBJECTIVES )

Upon completion'of this module,. the student shouldbe able to:

I. Define the-following terms:

a. Prbcess.

. Process control:
S

a
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c. Open-loop control.

d. Closed-loop control.'

.e. Feedback.

f.* Error signal.

g. .Closed-loop 6ontrOl components:

Measuring means.

Controlling Means.

Final contral element.

2. List the'advantages'and limitations,bf:the following:

a. Open-loop control.

b. Closed-loop control.

3. State the process requirements for closed-loop control,.

4. List four types of processeand give their dynamic characteristics.

.7°

a
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SUBJECT MATTER
I

INSTRUMENTATION AND CQNTROL: THE CONCEPT

/
Goods and services are produced in'response to needs and desires. When

a need or desire has been recognized, the resulting item or service can be

produced only if three factors are present. There.must be an idea or con-

cept of what the final product will be and how it will solve the need or de-

sire' that.generated it'. The raw materials, energy, and knowledge that will

compose the final product must be available. And, there must be a,method

that will combine the knowledge, energy, and raw materials into the final

product:-This method is called a process.

A ptocess may be as simple a filling a tank with water, or it may be as

complicated as the production of a synthetic, fiber or the launching of a

space shuttle. Whatever the process, there must be a means of measuring the

,degree of success or failuretoward the production of the final product.

Further:it 4s not sufficient to'measufe the degree of success or failure,

there, must be away for corrective action to be taken to ensure the best

possible final product: By linking measurement with corrective action, con-
,

.trol systeMs are created.

The:basic concepts of measurement-and control are utilized in a simple

process as illuStrated in the following example.

A small community has-has great difficulty in maintain-

ing a constant pressure in their Weter'system and has decided

to correct this problem. The first step in the solution to

their prpblem is to erect.a water tank on a hill at, the edge

of town. The water tank is construc4d with an inldf.
the local water supply and an outlet directly into the pzi-

mary water main. It is known that if the level of the water

in the,taneis maintained at .a constant depth the'pressure at

the outlet will remain steady.

The process is to maintain the level .in -.the water tank at a specific place;

this is called the set point or control point. There are many types Of

variables that will affect the water level of the tank; each of these vari-

ables 9pdbe given a special title that will be used from this Aint on.

v
IC-01/Page 3
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Process variable - the variable that is compared against the set point
.

directly., In the example of the water tank, the process variable is

the actual water leveltthat will be compared directly with. the desired
. ,

water lever, or set point.
_.

Manipulated variable - the variable that can be changed at will in 'such 1
, , 'A 0 ,

a way as to directly affect the process variable. In the example of
. .

...
the water tank, the manipulated variable, is the inlet, water flow Fates' ,

that cAn be'charrged by opening or closing a valve. ,

Disturbance variable - any 'variable that-adversely affects the process

variable and cannot be controlled. In the case orthe water tank, the

disturbance variable is the rate at which water ,is drawn from the tank.

In the exampleof the water tank, measurement enters the piCture when

we compare the process ,variable (actual water level) to the set point (de-

sired water. level). The prdcess will be'rontrolled when the information

prOvided by the measurements is used to stabilize the process variable at

the set point; this can be achieved in two ways - open loop control or .

closed-loop control.

OPEN-LOOP CONTROL

Of the two systems of control, the open-loop-controT system has the

fewest riUmber of components and requires the most` human involvement. Figure

1 illustrates the water tank using an open7loOp'control sy.stem. .Just how

thiS type of contrcesystem'works can be seen by returning to the example.

After the wafer tank -was erected the town council became

involved in a dispute over how to stabiliie the water level

at the set pbint. Most left that the inlet water flow could

be adjusted to the average consumption rate of the previous

year, with Periodic checksby a mainterVice-person. By this

time it Was late autumn and the amount of water being drawn

by the residents was at a very low level; thus, there was

'more water being sapflied to the tank than was being drawh

froarit, and it began to overflow. The maintenance person

Closed the inlet valve and the level began te'drop. The next

Page 4/1C-01
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'day, another maintenance person returned to check the tank

apd.4.ound that the level was at the desired'point so the in-

let valvjwas not bpened atiall. On the third day, the Main-
,

tenance person found that the actual water. level'was well be-

low the desired level and opened the inlet, valve tolet some
..

wate in. This processcontinued'on for a month,.during

whith time the tank overflowed twice and went dompletely dry .

once. In addition to those three occasions, water pressure" '
6

. still fluctuated from one day to the next.

4 z ,

DESIRED LEVEL

ACTUAL LEVEL

The example of the

watertank points,out the,

basic'operationand the

basic faults of the open-

,. loop control system. Mea--

surements are made ova

pedioniC basis andcorrec-

tiveactipn initiated

on the'bes"is.of those alga-

OUTLET surements, independent of
_4

what is happening With ttie

process at that time. The '

manipulated-variable (in-

l'et water flow rate), was .

adjusted without regard to

what the process variable

Figure I. Open-loop control system."
4

(actual "water level) was doing with-respect to the set pointidesired water

level). Wheh thereis a situation wfiere the need-for the final product

called the demand _ 'fluctuates frequently, the OpenL.loop/cOntrol system

usually is founcito be inadequate: Theobjectii.e of any control ystem is

to -maintain a coptrOlied:variable (brocesVvariable) at vdesi-red %fate or

condition (set point): In Figure 1, the.process variable .(actua3'water

level) was maintained at the set point by opening or CrUTeng the input valve -

to manipulate the rate of inlet water flow. If the rate of water flowing .

.

11
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into the tank is equal to the water flowing out of the tank, the level will '4.,

be stable. This'is-called maintaining a balance between the supply and the

demand. Sppply it flow in, and demand (or to d) is flow out. Thus the ob-
.

Jective of any control system is to make supply equal to demand. As demon-

strated in the above example, this is not a simple matter because the demand

was not constant andothe maintenance people were never successful at reposi-

tioning the control valve on the inlet for every change that occurred with

the load.

While the open-loop control system is simple, the lack of compensation.

based upon load changes makes its use in most industrial'-applicationslUnde-

sirable, Operation of the system could be greatly enhanced if the supplytd.

the process were dependent upOn the process variable: When this cs,.achieved

a c.losed-loop control system results.

CLOSED -LOOP CONTROL -

A closed7loop'control-system 1 responsive to changes in process vari-

ations. This typeof system is most common in the automatic control of pro-

cesses. Respgnse to changes in the process variations is achieyed through

the use of what is known as feedback. Feedback is information based upon

,measurement between the process variable and theset point that causes a

change in the Manipulated variable to take place in such a way that supply

is balanced against demand. Figure 2,demonstrates the components- of a

closed-loop:system in block diagram form.

Page.6/IC-0
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RAW

MATERIAL.
OR, .

ENERGY

FINAL
CONTROL , MANIPULATED \,,7
ELEMENT

OFSTORBANCE
VARIABLES

SUPPLY

VARIABLE

PROCESS

MEASURING

MEANS

PROCESSED

DEMAND MATERIAL

OR

ENERGY

CONTROLLER
OUTPUT

(CONTROL .SIGNAL

oCONTROLLER )/ SIGNAL REPRESENTING THE
MEASUFIED VALUE OF THE
PROCESS VARIABLE

1(----t

CONTROL

SIGNAL

GENERATQR

ERROR

DETECTORAlfaMiIIMINOM

7 I
SIGNAL

SIGNAL REPRESENTING
THE DESIRED VALUE OF
THE PROCESS VARIABLE

-J ( SET POINT)
ERROR

Figure 2. Components of a closed-loop system.

, The closed-loop system depicted in Figure 2. performs the following four

--basic operations.
, . A

Measures the process variable. The instrument that performs this func-'

tion is commonly called. a transmitter, measuring means, or the primary.

element.

2. Computes the error signal (difference between set point and process

variable), which is the function of the error detector.

3. Uses the error signal to generate a control signal to operate the final

control element.

4. Rpgulates the manipulated variable via the final control element to

drive the value of the process variable toward the set - point, value.

To further explain the operation of a closed -loop control system, we

can return to our example of the water tank and Figure.3.i

The town council meets at the close of the month.,

Through examination of the reprds concerning water pressure'

versus time and the large nur6er of complaints, it is obvious

that the open-loop control is a failure. After some discus-

sion, it is decided that the town will install a Clysed-loop

4

13
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1

control system. A simple float-controlled valve is installed

in the tank at.the inlet.

Figure 3 is a simplified drawing of the closed-loop control system

employed by the town council of the example. The float acts as the measur-'

INLET

ing means. The lever at,

tached to ,the float-inda

pivot on the inlet pipe

acts to trIpsmit the "con-

trol signal" to the final

control element. Our

final 'control element is a'

spring-loaded valve that

\is...normally open. The
OUTLET

controller, containing the

error detector and control

signal generator, is the

float-and-lever assembly.

Figure 3. Example closed-loop'control system.: To understand the:opera-

tion of this `and most

closed=loop 'systems,, let us inspect operation of thii systertspiby-step.

We will.assumethdtp the system starts out with the process variable stable

at the set point. At this beginning point there is a no-load condition; no

water is fliWing out of,the tank.

1.
A
A person or group of people open their' water faucets and create a de,

mand for ater from the tank; a dfstur4pce variable is introduced to

the sys em (Figure 4a)
4

2. The process variable (actual water level) begins to" change (drop) car-
,

rying'the float wits it and causing the lever that has kept the valve

(final control element),closed to moveand begin to open the.valme-

(Figure 4b).

Demand increoses, causing the valve on the inlet to open more :thus in-

creasing the inlet water flow (manipulated variable).

\

Page 8/1-01
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4. When inlet water flow increases to the point at whidil the 'supply equals

the demand, the process variable (actual water/ 'revel) stabilizes below

the set point.

5. Demand decreases; allowing the process variable to change toward the

set point: The float will rise with the level and act to slow down the

crate of flow into the tank by decreasing the.amount of opening in the

valve,(Figure 4c).

4a.

VALVE PARTLY OPEN

SET POINT

f - 9

CIENIANO

4c,

Figure 4. 'Control-loop operation.

otice that the manipulated variable acts in a way opposite to the

direct of the process variable. When the process variable is going down

the manipulated variable goes up,. i.e., water level drops and-inlet flow

rate:increases.:

Thus, process- control' systems can be simply defined as "a group of

ponents that maintain a_desired result by.regulatinginput 'Theldesired

resultmay be a specific level, temperature; flow, pressUre, voltage, pH,

dejnsity, viscosity, or one of many other possible parameters. The process-

.control system can' regulate or cOntrol*the input in the process by a number

..Of means: The most common final control elements are valves, dampers, link-
,

ages, and variable electrical components such as resistors, capacitors, an

chokes. When measurement is continuous and is linked to control of the

final control/elemene, we haveicloied-looP'aintrol Wown as automa

control or autoMatic feedback control.

0
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Many system operitirg characteristics must be considered in the design
Ao

or operation of a contro4ystem. Components within the system must be

matched with the dynamic characteristics of the process. This procedure

must, at all times,'ensure the' safe and efficient operation of the process.

When a control system operates in a manner that is unsafe to people and/or

equipment, or when it is operated inefficiently,'then we say that the system

has failed.

A properly designed control system, open-loop or Closed-loop, Must make

the process fail-Safe. In the circumstances resulting from a loss of in-

strument operation or'instrument control signals, fail-safe means that the

process will be'-maintained at - or returned to - a safe cOnditioh.
1 Z3

OPERATION OF THE FINAL-CONTROL ELEMENT AND FAIL-SAFE CONDITIONS

. -

In the design of all process control systems there must be concern for

fail-safeoperation from the beginning. the example, if you were to de-
.

sigh the process control for the waten tank would you decide to cause the

level to fail high or fail low? If a hazardous 'condition exists when.the

level ts, too high,'it should fail low. .If a hazardous conditioiiarises when

the level is too low, the level should fail high.

One example of the operation of the final control element component

Ifound in man$,Closed-loop systems is worth examination. The final control

element in this example is a diaphragm-operite4 spring- opposed, reciprocat-
e

in control waive. A Sealed pneumatic signal, 3 to 15 pounds per square
.1

inch gage (psig), causes the valve to move from pne. extreme position to the

other.

In the air-to7open Valme, the valve is closed ith any air pressure

that is less than or equal to 3 psig. As pressure increases-the valve open-,

ing will increase to its maximum,at the upper pressure limit of 15 piii.

When the valve is _controlling the flow of material or energy into a

systemthatshould fail low, the valve should fail in'the closed position
1St

and.be an air-to-open val4q: you should use an air-to-close valve if' the

syst ustfai) open, thereby causing the system to fail high.

' The fail-Sale feature of procesSes may seem to be of little importance

when it slogs not matter whether the-process fails high or low. This-is of

ffialjor concern, however,. in Most temperature and pressure processes wherea.
r,

PAge'10/TC-01
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thermal run-away or over-pressure situation could produce catastrophic

results.

r CONTROLLER ACTION

Process controllers either generate an increase in output signal when

the process variable increases, or cause the output signal to decrease when
. -

the 'process variable increases. By ample adjustment or switch selection,-

mostprocess controllers can provide either output Selection. When an in-

crease in process measurement causes an increase in the controller output,

the controller is direct- acting.

4A reverse- acting controller causes the output to decrease yhen the pro-

cess variable increases. The vpl/a operation is selected for a feedback
. .

control system to provide fail-safe operation. The controller action is

selected to provide negative feedback; the manipulated variable acts to

oppose the action of the process variable.

VALVE AND CONTROLLER SELECTION

Sir ose.a need existed for a valve and controller action to control a
tr

proses- in which it was vj al for a tank to fail.empty. We can use Figure 5

to dep ct the closed -loos control system for this siteratiOn 'where we must

have e level fail lo . For the level to fail low, the valve must 11E------

closed eciu;e of a less of-signaWthis requires an air-to-open valve.

When the eyel incr ses, the valve mutt close. This requires decrease in

signal from ntroller. For a decrease in controller output to yield an

increase in the process variable, the controller must-be a reverse - acting
,-

corrtroller. If, howeyer, the controller action` desired is, for the tank

level to fail full, the valve must fail open and. e air-to-close. An'in-

crease ih level requiring the valve to close requir a direct-acting con-%
troller. The Selected valve operation and controller ction are important ,

and must be considered when designing equipment for contr ,systems.

a

1

vs.
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VALVE OR FINAL CONTROL ELEMENT

WATER INTO TANK
OR PROCESS SUPPLY

CONTROLLED WATER LEVEL.
WHICH 14 THE PROCESS

9

WATER TANK
SET POINT'

WATER OUT (DEMAND OR
LOAD ON THE PROCESS)

0
CONTROLLER

LEVEL MEASUREMENT
- THE TRANSMITTER

OR PRIMARY ELEMENT

Figure 5. Cloyed -loop control system.

In selecting process equipm ht, consider the process in Figure 6. This

is another level process that differs from that, in Figure 5. in Figure 6,

the control valve regulates the flow out of the tank to maintain a level.

By using" he reasoning established in the previoudiscussion, -valve

operation and controller action can be selected.

UNCONTROLLED FLOW

DISTURBANCE
VARIABLES ---)"

SET POINT

LT

O
CONTROL

CONTROL VALVE V

CONTROLLED FLOW - MANIPULATED VARIABLE

.

Figure 6. Level process with flow out--as _the_manipultecLvariable__

Page 12 /IC-01
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FOI%-the_leyel to fail low, the valve must be air-to-close and the con-

troller must be reverse-acting. When the level is to fail high, the valve-

must fail closed (or air -tQ -open) and the controller must be direct-acting.

The selection of valve operation and controller action is summarized in

Table 1 for the processes in Figures 5 and 6.

TABLE I.

(for

LVE OPERATION AND CONTROLLER ACTION
processes in Figures 5 and 6).

Process in Figure 5 Process in Figure 6
,

Fail Empty ail Full Fail Empty Fail Full

Valve Operation - Air-to-open Air -to -close Air-to-close Air-to-open

Controller Action Reverse Direct Reverse Direct

PROCESS DYNAMICS - CAPACITY VERSUS CAPACITANCE

Now that the principle of automatic feedback.control has been estab-
.

lithed, it is important_ to consider the process and inspect the relationship

between proicess input and output. The process can be represented as a black

box in a bliock diagram (as in Figure 7). The process performs a transfer

funttion between input and output. A transfer function i the-mathematical

relationship between the input. and

the output Of a control system.

The input is a supply of energy

and/or material from the control

INPUT OUTPUT valve positioned by the control -
ROCESS ------)w-

ler. The output, in this eXplana

tion, is considered to be the pro-
.

cess measurement on the scaler

Figure 7. Block diagram of a process. output signal from the measuring

means.

When'the input to a process changes, the controller must add energy

and/or material to the process at a rate to which the processcan respond.

Ln therexample of the water tank, if the valve controlling the input water

flow is opened too much or for too long a time, the level will overshoot the

119
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set point. f the valve is pened too little or not long enough, the level

will not reach the set point; The manner in which-the-process responds to a

load change and upply change determines the rate at which energy and/or

material must be led,to the process.

Consider the control ofi a simple process like the speed control of an

automobile. On a straignLlevel section of highway, when the accelerator

is,held in one position, the speed of the automobile will be maintained:

The flow of gasoline into the carburetor (energy being added to the process)

is at a constant rate exactly equal to that required to maintain speed. The

automobile is neither accelerating nor decelerating. However, when the load

on the process is increased by an incline in the highway, the autbmobie

will slow down. 1111

To maintain a' constant speed, fuel flowing to the carburetor'must in-

crease at a rate to which the automobile can respond. This rate depen s

upon the transfer function of the process. A big truck with a heavy load

responds to a large amount of energy provided by a large engine that has the

.ability to regulate large amounts of fuel flow. The same fuel flow would

cause a high.acceleration.rate for a compact automobile. Likewise, indus-
.,

trial processes react, differently to various load and supply changes.

For processes with different transfer functions or reaction rates, con-

siderthe level processes in Figure 8.

In Figure 8, both level tanks have the same capacity or can retain the

same amount of material in :gallons (or any desired unit of measurement).

For the purpose of level measurement, whiCh is usually in linear units. -

feet, inches, and so forth - the dynamic characteiristics of the prbcesses

Figure 8a and Figure 8b are completely different. The term "capacitance" is

used to describe the dynamic properties of the process. Whilelapactty rs a

measurement of volume, capatitance is -a measure of length and vomie. The -

unit of capacitance measurement in this imstance.is:

.4P
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This unit relates level (length)-to'volume. .It can le. seen that the process

in Figure 8a has greater.. capacitance than Viet df Figure 8b.

154

LEVEL- CONTROL VALVE

FLOW IN
- LEVEL
CONTROL

FLOW OUT

LEVEL
TRANSMITTER

a. With high Capacitaniit

LEVEL'- CONTROL . VALVE

FLOW

LEVEL'CONfROL

SET POINT

LEVEL
TRANSMITTER

FLOW OUT

.44 b. With low capacitance

Figure 8. Level processes.

The process response to a load change is important when considering

capaci ce in control systems. For a given disturbance variable,the high-
_

capuit nce process'undergoes a greater change than the lower-Capacitance

process f Figurle 8b, though the capacities of Figures 8a and 8b arcs 5qual.-

Y
The rela lonship between instrume9t selection, adjustmentdend process dy.-

- nimtcs Will be studied in Module IC,05,."Insfruments for Mechahical Measure-,0

ment."

The most common tYpes,of processes controlled by Nedback control ap-

plications -are the follow4:

Liquid level. ,

Fluid flow..

Pressure.

Temper:atu're.

A .
21
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ProdIsses involving liquid level have,been'ascussed prior o t

point in the module. The liquid-level procets is easy to egplal and under- °

stand, and the student most likely,har- 't t. Control of

the liquid-level process is no rmally easier'oto obtain in comparison to other

processes. , .

The ease with which control 4f-the liquid level is obtained is due to

many factors; they are: control at Ixtremet:y close tolerances is rarely
es

needed, the process is normally very lipear, measurements are easily made,

and the response time and reaction rites,are favorable. These characteris-

tits will be elaborated on in Module IC-02, "Idstruments for Fluid Measure-

ment: Pressure and Level."
G:

Control of fluid flow is the most common process, In pFeviods discus=

sion of level control, flow of' material into and out of the various tanks

was regulated to control level; actual flow quantities were not controlled.

The first'consiOeration in controlling a process is measurement of the vari-

able to be controlled. Although flow quantity was not measured,.. it was the

manipulated variable. Flow is the manipulated variable used to control most

processes. Even when not controlled td-exact quantities as a manipulated
A ,

variable, the pretise control'of flow is necessary In many applicatiOns. A

flow process-is shown in Figure 9. .3

FLOW ,CONTROLLER

RAW MEARANSWTTERSUREMENT
T

SV POINT

The flow process in

Figure 9 Utilizes the same

principle as level pro-

cesses. .The process mea6

surement is provided, by the
, . \_

.

, meaUring transmitter, which
.RAW- q0NTROL

NfAV/E generates a signal propor-,,
--,

FWO FLOW 'il.

tional to floW and transmits `t

a
A

signal to the controller.-
, .

. _
.

d. The controllertompares the

signal representing the flow

,Figure g. *Ffori.4contr61 'process.' quantity to the referende
a ..,

. - {or set point) valve. Then

the controller- generates a signal that is a faction of the'errorsival and

Page 16/IC-01,',
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transmits a signal to;.the .c.on"trol valve, Mich regulates the flow-quantity
to the desired value.

The control of pressure is, not as common in most process applications

as liquid level and fluid flow, bt:It is important in some applications. The

pressure-\ ontrol ,process of Figure 10 has the same fundamental control char-

acterispc as other control processes. The student should be able to iden-

, tify the control components and describe the-control principles and opera:- ,
tion of this system; it is similar _to flow and level processes previously
descritrd.

PRESSURE-
CONTROL VALVE

REGULATED
MATERIAL INTO
THE VESSEL

t
SET POINT

. ,

PRES= RE VESSEL COtiTROLLEI5 AT DESIRED PRESSURik'

PRESSPRE' CONTROL

PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

PROCESS' LOAD OR DISTURBANCE VARIABLES

Fiogure PresSurie-control process.
*

The prOcess in Figure 11 controls temperature by regulating th flow of
steam through the heat exchanger. This process, though operating, o the ,

.

1
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COLO
PRODUCT IN

s

mgArouT

CONOVONM MIT

same principle of feedback
,4

as those Previously de-
.

scribed,.haspa significantly

different dynamic chatacter-

istic. This characteristi c
%

is 'the ability to store

RSA- energy.. When the control
71.111I

TRANS -
,rmm valve changes the steam'floW

flM RA_ into the heat exchanger, the

CONTROL temperature o f the product

does not immediately respond'

to the change in input ener=

gy. The steam must first

t

Figure 11. Temperature-control process.

heat the tubes of the exchanger. Then the energy Must betransferi-ed to the

process material, which then transfers the energy to the temperature trans-

mitter. The time lost between a decrease in temperature at the transmitter

(caused by a-"load increase) and the resulting:increase in product tempera-
NIL

ture (resulting from an increase in steam flow caused by the controlling ac-

tion of the control system) are-considerationS that make the tempgrature

process a dlfficult control situation.

DEAD TIME AND LAG TIME

Temperature processes can absorb and store more energy than other pro- S
4%

cesses. However, they can also exhibit much dead time. To- better under-,

stand the temperature process of Figure 11, assume that the product frowinge

mit is heated to the desired temperature, while steam flows yi at a constant

rate. These
tot

variables are controlled by the valve regulating the flow of

condensate out of the heat exchanger. If the product flows into the ex-

changer at a constant temperature and flow rate while the above conditions

are maintained, the temperature of the emerging heated product is"constant.
.

This is not usually the case, however, because processes do undergo load

changes from time to time. If the flow of cold prbduct into the'exchanger

varies (decreases, for example), the temperature of the emerging hot product

increases because the product absorbs more energy from thetsteam.,

Page_ 18/IC-01
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When the temperature of the heat.product,varies, the variation is de-

tected by 'a deviation between set point and proceis variable, generating an

error signal at the controliler input. The controller output vill change
0

based on the e ror signal (the difference between set point and process

variable), cau g the control valve to reposition. This changes the flow

of steam into the4heat exchanger. In some processes, the change in manipu-

lated variable has a sudden effect on the process. However, in the tempera--

ture process, steam Mint first change the temperature of the exchanger

tubes. Then the exchanger tubes change the process temperature. The trans-

ducer:of the temoeratore transmitter (that portion of-the transmitter in
- "

contact with the product) must absob or release energy (dependto upon an

'increase or decrease in product temperature) before, a change inliutput

na can oceur. The time lost in the transfer of eiiergy'In-Iteprocess is

dead time - or transfer lag. Transportation lag,'also'known as. lag time,' is

fhe time lost to how long it takes the transmitter and error detector to

generate an.error signal that will cause the controller to respond to the

variation in the process variable.,,The terms "first-" and "second-order

lag" have also,been used to define deadtime and lag time. Temperature pro-

cesses have.gheater'amounts of dead time and lag time-, making their control

more difficult.

, The processcontrol systems described inthiS module -

fld,id flow, pressure, and temperature - are all feedback control systems.

The "fgedback" is information'derived from comparing the value of t4 pro-

cess variable to,the set point, which is-transmitted to the controller.

Ideally, the controller'output causes a repositioning of the final control

element to achieve or maintain a.-balance between supply to the proceSs and

load on the process. Following a load change, the controller- outpu should

continue to maintain a balance between supply analemanduritil the process

fs returned to the set point.

The information that is fed back to the controller in these control

systems can be via manual,action on the part 4f a person and on a periodic

basis (open-loop controTor can be through instrumentation, that allows

immediate and const4nt response ,(closed-loop control). There is one draw=

back to these control, systems: a change in process or a deviation froset

. I
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[point must *wen before the controller can take, corrective action. The

material and/or en rgy.that is to be controlled must chinge before the con-
.

troller will correc' for a load change or other disturbance variable. This

sdnetimes precludes'the use offee tl5i4=C;ntrol. However, in most situa-

tions, this problem can be overcome by the correct design and application of

the feedba& control system.

EXERCISES

I

1. For the temperature process in Figure 11, determine the proper +ye

operation and controller action to provide both high- and low- tempera-

-1'ure fail-safe operation. Complete Table 2.

TABLE 2. VALVE OPERATION AND CONTROLLER ACTION.

Fail 4igh Fail Low .

k.
Valve Operation

Controller Action , .

2. Draw ,a temperature process similar to the one in Figu're 11. to control

temperature by adding cooling to the process-instead of heat. This can

be done by regu.lating the flow of cold water through the tube of the

heat exchanger. Select the proper valve operation and controller-ac- -

ion to provide for both fail-safe high and fail-safe low operation.

Complete Table 3.

k

I

TABLE 3. VALVEOPERATION AND CONTROLLER ACTION.

. Fail High ' Fail Lbw

'Valve Operation

1
Controller

co

Action
.

Page mic-01.
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LABORATORY MATERIALS

Pump (P1). An electrically-operated pump that will deliver 10 to 20-gal/min

flow against a 20-psig head pressure.

Two control valves, diaphragm-operited by a tp 15 psig. The valves can be

single-seated, afr-to-oper or air-to-close, with a 1-inch body and

1/2-inch trim.

Two strip-chart recording, controllers. with fast (1 inch /minute) and slow (1

,inch/hour) chart,speeds. The controller should be pneumatic, with con-

ventional 3 to 15 psig input and output.

Two 20-gallon tanks to use it? the reservoir and process. The reservoir

should be flat, about 10 to 12 inches high. The cylinder used for the

process should be about 8,feet high and 10 to 12 inches in diameter.

One level transmitter that has an adjustable range approximately 0-20 to

0-200 inches 1120, and pneumatic 3 to 15 psig input and output.

One flow transmitter (with integral orifice) approximately 0.250 inches that

has an adjustable rarge° approximately 0-20 to 0-200 inches H20.

Assorted hoses, pipes, tubing, and wiring that will be used to connect the

process and instruments.

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

1. a combination flow and level system as shown in Figure 12, and

identify all components including the following:

a. Flow transmitter, Ti.

b. Flow controller, C1.

c. Flow control valve, V1.

d. Level transmitter, T2.

e. Level controller C2.

f. Level valve, V2.
c,\

Connect theprocess as shown in Figu're 12 and install the instruments.

O

27
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`FLOW
TRANSMITTER

Wu.

FLOW CONTROL

FLOWCONTROL VALVE

LEVEL
CONTROL

ti

LEVEL PROCESS TANK

ET POINT
LEVEL

TRANSMITTER

LEVEL
CONTROL VALVE

WATER RESERVIOR

ex%

P1

Pre 12. Flow-10g process.

2. By referring to equipm4nt instruction/ manuals, connect the instruments

. as indicated by the drawing in Figure 12. With the controllers on man-

ual (or hand) control for open-loop control of tiT process, pOsition-

the flow and level valves. Note the valve operation as *signal-to-open

or signal -to- close.

3. Using a water.hose or other water source, fill the water rhervoir.

4. Close V21ith the level controller in manual operation.

Page 22
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5. Open V1 half-way. The half-open valve position cah be ascertained,bi

observing the position indicator on the valve.

. Start P1 and 'establish the flow fnto the tank at a nominal value of 20%

to 50% as measured by the floW=measuring,instruments.,

7. With .the floW maintained constant at tbe value established.inoStep

monitor th4e,vel of the,tank by observing the level-measuremeni

strument:
.

8. When title level reaches app oximately 50 %, of its, maximum value, open Vi

withthe manual-adjustment frOM the level controller. By repeated ad-
, %

justmentsavnecessary, determine the proper valve opening to maintain

the level at a constant value of 50%.

9. By completion of the procedures to this point, V2 hat,been lenualTy

controlled to maintain a balance between supply (the water entering the

tankand demand (the water leaving the tank) on the level Process.

10. -Increak the flow into the tank by'about 10% of the maximum amount, and

adjust V2 to maintain the level at its original value.

11. Decrease the flow into the tank by 20% of the maximum vilue,''and, adjust

V2 from the level controller to,maintain the level at the original

value.

,12. By completing Steps 10 and 11, manual or open-loop control of a process
1

to compensate for load changes has been achievedr-,_

13.' The procedures for this exercise have been completed. 'Secure all

equipment by stoppipg PI, closing vr, and opening V2. This will return'

the'water to the reservoir.
N.

ti
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SSARY

Automatic control system: A control system having one or more omatic

controllers- connected in closed loops with one or more proces

Control system: A system in which ode or more outputs are forced to change-
in a desired manner as -time progresses.

Controller:,) The decision-making component of the closed-loop control sys-
teli. It compares the actual'value of the process variablefagainst the
desired value for the process variable, and transmits a control signal
that Jitill_act_on_the_manipulated, variable- in such a way as td minimize'
the difference.

,Disturbance variable: 'Undesired command signal in-a control' system.

Error signa4--The-difference between the desired value of the process vari-
able and the actual value of the process variable.

Fail-safe condition: A condition to which a process will return or be main-
tained upon the failure of any one or all control devices. The condi-
tion must be the least hazardous of all possible conditions.

Feedback: Information in a closed transmission path about the status of the
process variable; -generated'by the measuring means; transmitted to a
controller that regulates an input yarlab p to maintain the process
variable at the desired condition.

Final control element:''The component.of)rcontSol system that regulates the

manipulated! variable.

'

r/Measuring means: \The tnstraeat-Qr inst ument syste that, nitors the pro-

cess and supplies information -:."-the-:,controll trig mean§. The informa-
tion is used to ascertain' the actual process condition.

Manipulated variable: The input variable to a process that directly affects

,the process variable in a way to maintain or achieve a desired condi,-.

Open-loop control system: A control system in which the only regulation of
input variables is accomplished by manual control with little regard '.

for the, actual condition of the process.,',

Process: A series of continuous or regularly-occurring actions taking place
in a predetermined or planned manner for the purpose, of obtaining a de-

sired final product. , '10

Proiess,control:' Manipulation of the conditions of a process that bring

about a desired change in the.output characteristics of the process;

'Pro ess capacity: The characteristic of a process that enables it to retain

or 'Store oterial and/or 'energy,
'b

Set point: The4 desired value of a process variable that we wish to reach or

. maintain during the operation of the process.

. 4
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(

1. Defi the-following terms:.

a. Process.

1:4'. Process control.
1 ,

c. Open-loop control.

d. Closed-loch) control.

e. Negative feedbaCk.

2. List the component& of a closed-loop control system, and explain the

operation of each'.

3. Explain the purpose of a closed-loop control system, and explain the

operation by which this is achieved.

44. Explain process dynamics.
4

5. List four processes normally controlled by automatic feedback control.

441
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Se INTRODUCTION

Most control systems in present use'utilize the concepts of automatic

feedback control. The foremost prerequisite for feedback control is mea-

surement of the variable to be controlled. Essentially..any medium that can

be measured can be conteolled,-and that which cannot be measured cannot be

controlled. 'Regardless of the sophistication of the control system, the

control quality -can be no better than the measuring means.

___Jafthe four basic process types - pressure, liquid level, fluid flow,

and temperature - pressure measurement is-the most fundamental bespee-rani

of the variable measurements depend on inferred values from Pressure mea-

surement?. This module deals with the fundamentals of pressure-measuring

instruments and explains the methods of using these instruments to measure

liquid level. Level-measurement instrumeirel that are not based on the prin-

ciples of pressure measurements are also covered in this module. Discus-

sions are included that stress the means by which instrument output indica-

tions are scaled to repreknewn_quantities of-measurement.values.

, PREREQUISITES

The student should have-a basic understanding of algebra and physics

and should have completed Module IC-01, "Principles of Process Control," df

Instrumentation and Controls.

I-

Upon completion o this module, the - student should-A able to:

1. -Expl.ain.the object' and 14i;;-e of process measurement.
.

2. List the s dard unit of measu'emet- the followfliti processes:

: a. Pressure.

b. '-Liquid level.

34
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3. State a theory measurement.for each of the processes listed in Objec-

tive 2.,

4. List the operating principle of an'ihstrument that performs the-mea
d

surementat the processes listed in Objective 2. 0.0

5. EZplain the concepts of instrument spanni-ng-;arrd calibration.

6. Define inferred measurement.
6

7. Perform.a calculation at relates pressure toslevel'measurement.

B. Describe the calibration p cedure for instruments, used in .measuring

the processes listed inObjective 2.

6 q.
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SUBJECT MATTER

___!DIkPL-QUALITY OF THE SYSTEM
a.4140

,

All of the components in a closed -loop control gystem are of equal im-

portance in, that the aksmnri576ilfunction of any one:componerit will cause

the system to cease operatiX. However, the degree-Of success that a system

obtains in control of a process is influenced most,strongly by two compo-

nents; the measuring means and the controller. Without measurement of the

actual conditiorof the process, automatic feedback control cannot be

achieved.., This feedback-signal established by he:trantmitter (measuring

means) generates the error signal through comparison with the set point and

provideS tile basis of corrective action to be taken by the controller.'.
Because the feedback cont ler action is initiated and y the

feedback signal from_the_meas ring_transmitter, the oVerall-controfiqualfty'-

of the control sys -ean-never-prpass that of the measuring means. Con-

trol quality depends not only on the "Static'accuracy of the measuring in-
_

strument, but on the dynamic accuracy (performa, nce) as well. 'The trans-

mitter will respond to process chioges_as fast as process variations occur

in order toipfevent the corresponding controller actions from being
.

delayed--Ailile pressure-, level-, and flow-measuring devices are generally

quick to respond to changes-in ptocess,conditions, lag time-in the control

systems caused by the-longer response time of temperature` measurement can
,

.
present serious problems in %control quality.

The control quality of any control system is an expr'ession of howwell

the system is able to maintain the process variable at the set.point. To be

able(to make this determination it is,nt4essary to have a means of makings

measurements: Measurement is the conipaci44)of one quantity to another spe-

ciaLquantity-thit is accepted asthe reference or standard quantity. No

comparison can ever be exact, there will always, be a.difference between the

standard and-the other-qbantity, this difference is called an error. The

smaller the error, the greater the accuracy, and a higher accuracy rifeans a

better'control quality.

For our industrial prkeiSes to be efficient and reliable it is vital

that measurements have integrity- a.,,dimension that is .measured andlkound to

36
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. --
be one inch at one site should be found to be.one inch at all other sites.

.

To ensure this, the standards for all measurements'in the United States: are

listed with the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in Washington, DC. The

standards maintained by NBS are called primary standards; other organization

and companies have their own copies of the primary standards - called'seCon-
-

dary standards. The secondary standards are compared periodically againit

the primary standards and are used as -comparison for tertiary standards

Which are copies of the secondary standavis. This chain of copies; sup-

ported by periodic comparison, provides a means of traceability that ensures

a conformAty of measure throughbut industry; thu an utomobile part menu-
__

factured in MichiOn will the same dimension as a replacement part

. manufactured. in California.
.

A major concept that must be considered when measurement and the integ-
.

.rity of measurements are dlOssed is. accuracy Accuracy is-defined as "the !"

closeness by which a measured value co,forMs to be actual value." Test in-

'sframenti_are-used to determine the values of the p ce-ss variables, and

. each has its own accuracy. The' accuracy of an instrum nt or. of test eq0ip-

ment is expressed by the percgntage of uncertainty of- ny reading taken.
...

Care must be exercised when a measurement fs made with a test_instru- .

.

ment that uses a readout that has its uncertainty exPreSsed as "pl,us dr

'11

minus a percentageof the full scale reading." The dangers that can be«hiA-
.

en behind this statment are showh in Example A below. .

EXAMPLE,(k: METER SELECTION BASED ON ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS.

Given: A process variable is measured by a voltage level and must be

mair)tained.'within 3% of its set point of 50 volts. There are two

volimeters available to perform the measurement.- Both meters

have the same range values: 0 - 1 volt, 0 - 10 volts, and0 - 100

volts. Meter A ha a stated accuracy of ± 2% fu 1-§cale read-
,

ing. Meter,B has a stated accuracy of t 1% f 1-scale reading.
N

Find: Which meter will ensure that'our measurements' of the set point %

will be within 3%.

Page 4/IC-02.
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Solution:,- It is obvious that, regardless of whioll meter is used, the

est range (0 - 100 volts) must be used. Calculate the uncertain=

ty of,a 50-volt reading foreach meter.

Meter A . _

Reading = 50 volts ± 2% full scale (100 :volts)

= 50 volts ± 2voltS

Thus, meter A could read anything fremt48 volts to '52-volts

- for an actual input voltage of 50 volts.

Meter B
4

Reading = 50 volts ± 1%-full scale (100 volts)

= 50 volts t 1 volt

Thus, meter B could read anything flow 49 volts to 51 'volts

for an actual input voltage of 50 volts.

Notice that we must haye an uncertainty less than 3% of 50 volts,

or 50 volts ± 1.5 volts'..' .Meter Ahas an.uncertaint)\af 2 volts,

which is 4% of 50 volts, even though it had a stated accuracy of

2%. Meter B is the only:meter that will ensure that our measure-

ments will be within 3% (1.5 volts) bf the set point.

It is evident that more information-is.needed about measurement devices

thaft;just to say they are 1% or ,2% accurate. A person should know what the,

percentage is in reference to - percentage ual reading, or what.. the

most accurate readings will be those thlt a ' in the" upper third of

the rangd.when the percentaje is of fuTi e. .

Now that you have beeb presegted.in rmation .regardiing,what dart,affect.5,

the quality of measurements, it is important that yoUbe exposed to what.

'measurements will be made and the factors .related to those measurements.

a.

PRESSURE MEASUREMENT d

Pressure maybe describedlk a farce acting over an area. ,Maplemat*-

tally-the most commein equatiorrlor pressure is:

38
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P=F/A

4
where: F = force.

A = area.

P = pressure.

The standard units of measure used for pressure -are determined by the system

of measure with which a persqn is working. According to the International

System of Units, which is based upon 'the old MKS (meter-kilogram-second)

system, pressure is measured in units called pascal (Pa) where'r.Pa = 1 -

- Newton/square meter. Thit-module-will deal primarily with the English (or

foot - pound - second) system of measurement where pressure is measured-in units

of psi (pounds per square inch).

Equation 1

Everyone is subjected to pressure but is unaware of it. Man has

evolved in an environment that is under constant pressure - the weight of

the air lying.over everything. At sea level this weight of air results in a

pressure of 14:7 ps. We are not aware of, this 'atmospheric pressure because

the force of the air pushing in is balanced by other forces in our Mies

pUshing*dat. A building is un'ffected by the pressure because the forme of

the atmosphere pushing in on the outside walls is balanced by the force of

the atmosphereinside the buflding pushing out.'Awareness of pressare Oc-

, curs only when there is an imbalance of pressures,and we observe the

effects.' .

, -

Measurement came about only after men became aware of the existence of

the quantity and realized the importance -of measuring it. Pressure was

is a quantity that could be measured only after the effects of ',recognized

.unbalanced pressures were observed. For example: a balloon can be inflate

:because we inject air with a pressure that is greater than the tmosaheric
. 6

' pressUre; the balloon ceases to expand when the atmospheric pre re isbal-

anced by the pressure of the air inside the balloon. A building tha is

closed Op will explode when a,tornado papses over it because the. pressure-

:inside the building is greater than 4e.presiure outside the building.

The same tHingthatigives us our-awareness-of a quantity that can be

m sured also-giVes:the means by which to do the measurement. We measure
'1;

r



. 160
4 pressure by-comfiaring an unknown pressure againgi a different, known pres-

sure; we observe the effects of the unbalance on, substances or an object.

The known pressure is the reference pressure; it is the standard against

which we. measure. The ideal standard would be zero pressure; however,

achieving a zero pressure (a perfect vacuum) is theoretically impossible, as

...this would require that there -be no single atom of anything present in de-
.

fined volume:of space. Even the space-between the planets is estimated to

have at least one atom of_hydrogen per cubic meter of volume. Due to modern

technology, it is possible.to approath a vacuum near that 'found-betwein the

planets; because of this it is kniWn that atmospheric, pressure at sea level°

is approximately 14.7 psi.

Due to the difficulty in obtaining a good vacuum, the most common ref-

erence used to measure pressure is that of the atmospheric pressure In the

immediate vicinity of the measurement instrument - this is called the am-

bient pressure. So that we can distinguish what the reference of a measure-
.

ment is, a convention of notation has been adopted. When a measurement is

made with respect to ambient pressure as the reference, the value isir6alled'N

gage pressure, and the units of.measure are written as psig ( pounds per

square inch gage). Whgn a measurement'is.made with zero pressure as the

reference, the value is called absol,ute pressure, and the units of measure

are written as,psia (pounds per square inch .absolute). Absolute'and gage

pressure measurements\ are rp2ated by the equation:

Pabsolute = Pgage Patmosphere

where: PhsOlute = pressure in units of psis.

Pgage = pressure in unit' of psig

Patmospriere = pressure in units of psia.

r

ti

V

.t

Equation 2

1C-02/Page 7
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28.0

-
tea

-
24.0

2.20

-
OIFFERENTIAL
PRESSURE

27.0 pm
2.0 owl

23A pm

20.0 . "
- (GAGE PRESSURE) 10.3 ps4

18.0

16.0 .
MO pug (ABSOLUTE PRESSURE)

STANOAR 0
ATMOSPHERICP. 14.0
PRESSURE
14.7 o1

< 10.0

a.o

6,0

4.0

zo

PERFECT VACUUM

Figure 1. Kinds of pressure (examples).

LIQUID' MANOMETERS

Ambient pressure is deter-

mined by the latitude, alti-

tude, and gravitational ac-

celeration of the location.

Most Witances do not re-
_

quire a knowledge of the ab-

solute pressure, therefore

it does not matter; it is

the difference in pressure

that matters to the pressure

gages. Figure 1 illustrates

how the different pressures

are related.

The term "manometer" is a name given to pressure gages capable of re-

sponding,to small pressure changes. It is derived from Greek origin - the

term "mano meaning thin, or rate, and the term "meter" meaning to measure.

Therefore, manometer probably once signified a gas or vapor gage; but, to-
.

day, it is generally accepted that a manometer signifies a liqpid-type gage

used to measure low 'differential pressure. Thoughsometimes used as a pro-
.

cess-measuring instrument *manometers are most commonly used as acciiNge,

secondary standard' calibrating :instruments in laboratories. The two general

types of manometers are U-tube and bell. Both have similar operating prin-

ciples, but the if-tube is discussed in the following paragraphs.

The U-tube manometer shown in Figure 2 is constructed by bending a

glass tubelinto the shage of a U, filling the tube about half-full with a

liquid of known.specific.gravity (deniity of liquid /density--of water), and

Page 8 /IC -02
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ZERO REFERENCE LEVEL
WITH EQUAL PRESSURE
ON EACH TUBE

GRADUATED
LINEAR SCALE

/4
3

2

1

2

4

a. A manometer with equal pressure applied on each tube.

HIGHER PRESSURE HERE
CAUSES THE LIQUID
LEVEL IN THE TUBES
TO eE DISPJ.ACED

HIGHER PRESSURE CAUSES
LEVEL TO DECREASE ON
THE HIGH-PRESSURE TUBE
AND INCREASE ON THE......*
LOW-PRESSURE TUBE

GRADUATED
LINEAR SCALE

4

3

2

1.

3

4

ITS -OF-LEVEL
DISPLACEMENT CAUSED
BY THE UNEQUAL PRESSURE
ON THE TUBES '

b. A manometer with different pressure
applied on each tube.

Figure 2. _U-tube manometers.

il

1

marking a scale to measure the displacement of the liquid level in, the Iwo

legs of the tube. With, equal pressure applied to each tube, the liquid in

each tube will be at the same level. When there'is a difference in- pressure

on the two tubes, the liquid level in the tubes will be displaced, and the

amount of the displacement (distance between levels). will te proportiZrl to

the differorce in pressure. The relationship between the amount of

displacement and the pressure difference on the-two tubes can be explained

by referring to Figure 3. 1-
0_

42 I
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g

112f inches

r

1 CUBIC FOOT OF LIQUID,
WATER WEIGHS 62.4 POUNDS

I sq
.
ft

I sq in

...\107.= I ft 12 inches

F /A

A (area) 1 sq ft
1 ff x 1 ft

= 12 in* x 12 in

A- 144 In2

F 62.4 pounds

P 62.4 lb/144
in

2

P 0.4333... psi

Figure 3. Relationship between prdssure and a column of liquid.

9,

'Thom Figure 3, it Can be seen that a one-foot column of water exerts a .

pressUreof 0.433 psi. By dividing 0.433 by 12, the pressure exerted by a

column,of water one inch high is 0.036 psi. These values - 0.433 psi/ft

water and 0.036 ps /in - provide the basis fOr using-the displ'acement of a

column of liquid to measure pressure., This is termed "head-type pressure

measurement" because a column of liquid is commonly called a liquid level.

IA manometers, water it used as theROJO to meafure small pressure

difference; but ,forlarge +ssure measurement; the water columns would be '-

too high. For example, atmOspheric pressure 04.7 psirlvould cause A column

of water to be'displaced.33.97ft as seen'by the calculation:

14.7 psi =.33.9 ft
0.433 psi/ft

31 To measure higher values of pressure, heavier liquids ahk.,used in
.

"meters. Oils heavier than,water sometimes are used,for this purpose;

however, mercury is most commonly used. The speCific gravity, 'of mercury is
-

13.55, add a pressure will displace a column of mercury1/13.55 the distance,
that a column ofvoter would be displaced. Or, this may be stated as fol-

lows: For equal'values of displacement,, pressures 13.55 times greater can

be measured by using - mercury as the aanometer liquid. The following formula

Page 10/IC-02
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C`O

can be used to express the relationship betwe- en li

pressure, and liqUid specific gravity:
;

P
7

0.433(G)

. .

7 where: : ih = Lipid displacement, in feet.;

pm,.,PressUre, in lb/sq 'in.

head displacement,

'Equation

-G = Manometer ligOid specific gravity with respect to water.

0.433 = A constant that is the pregUre*(psi):of a pnergbot.columv.

\rof water.

Example B shows a calcdlation of pressure using 'Equation 3.

4 CALCULATION OF PRESSUE;

Given: A liquie.with a sOecific gravity of 2.48., The column -of liquid
.

l' ,v

is 43 ft.
-` .

.,

,
p -Y

Find: The pressure, inpsi4 caused py the liquid column.

Solution: Using Equatiom3
.

and solving far P. .

P = h (0.413)(G).

= 43 ft (0.433 in/ft)(2.48-1

P = 46t.17 psi.

PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

Transducers are devices that transform one form otnergy into another

form of energy that is mor usable. A basic,_ broad cla4_of transducers are

the Bourdon tubes. Tha5a are assure elements that4ransform, pressure into
;

mechanical mqvementor Motion.-

Bolirdon Tubei and Pressure Elements

There:are several types of Bourdon tubes used as pressure:transducers.,

The most commonly used in proce4 pressure meiiiirement.are'the

44

%,
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At

$

.

C-tube.

Spiral. '

Helical..

--
Pressure:el ement

ai aphragm.

el lows.

a psul er.

are co

sr

i

i

--.Bo rdon tubes are Constructed of a thin, springy type~ metal that ,expands
,

when press e is applied and returns to
,

its orlgi!ill,, 40e when itie pressure e'--

is removd. al ly, 'orie- nd of the Bourdon tubet1 s,,. fixed,' and one 'end is "'-

free to move. Merif. jii travel) results at the free hd (tip) when

pressure isapplied to the, open fixed end. The movement rroduced by th

Bourdon tubes s 0- in _Figur 4smay vary from one-fourth of an:Inc6 to a

,

a

used as t

f

.1

.

are the. follaOing:.

o

4;

STATIONARY
END,

MOVEMENT AT , MOVEMENT AT
FREE END (TIP)FREE END (TIP)

APPLIED FLUID
PREESUT TO
BE MEASURED

b. Flat spiral

A.-

a; C-Tube

-a

PRESSURE APPLIED
TO FIXED END

Figure 4.

c. Helical

PRESSURE APPLIED
TO FIXED END

FREE END
'PRODUCES MOVEMENT

k.,-

Bourdon' tubset.' b

,

few-t ousandths in inch. This movement conforms to Which

state thefollowing: 4 h n elastic limiti,the .free end will experience a

maveiile that is proportional to the fluid pressure *lied -to t fixed

end.
1

'C.-tube 1 s perhaps -the' most common of all Baur* tube
gecherally easier A° manufactureto uniform standards analin- large quanti-

us it is less,exraile:- C-tube Bourdon tubes can be -made to occupy

small, 'shallow-spaces, with enough depth to allow-legible dials for pressure

'Page 12/IC-02
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ga esand other indicating instruments'.:-Less tiptravel is common :for the

C e when compared-to the tip travel common to the ,helical and spiral

types of Bourdon tubes. The tip travel. for a C-tube is normally restricted

to-345°. This tip travel can be amplified by an arrangement of'link and
.

lever deviceS,oriector-pinion gears; and can be used to potition an-indica-

tor hand, Or,pointer, on- pressure gage. Ampliftcation of the free-end tip

travel is not normally used fn pressure tontrollers or transmitters. The

unamplified motion is sufficient to position'a flapper with respect to a

nozzle foi'pneumati 'eviies:orto move an'iron "slue in a linear variable

differential. transf fMer*Y6Ti for electronic ,or eleFtfeal devices. The

pperating'pressure range of C-tube Bourdon, tubes is from- a few pounds to

several thousand pounds.Ter sguare inch. Tube construction - usually the 4

thickness and type ,of material - determine the pressure range.

Spiral and helical Bourdon,tuhes prftide more tip travel and are gener-

-ally-moresensittve to small pressure differences than the C -tube types.

The operating range.of a spiral or helical" Bourdon tube can be from as

fractions of a Pound per square inch ofpressure to around 500 pounce per

square inch of: pressure.

s

Pressure elements are mechanical devices used as pressure transducers

in applications where :lower pressure rangesaie prevalent and greater accu-

racy is required. While_gourdon:iubet are used in gages and pressure- sen-

sors or transmitters for higher pressure applications; pressure elements'are

us
-*

ed in transmitters for loWer-range service (usually less than 100 piig)

and for receiver ins'trumen'ts (such as controllers,, recorders, and indi-

9

-.Bellows are made of springy material formed in the shape of a thin-wall.

.-tw tube. The -tube is then, worked to form nvolutions, which allow the

tube to expand much like an accordion. Bellows haVe a sealed e d and an

open end, to which the pressure to be measured is applied. The Acrease of,

pressure inside the bellows forces the bellows to stretch, produCin

ment at the free end. Two can be situated so that the movement of

Vs.

46
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one is in opposition to thedtfference,of the.two Pressures. This arrange=

ment tsused in the measurement of differential pressure. Figure 5 shoWs

W two bellows that are used for pressure and differential-pressdre measure=

Merits.
..

APPLIED PRESSURE TO BE MEASURED
A

MOVEMENT

FIXED END FREE END

a. Single bellows
pressure measurement

EMENT p 2
44---0. 1 2C \

b. Bellows for '4

differential measurement

Figure 5'. BellAws-used for pressure and. differential measurement.

Diaphragm

Pressure diaphragms are made of either a pliable fabric material or a

.thin andpliable These transducers normally are larger it surface

area than any of the other type discussed and, therefore, will respond to

' much lower pressprecanges. 'Th re commonly used in differenti

instruments. In such api .ns, the ..es are seal

. - the 'caSe andfixed
.
in that position. A difference -in press

_

causes a movement at_the'center.that is conkerted to measurein

ure 6.
.

Capsules tonsist of two diaphragms-that -a e weldqg or otherwise fas-

t together,at the edges. Usualt4 A41uid such as silical ge'is sealed °

between the two diaphragmsto transmit the force froM one chamber to ihe
\r <T,

other.

n, heidrt

Set Fig_:'

Page wic-oa
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f
TO READOUT
MErANISM

MOVEMENT

° RIGID
SI ES

FLEXIBLE
MATERIAL 1..

SEAL,

.mqA INSTRUMENT

!-7
CASE APPLIED

PRESSURE

APPUED PRESSURE

5.

4

TO READOUT
MECHANISM

FLEXIBLE
MATERIAL t MOVEMENT

SEAL
RIGID
SID

SEALED
NSTRUMENT

#2
APPLIED PRESSURE 4#

a. eressurs measurement with diaphragm pressure gage b. Differentialpressure measurement with diaphragm
pressure gage

Straln Gages

Figure 6. Diaphragm-type pressure gages.

4

A popular transducer for pressure measuceMent is the str

Strain gages are made- of thih wires that have a uniform resistance to length att

ratio. 'These are bonded to-a flexible or pliable sUpport such as paper or

plastic. A change in pressure-on the strain gage causes a variation of

force that tends to distort; stretch, or compress the resistive element.

The distortion causes a change in the physical characteristics (length and

diameter) of the wire; this-, in turn, causes the resistance -'to change, The

resistance -change, which normally Is--.§-rtfall-,--ftrtieUtitrarbt-a-tr.-c--.-Vitteatstone---..
resistance-bridge. Figure 7 shows, an arrangement used to measure With a

strain gage. The-bridge is initially balanced by. adjusting R3. A change in

the pressure applied to the strain gage causes the bridge to.be-unbalanced,

FLEXIBLE
SUPPORT HOUSING

Res Rg

RECORDER

PRESSURE
WIRE BONDED' TO
FLEXIBLE SUPPORT.
fENStON (STRAIN) ",
INcilEASES WITH PRESSURE.

R4

' I
BRIDGE VOLTAGE SOURCE

, R3

Figuri 7, Strain gage and bridge lwasuring.circuit."

,

4 8

#.5

.4 -
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. thereby causing a change in the recorder response: This application pro-,

es a'very accurate means of measurement :with a wide Range of sensitivi-

t es. The sensitivity can be altered by changing the value of Pc and R2,

the recorder sensitivity, Or the valUe orAthe bridge voltage.

Pressure measurement, as covered in this module, 4s used in the actua

control of pressure processes (as 'shown in Figure-8) and as indirect mea-

surements of liquid, level and fluid flow. (Note:.",Any of the various pres-

sure transducers discussed in this module can be useea-s4 transducer in the

pressurei4ransmitter in Figure 8 to cause a signal proportional to pressure

to be generated.),

SCALED SIGNAL PORPORTIONAL TO PRESSURE

,

SET POINT

RESSURE CONTROL

PRESSURE
(TRANSMITTER)

UNCONTROLLED FLOW
INTO PRESSURE VESSEL

PRESSURE-

/CONTROL
VALVE

Cif
OUT OF VESSEL IS

MA.N1 ULATED TO CONTROL PRESSURE

Figure 8. process.

OALIBRAtION OF PRESSURE TRANSMITTERS AND GAGES-. 4

V
All measuring deviCes usedinthe, proceis industries must be cnecked .

from time to time for accuracy and correct operation. This is usually done

by an instrument technician who accomplishes these procedures by using, stan-

Adard.and established bench or laboratory methods. The calibration of any

device consists of simulating the actual, process conditions and makiig the

instrument response correspond to the measured, simul4ed input. If the in,

..itrumeneto be checked or calibrated is a local indicator - as a pressure'

gage, for example the potnter movement shOuld correspond to the measured

input, --`For example, if a pressure gage is 6 measurei*ssure in.the pres-
-1.

Page1.61.LC-02
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sure range of O'toy100 psigo the pointer should trav el 100% as the pressure

changes 100%, or from 0 to 100.psig. 'To .caitbrate_a pressure-measuring de-

vice, the test setup shown An Figure 9 can.be used. The general calibration

procedure is to,apRly a pressureto the calibration pressure header, to read

and note the indication of each pointerand, by calibratiOn adjustments°

(zero, span, and angularity), to make the readings of the meter undertest

correspond to the test instrument (secondary standard). SteR7by-step pro-
.

cedures to do this will e given in the Laboratory Procedures portion of.

this module.

TEST INSTRUMENT
(SECONDARY STANDARD)

MEA TOkiMULATE CA c c tON"' ' PRQCESS INSTRUMENT

THE P SSURE PROCESS PRESSURE HEADER, OR METER UNDER TEST

C.'

Figure 9, °TestOparatus used to calibrate a pressure gage.
A

LIQUID-LEVEL 46SUREMENTS

. The measure of liquid levelusually is accompfishe7r.bythe.utilizatton

of the following types. of sensors:

Float-operated ddvites.

Head-type (or pressure) devices.
'p

Capacitance devices.'
ir-

- .,ConduEhneldlectrodesie

Ultrasonic detectors. '

Radiation detectors.

Displacers.

: .
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All of the devices listed above generate a motion, force, or some other re-

sponse to a movement of the surface of:a liquid.

.FLOAT-OPERATED DEVICES

Floats are the simpleSt or most common of the level devices used; but

their application is usually limited to two positions:. ON-OFF control or

local indication. Normally, they are not used in transmitters to generate a

sealed signal for transmission. Figure 10 shows applications where floats

are used to measure liquid,, level.

50

60

70
80

90

100%
GRADUATED SCALE

a. Proportional level measurement

ELECTRICAL INTACTS
OPERATE1151P(FLOAT

TO ALARM OR
CONTROL CIRCUIT

AOJUSTA8LE LINK TO
CHANGE OPERATING
POINT

LIQUID
LEVEL

b. ON-OFFfor two position

Figure 10. --Float-Operated level devices.

HEAD-TYPE (OR PRESSURE)-DEVICES

By referring to Equation 3 of this module and reviewing'the principles.

of manometers, it'can"-be seen,: that the reldtionship between pressure and .

liquid heid is such that one of these two variables can be inferred ffOm the

Measurement of the other one. A manoMeter is used to determine an unknown

pressure. quantity by measuring a displacement afta-talumn of liquid -- called

a hydrostatic head, or, simply, a head. The application can be reversed to

measure.a value of liquid level. .

--

The level-measurementtechniquedepicted in Figure 11 is a head-type

level-measurement application. The pressure applied to the pressure trans-

Page 1$ /IC -02
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glitter
.
at the bottom of the -tank is proportional to the height of the liquid

level in the tank and the density of the fluid. If the tank is open, or at

atmospheric preisure, a simple pressure tr hsmitter can be-used for the mea-

surement (Figure 11b). If it is.a closedv ssel 'uHnder pressure, a diffe'reb-

tial pressure-measbring device is needed, as showin in Figure lla. The

static pressure on the tank in, Figure lla is applied to both sides of the

differential pressure transmitter and will not affect the response of the..

instrument. If the pressure changes, it wir.change on both sides of the

differential pressure (d/P) transmitter, and the transmitter will respond

only to changes in tevel.-4

SCALED SIGNAL
PROPORTIONAL TO LEVEL. 'DIFFERENTIAL

P ESSURE TRANSMITTER

a. Closed tank level leeswemem

Figure 11. Liq id-level measurement by a hydrostatic head.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

i
LIQUID
LEVEL

SCALED SIGNAL
PROPORTIONAL TO LEVEL

PRESSURE TRANSMITTER
USED TO MEASURE LIQUID LEVEL

b. Open tank level measurement

The fact that one to k is larger in diameter than the other (in Figure

11) bears no significance. The surface area of thg tank has no effect on
a-

thespressure-applied to the transmitter caused by the liquid head, because

--L. the pressure is force per un \t area or pounds per.square inch. The total

force will be ireater on the bottom of the larger tank, but not the pres-

sure.
\

j
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EXAMPLE Cc CALCULATION OF RANGE OF PRESSURE TRANSMITTER.

Given :' liquid level is to be measured from 2 ft to 100 ft in the
N

tank in FigUre lla. The liquid in t k has a;specific gray..?

ity of 0.68. Two feet is the
1

;ero refe.ren p level because the

transmitter is located 2 'ft above the tank bottom.
!.73

-

Wind: The range of pressure transmitter needed to easure the level. -'

Solution: From`Equation(1, h , and solving ,or.P,
0.433(G)

P = h(0.433)(G), and substituting,

= (100 - 2)(0.433)0.68)

P = 28.85 psig PP

From Example' C, it is evident that the'pressure trans fitter will operate

in the range from 0 psig to 28.85 psig. Zero psig corresp6nds to 2 feet of

liquid level, and 28.85 psig corresponds to 100 feet of liquid level for a

fluid with a specific gravity of 0.68. To demonstrate how liquid level

betweenJhe two extremes (0 - 28.85 psig) would appear on the pressure

transmitter,' Figure 12 and Example D are offered.

To clarifyhow a head=type measurement can be used to indicate a level

we will examine the following exampleiond Figure 12.

r -
s

1
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FLOW INTO TANK

100 ft

LIQUID WITH A DENSITY ONLY'
68% THAT OF WATER A

46 ft

2 ft

FLOW OUT OF TANK

Figure 12. Pressure measurement as level indicator.

.\

EXAMPLE D: SCALING.

1t

Given The 104quid level is 46 ft high, as measured from the tank bottom;

whereas the level-measuring transmitter is 2 ft from the bottom.

Find: The percent of full-scale indication of the level-measuring

transmitter.

Solution: In this and af) scaling problems, it should be observed that the

percentof.span measured on the input of the level transmitter

1.11/(equal the percent of output.

The percent of measurement input

!,

Va.

11

54
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0

(46 - 2) 44
(100) = (100)*= 44.89% of the full

(100 - 2) measured value.

The output response of the level transmitter will be 0-28.85

psig. The actual pressure response caused by the level is:

(28.85)(44.89%) = 28.85 (0.4489) = 12.85 Osig

SA

The purpose of the pressure transmitter, that being an indicator of

level, can be fulfilled in many Ways. The pressure transmitter readout de-

vice (meter) could be'calibrated to read out in units of percent of.total

volume (2% - 100%), or feet of head(2 ft - 100 ft), or in pressure (0 psig

- 28.85 psig) with a conversion chart or factor by which the height could be

calculated.

A means by which a pressure measurement can be converted into a height,

measurement is shown-in Example E.

EXAMPLE E: DETERMINATION OF LEVEL.

Given: The pressure gage (transmitter) of Figure 12 now reads 9.45
.

psig.

Find: What is.the level of. liqui0in the tank - the level from the tank,

bottom, and not from the level of tfie transmitter.

Solution: By Equation 3: h = P/0.433 (G) ,

h 9.43/(0.433)(0.68)'= 32.09 ft

level = 32.09 ft + 2 ft = 34.09 ft
,

conversion factor:

maxiMum height (from transmitter)
= ft/psig

maximurh gage pressure

98 ft/28.85 psig = 3.396 ft/psig

level A (9.45 ft)(3.396 ft /psig) + 2 ft = 34.09 ft

Page 22/IC-02
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CAPACITANCE DEVICES'

By immersing two electrodes into a tank (as shown .in Figure 13), the

liquid level can be measured by measuring the change*in capacitance between

the two electrodes., As the level changes, the liquid between' the electrodes

changes: The liqui'd is the dielectric of the capicitor. When the liquid

changes, the capacitance will-change *accordingly.

A
AS THE LEVEL

.. CHANGES BETWEEN
POINTS A & B, THE

_ CAPACLTANCE BE-
TWEEN THE ELEC-
TRODES VARIES TO
GIVE A MEASURE-
MENT IN RESPQNSE
TO LEVEL.

-LIQUID LEVEL CAPACITANCE_
PROBES

CX R1

BRIDGE DETECTOR

BRIDGE
A.C.

VOLTAGE
SOURCE

LEVEL TANK

2

NOTE: EITHER LIQ ID MUST BE NONCONDUCTIVE
OR PROBES MUST BE ELECTRICALLY INSULATED FROM LIQUID.

Figure 13. Capacitance-type liquid7level measurement.

The dielectric constant of air and most ,otiler gases is one (1), whereas

most other substances have higher) values. If this. capacitance between the

electrodes is,assumed to be c (a constant) when the,tank is empty, and the

tank is filled with a liquid having a dielectric constant of four (4, the

7

, ,_
.

capacitance for the full tank will be 4C. This will cause the value of -Cx

in Figure 13 to unbalance the bridge, 'and the' unbalance 'will ha proportional 1.1 t '
- .

.

7 f

to level. '

The capacitanCe bridge, which.ls- similar to the d.c. Wheatstone brfdge;
' ,i, . , ff ,',

is excited by an a.c. voltage. When an audible frequency is used, the ,' .(,
-r. '...

bridge detector can be a .speaker or other audio device. Fpr indu.Striil ap4,'

plications, the detector is. t.ruallY a recorder that receives a scaled' signal

frqm the bridge.
,

56
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In Figure 13, R2 and R3 are precision variable resistors adlusted to

balance the bridge at the zero reference ,level. R2 is aixedvalue re-

cision resistor, C1 is a fixed-value capacitor, and Cx reprrits t

variable capacitance between the plates. The value ofiCx tsvexpreis

mathematically by Equation R1 and R3, called -ratio reist rst,'c

selected to help determine the Overall bridge' sensitivity.

Cx = El (C1)
R3

EqUation 4

Capacitance level-measurement devices are use A applicalions where

other level-measuring techniques could not be used successfully. They are

normally more expensive and difficult to maintain. If Ae,dielectric con-'
s.

stant of the liquid material is known, values of Cx corresponding to dif-

fer1;41 values of level can be"Connected to the bridge circuit. Calibration

adjustments Are then made'to the bridge detector to calibrate the overall

bridge circuit. ,However, empirical calibration techniques are moreLcommonly

employed, where*ille calibration adjtistment are' made. to correspo to

actual .level values. In such cases, it is-necessary to be able to determine
.

.,
.

the actual level` values by alternate means.

CONDUCTANCE ELECTRODtS

Conductance electrodes can be used where the conductivity between the

electrodes is a function of the amount of liquid between them, much like, the

variable capacitance in the previous discussion. The electrodes are then

connected to 'a d.c, bridge measuring circuit where unbalance detector re-
.

sponse is a function ;of :liquid level.. Level measurementby conductiNity'is

seldom used in the process and manufacturing industries.
.... ..,

7 ,

ULTRASONIC DETECTORS' .

Level measurementby .ultrasonic-type detectors finds little or no use

in the process industries; but these detectors are used when all other means

of level yeasurementare:totally inadequate.

°
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The principle of levelmeisurement by ultrasonic detectors involves an

ultrasonic'generatorand detector. Sound waves -are genaatedet the bottom

of a tank or vessel and received or' measured at the,,same location. The

sound waves leaving the source, or generator, travel through the.liquid

medium and are reflected at the surface. If the speed of sound in the---

liquid medium is known, level measurement then becomes a matter of,measuring
6

ehe,iime it takes the (sound waves to make the-round trip from the source to

the detector. These measurements can be made with such precision and accu-

racy that 0.1% accuracy in level measurement can be achieved. Ultrasonic

level-measurement techniques are used in depth finders for sea and ocean

craft, as well as for oil well depth measurement.

f
GAMMA RAY

\--....-FLOW
DETECTOR

TAN

POWER SUPPLY
ANO AMPLIFIER

SCALED SIGNAL
(PROPORTIONAL TO
LIQUID LEVEL)

LIQUID
LEVEL

SHIELOEO
RADIOACTIVE

SOURCE

'FLOW OUT OF TANK

Figure 14. Radiation -type liquid-level

measurement. and thus Piave no value

to the operation;
gammas rays, however, have high penetrability and offer a

very a curate and efficient means of. level measurement.

Gamma rays lose energy in proportion to the amount of material throUgh----

'whicti they travel_; for a given distance traveled, the greater the density of

t

the substance, the'greater the energy loss. The amount of energy lost in

penetrating the metal bottom and top -of the tank;in Figure 14 isj_constant, '

'thus only the amount of fluid in the tank (level) can cause a change in

energy loss, of the gamma rays. By knowing. the amount of energy loss per

----AnOther means_ of con

ducting a level measurement

indirectly and with no phys-

ical contact between the

fluid being measured and the

measuring device is illus-

trated in Figure 14. Radio-

active radium (Ra526) decays

to become radon la radio-

active gas). In the process

of decay, alpha particles

. and gamma rays are emitted..._

The alpha particles have

tittle ability to penetrate

58
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fodt of the liquid and being able to measure the energy received at the'de-

tector, it is simple matter to calculate the depth of liquid :in the tank,

'" because the average gamma energy at the source is known.

Level-geasurement by gamma ray detection is accurate, but it is expen=

sive when compared tb head-type and other level-measuring devices. ,Like the

ultrasonic type, it .shotpd be used only as a last resort.

1-----

DISPLACERS 4t

'An imporiant level 'appliciiOn is the measure of interface ley-G-11-.4

11cle .0 which two -Tidotds that have-dffferent-SOe--

cific gravity values meet--,- -or come together.. Common applitations involving

the measurement'of interface level are in the chemical, petroleuM, and

petro- chemical_ industries where water and a petroleum product form all inter-

face (Figure 15). Liquid-level interface measurement is based on--a small

SPRING SIGNAL'PQRPORTI9NAL
SAUL'. NOV1DADNT NERD TO SET POINT
DETTOTIDJIT
THAT GENERATE A
SIGNAL PNOPONTIONAL a

INTERFACE

TO INTIMACt Live!. r

human OF uotoos
A AND III

100%

le
MEASUREMENT

SPAN OF
INTERFACE

0%

CI CDNTROL

LEVEL
MEASURING
MEANS

'INTER-
FACE

LEVEL

LIQUID B.

CDNTROL VALVE F DR
UQUID A

Figure 15. Interface level measurement and,control system.

amount of movement of the displacer caused by the different amount of buoy-

ance.caused by the liquids of different densities'. When the tank is com-

pletely filled with the lighter liquid) ); the displacer will exert a

greater force on the spring - which is caused by the lower buoyant force of

0.
LIQUID A

gage 26/IC-02



the liquid. n the tank is completely filled with the heavier material A,

the displacer will exert les's force on the spring --which is caused 4ythe

Increased buoyant force of the heavier liquid. The different forces exerted

on the spring cause-the displacer to have a small vertical movement that is

transmitted to the lexeLtinansducer by th4 1,ink-and-lever arrangement

shown. This is the inpu to the level transmitter that is the feedback link'

in the control system. The displacer movement is a function of the inter-

face level.

.EXERCISES.

1. -60ert 45 inches of Water column, to:

a. Inches of mercury column.

b. psig.

c. psia. (kssume atmospheric pressure at sea level.)

2. Express atmospheric pressure as:

a. psig.

b. psia.

c. 'Inches of mercury column.

Feet of water column.

3. What would be .the pressure range of a level transmitter used to measure

liquid le*71 from 0 to 88 ft if the liquid has a specific gravity of

1.27 .

4. What is the pressure appllied to the transmitter in Exercises3 'above

'when thelevel measurement is 32 feet?

5. List three different means of level measurement, with at least one ad-

vantage and one disadvantage of each.

6. List the maximum pressure that can be measured in psig with a mercury

manometer that is 30-in high.

100-l4 air supply source

A fixed 20-psig pressure regulator

LABORATORY MATERIALS

60
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A 30 -in laboratory quality mercury bell manometer with-'a psig scale and an

inches-of-water scale c..

. .

g variable regulator capable of 0.1% regulation up to maximum 'regulated .f'
. .

pressure, of 20 psig
,

0-5 psig pressure gage with 0.1-psig resolution

0-30 psig pressure gage with 0.5-psig resolution

2 globe valves (one- fourth -inch APT with one-four tp-inch NPT)

APWOXII4Vely 10 ft of one-fourth-inch polyethylen tubing

Approximately 4 ft of one - fourth -inch pipe

Assorted pipe and tubing fittings

-LABORATORY-PROCEDURES

. . _

LABORATORY 1. GAGE CALIBRATION FOR A OApsig GAGE

f. Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 16 using the 0-30 psig.ga-ge as

the meter under test.'

2. Adjust the variable regulator to its lowest setting or by turning the
-...- . -

adjusting knob to the full counterclockwise position.

3., With block valve 2 open, slowly open block valve 1. The pivpose of

block valve 2 is to vent the pressure on the-header to atmosphere

should block valve 1 leak'in the closed-position. This helps,, o re- .

vent the possible loss of mercury in the manometer if,,by accident, .a

component malfunctions and.the
)%

presstire on-the manometer becomes exces-

`sive. -
,.

While,opening blocvaivegr-obaerve the indi-Gation on the manometer

and pres-ge. The readings should stay at Zero.

5. With zero pressure-en-,-thei header'', adjust- the manometer for an)ndica-

., tion of zero. Micrometer adjustments are usually provided to do this.
.

1

O
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PIPE "T"
WITH PLUG

,AP

TUBE IN WH E URY RISES

GRADUATED LINEAR SCALE
POR INCHES OF WATER AND psig

'

GAGE FACE WITH GRADUATIONS

POINTER

20 lb PRESSURE
REGULATOR

MIND

PRESSURE GAQE-..
UNDER TEST

LEVER

-..

r BLOCK VALVE 2

11
VARIABLE REGULATOR

LINK

..

_.CONNECTING
"...TUBINGOR PIPE

ZERO PRESSURE
REFERENCE LEVEL

CALIBRATION HEADER' fA

MANUAL BLOCK ,,,/..:tie ,,,,--c_ MERCURY,
LEVELVALVE 1 LE...--.;

RESERVOIR

100 psig AIR 'SUPPLY :
BELL MANOMETE

-
OR OTHER SECOND R STA DARD t,.

Figure 16. Apparatus for pressure-gage' t-alibrattpn, using bell manometer,

-- - as-a secondary standaed:' \
.

.
________\,,_._-----------

6. Zdro'the pressure gage by making cectaidn--thaf-ihe pointer is at, the

zero position: This can be done 6c--u'54ftgrr1-1----icroMeter adjusting crew

on the point or by removing the pointer and repl.king it to-point t
.-

__:_the zero reading. The glAis must be removed for this procedure.

7. t Close block valve 2 while observing the pretsure readings on the gage

. and manometer. Any increase -in the response of-either-instrument - th
4

manometer or gage - indicates a leak,,in the regulator. Positive shut-
_

off of regulators is not necessary, but the leak should not be great
i

enough,to cause the manometer to deflect more than a couple of inches
)

of water.-

717117M,

fm -
017/

rf1-,

S

\
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,8. Slowly increase the preisu're by increments equal to 10% of thefull-

scale.value of the meter un e est. This would increments of 30
. .

psig, called the'meas4ced value -7-0---Em-increen-,t---oiWerve and,

record the corresponding value ai7147eah the manometer. This is the

actual value. Record the values in the Data Table. Turn the regulator.

to the extreme left position to put zero pressure on the header.

9. Plot a calibrtation curve, using the-values in the Data Table, as
o

illustrated in Figure 17. ",

A'

MEASURED
VALUE

INDICATES-ERROR-CAUSE
BY IMPROPER ZERO .
ADJUSTMENT EITHER ZERO
TOO HIGH OR TOO LOW

10 20 30 40 50 '''.3/43+3" 70 flp 90 100

ACTUAL VALUE

INDICATES SPAN' GAIN' OR
MULTIPLICATION ERROR
CAUSED BY IMPROPER SPAN .
ADJUSTMENT

INDICATES EXTREME NON-
LINEARITY OR ANGULARITY
ERROR CAUSED BY
IMPROPER LINKAGE
ALIGNMENT

Eigure .17-. A calibration curve.

0

10. If the calibration curve shows accurate calibration, the procedure is

complete. If the Caltbratiob is not accUrate, contiry the procedure..

11., If zero error exists, as shown on the/Calibration curve, open block

val 2,;ia repeat Steps 5 thrtiugh 9. ,

Page'30/IC702
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12. If spin error exists, remove the glass and face plate and make a span

'adjustment by changing the lengtbof the lever. Lengthen the lever to

'-----increase span, and shOrten the lever to decrease it.

13. Repeat Steps 5 through 9 and 12 until thecalibration is complete.

Most pressure gages do not have adjustments for angularity error..

Angularity error is caused by damaged components and excessive wear.

Angularity is cbrrected,by adjusting the link (Figure 15) when such ad-,

justMents are provided.

1.40 Dismantle tbe test appai.atus. 'Tbe prgcedure i is now'mplete.

1P
-LABORATORY 2. GAGE .CALIBRATION FOR A 0-5 psig GAGE

Using a 6=5 psig gage, repeat:all fourteeb steps of Laboratory 1:*

DATA TABLE

.

, DATA TABLE. .

.

,

Percent oFull-
Scale Value

Measured Value

.

Actdal Value

Procedure

1

Procedure
2 .-

Procedure
1

Procedure
° 2

0 ,

10

20

'30,. :-.. ,

k

50 .
.

- 60 '

.

'70.

,

4
.

.

.A.

.

4

100
.

,

.

. .

64
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GLOSSARY

change.

Hydrostatic head: The pressure exerted by a vertical column of liquid,
'usually water; or one with a known specific gravity.

Interface: The intersection of two nondispersible liquids of different spe-

cific graiities. e

_Manometer: A device used for pressulle measurement, usually a secondary

standard. It consists of a glass tube and reservoir filled with
ligdid. Pressure applied to the reservoir causes the liquid to rise, in

the tube. The height to which the liquid rises is measured in linear
converted to preSsure. The scale is normally calibrated in

pressure units.

Pressure element! A device that produces a uniform amount of moyement or
motion caused by physical distortion. The physical distortion is
caused I* the applied pressure that is to be measured-

cecondary_standard: A device used as a standard in shop and laboratory

::calibrations. Its accuracPis-usually traceable to a primary standard.'t

Statf,4; accuracy: Accuracy relating to stqje_st4tictconditions or

operations.
q

Accuracy) The closeness to which a measured value agrees with an actual
value.

Control_quality: A measure of tht ability'of a control system_to_achieve a

desired process condition. Ulually this is a measurement with respect
to process recovery .from an upset or a load change.

Dynamic accuracy: Accuracy relating to instruments or systems in a state of
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1. "Make the following pressure conversions:

a.

b.

c.

inches of mercury = 45 inches of water.

psig = 10 inches of mercury.

inches of water = 7 inches of mercury.

2. Atmospheric pressure, at sea level; is equil to:

a. psig.

b. psita.

c. inches of mercury.

d. feet of water.

ti

3. The pressure range of a level transmitter used to measure 0 to 100 feet

of liquid with a specific gravity of,1.2 is . psig.

4. When the liquid level is '32 feet, the hydrostatic-head pressure applied.)

to the level measuring instrument in .Question 3 abo e is prig.>(

5. .List four. pressure elements.

6. List three means or methods of level measurement.

7. List two types of measurement standards.

8. List the standard unit of liquid level measurement in the MKS system

and the FPS system.

9. The maximum level at standard ambient conditions that can be measured.

with a 0-5 psig'gage-is

10. The minimum amount'of water level that can be measured with the 0-5
4 0

psig gage used in Laboratory Procedure 2 is

11. Level,measareMentiV-hydrostatic head is called an

12.. List two units of measurement-for-liquid level. ,

13. List three units-of measurement for pressure. '

14. Because of ease, simplicity, and expens,,rt6e most-common means of
° k

.level measurement in industrial applications is

15. A laboratory standard for press ace measurement less than 15 psig is

. 16. List four,pressurqelements useciastranducers. 1

deVices used to convert the movement of a pressure element to a

4 , transmitted signal are and

18. The closeness to which a measured value.conforms to the actual value is

Called

67
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INTRODUCTION.

Many induptrial processes require an accurate measurement of,fluid flow

throughOpes. The importance of this,smeasurement lies in the fact that

fluid flow is generally the manipulated variable in most process control

. loops. The increased emphasis on efficient material, and energy cosumption

has placed even more significance on the control of fluid low in production

economics. For example, when energy was inexpensive, ihemeasurement of

steam or.gas flow was of little consequence. Now, however, with soaring

fuel and material costs, it is very cost effecti4to measure accurately

fuel and produce,flow rates, regardless of initial cost of the, measure-

ment equipment. The costs of installing measuring instruments in process

control, is normally recovered in a very short time.

The-purpdse of this module is to present the various types of flow mea-

suring devices used in process flow monitoring and to discuss their prin-

ciples of operation. Mowntiag procedur'es - wherever critical are dis-

cussed, as Well as calibration and cheCk-out procedures. The selection of

flow measuring instruments for'specific applications - advantages and disad-
.

vantages - are also covered.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have a basic understanding of algebra and physics

and should have completed Modules IC-01 and IC-02 of Instrumentation and

Controls.

OBJECTIVES,

Uponcompletion of this module, the student should be,able to:

1. Define the following Verms, using assigned units, where applicable:

a. Discharge coefficient.

b. Diameter ratio.

69
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c. Reynolds number.

d. Taps.,

2. List and eiplain operating principles (include descriptions, character-

istics, and applications) of various differential preisure sensing

flowmeters.

3. Discuss flow-leasurement secondary elements (transducers).

4. Sketch a typical differential - pressure flow-sensing device and trans-

mission channel.

5. Install an orifice plate and a venturi tube in pipes; measure pressure

drops as functions of flow; calculate flows, based on nominal discharge

coefficients, for each device.

6. Calibrate an orifice plate and'a venturi tube by making a differen-
,

tial-pressure versus flow curve; calculate discharge coefficient.

(
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SUBJECT NNTrEtFl.

In many industrial 15rocessei'the flow of fluids is used to regulate

other variables - temperature, pressure, or level. When one of 'these other

variables is the *manipulated variable of a process, the measurement of the

flow is lessimportant. However, when flow is itself the manipulated vari-

able of a process then accurate measurements.of flow and the changes of flow

rate are required.

The fluids that' are to have their flow measured may be of two types,;_

compressible (gases) or incompressible4liquids or gases moving.at low

speed); The measure of the flow of these fluids may be in terms of quantity

or quantity rate. The quantity measure will be predoMinantly in units of

weight or volume, rld primarily in the FRS (foot-pound-seoond) or English

syStem of measure. Quantity rate will be the flow measure bf interest in

this module and ell .also use units from the English system of units, such

as-,-)lounds per second(lb/s) or cubic feet per second 4&J1).

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF FLOW MEASUREMENTS

To understand fluids in a specific system, it is necessary to be famil-
.

r with some of the elementary-characteristics of fluids while they are in

motion or static (not moving).

FLUID FLOW
O

Significant flow characteristics include:

Volume anemass flow.

Stea dy and unsteady flow.

Mass force andtenergy Changes that occur in flow.

The latter characferi-stic,invalves the "law of conservation of mass, energy

and momentum.'' The conservation of mass is easily undeistood;'e.g., the

amount of fluid entering a Ripe (a'ssuming no leaks) must be the same at the

fluid exiting from Ahe pipe.

9

r'S
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FLUID STATICS

Pressure is transmitted through fluids to all parts of contact. This

phenomenon, based on Pascal's law for static fluids, states that the pres-

sure on a particle or element of a static nonflowini fluid is the same in

all directions, neglecting pressure due to the Weight of-the fluid itself.

A typical example of this law would be an inflated tire. Air pr6ssure

is the sane everywhere in the tube. A useful. application of this .law is the cs

hydraulic piston used to lift'a c44. at a service station. A heavy car can,

be lifted with a reasonably low - pressure' system (Figure,1).

FA * 600 lb.

= 10 sq. in. -

Fe ?

V

Z. 4,
.- p*.=0.

Figure 1. Hydraulic system.

2 25 sq. in:

Assume two 'pistons of different 'size are-,conn ted as shown. By

Pascal's laW, pressure P is equal throughout the stem.--If the downward

force on piston A is'600 lbf;_the calculated pre ure exerted on the'fluid

by piston A

P F .A.
600 lbf

vv
,A

AA 10 i n2 in

3ecause P is :constant,

Page 4/IC-03
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tftrefore

FB = PB AB

= PA AB

lbf
60 x 25 in2 = 1500 lbf

in2

Under normal industrial conditions, the fluid in_a power system is most

. often under pressure-and completely fills the pipes, tanks and assemblies of

the systems. Its pressure is due in part to the force of gravity or weight

of the fluid (statics), in part to forces applied externally by pumps or
.

compressors, and in part to the result of adding energy to4the fluid (e.g.,

;dater to steam).

VELOCITY AND MASS FLOW RATE

The mass of fluid that-passes a given point in a fluid system in a 'unit

of time-,is referred to as mass flow rate - the rate (or speed) at which

fluid moves past a partjcular point in the .system. Mass and velocity of .

flow are often Considered together. With other conditions'unaltered-that__

is, with volume of input unchanged - the velocity of flow increases as -

cross-sectional area (size) of'ia pipe decreases; inversely, the velocity of

flow -decreases as cross-sectional area increases. In an open, river or

stream, flow velocity generallijs slow through wide sections and rapid

through narrow, sections, even though the volume of water passing each part

of the-stream is the same. The:equation for this continujty, of nass is

expressed as follows:

VA AA. "A VB
AB "B

where: V .= average velocity of fluid.

A = cross section-of pipe.

p = density of fluid.

"ts

II

Equation, 1
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COMPRESSIBILITY AND TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

.0

If fluid density-is constant (i.e., if there are no temperature or com-

pression effects, such as expansion or contraction), then the mass equation.

of continuity 'is equivalent to the volumettic equation of continuity:

EqUation 2

IOW

Liquids are essentially noncompressible (however, theyare affected by

temperature). Liquids can*be only slightly'cOmPressed, even under extreme

pressures. For example, if 100 psi is appljed to a body of water, the

Original volume will only decrease 0.03 percent. t.

The effects of temperature are not as negligible, for-example, the- On;

sity of water in an operating reactor's coolant system is about half its

density at room temperature. Since heat-transfe'r capabilities and energy

carrying capacities of coolants inpower plants_ are- related to fluid mass

rather than volume, it is importantzto be able to measure mass flow or to be,

Capable of correcting volumetric flow.

BERNOULLI'S ENERGY EQUATION

With the'previous discussion in mind, the first practical consideration

. of fluid-flow measurement requires the stating of an energy balance.

Bernoulli developed an energy equation for an incompressible fluid with a.

constant density. In a frictionless flow of fluid through a pipe (Figure

.4y, three- significant components are measured in terms of "heads" _(equiia-

lent weights of columns of fluid in unit's of feet or meters). These columns

are defined,as velocity head (kinetic head), pressure head and elevation

head (potential energy of the fluid). For instructional purposes, they are

combined to illustrate Bernoulli's energy equation for the flow of incom-

pressible fluids:

v2
+P + Z = H

2g pg
Equation 3

pA

4



A B

where:

REFERENCE
LEVEL

Figure 2. Total and-statid heads for fluid. flow.

H = constant' (called total head or total pressure), usually

measured in feet of fluid.

2 :. Ar
', (sec) 2.2.* velocity head, withunits of'(Tt ---)`

ft
or feet.

--4.---- , sec

P
.

_

= pressure head, in feet. /

Z .=elevation head (height of fluid above a reference level)

in feet.'

The term pg

specific weight.

sents energy per

.

is the gravity force (weight per unit volume), i.e.,

Thus,..J1_ may be written as E., in units of feet; E. repre-

Pg w ti .

lb of fluid needed to raise its pressure by P (where W =

weight).' .

It is sometimes convenient to refe'r to the sum of the terms (.1)... + Z)

a..t e:'4tmetric) head. In the energy equatidn, interrienergy
,..__W

---,...,

of th fluid is assumed to be4constant. One form of internal energy is heat

. energy.

75
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C- . s'/
Tubes inserted in a pipe (Figuie 2) are identified as A and B. Tube A t.,,____.. ---

is bent so -that its open .end faces directly,upstream (perpendicular). The .

.

fluid-stream striking this open end is brought' to rest (stagnant). This

tube is ca.44ed,a pitot tube, measures-both the velocity head and the pres-

sure head (i.e., the total flow head).
....=-

f Tube B, inserteckin the.pipe wall so th4bps open end is flush with

the inner wall% causes no disturbanCes to flow. Fluid flows past-the-open

endof this static tube withOut deceleration, which allows it to record

Static (piezometer)- niao:

The lel .Tube-in Tube-A (total head of fluid above the reference 1641),. ,... -'ex-

seeds the level in Tube B (representing static head of'the fluid) by an

amount equal to the velocity head. Note.: All heads are convertible to-

pressures:. i.e., velocity, head represents vecity pressure; the static
I

head represents static pressure:

Pressure (P) = pg (head)

where: p = mass density, Mass/unit volume. .

g---...-gravitational----acceleration-constapk,
. .

head = displacement of column in manometer; distance,..
v..

Thus, using standard FPS units of measure:

(V
2
/20,03g) = [(ft /s)2 4- ft/s

2 N(lbM/ft3)(ft/S 2
)]

= (lbm /ft -s2)

Remember: according to phy ics, F(force) = m(mass) x a(acceleration)

si Thus m--= F/a and lbm = lbf ound force)/(ft/s2)

(1 bm/ft-s2 ) = (1 bf-s2ift )/ (ft-s2)

= lbf/ft2 = P

-Friction-, which is always present, must he considered. In praCticaF

cases, 'loss of head or pressure by friction is caused by, the fluid flow.

This loss is subtracted.from 'the velocity head and added to the static head.

Page 8/C-03
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If one end of the pipe were higher than the other, the elevation head,

Z, would be the difference, in feet, between any two points of measurement.

MEASUREMENTS AND CHARACTERISTICS

:X wide variety of instruments and techniques are used in.thdustry to

Measure quantity and rate of fluid flow, and its pressure (or levels). Flow

rateS'are'eipressed in both volumetric (gallons, cubic feet, etc.), and

weight (lbf) units per unit time. 'Gases are generally measured by cubic

feet per minute jor.hou'r), steam in pounds per hour and liquids in gallons

?per:minuteorhoUrr. The most accurate method of measuring liquid flow

would ge by weighing the qiiantity of'flow;- remember, specific weight,

density and specific volume all change w1t0:temperature change in the

fluid. Conversion between volumetric flow and weight (mass) flow may be

expressed simply:

-where: p = =density of fluid.

Qm=i5Qv Equation 4

Qm = mass floW rate.

Q
v
= volumetric flow rate.

The closed cycle systems found in many industrial processes make the

above method impractical. Thus, flows must either be measured by (l)'applt-

cation of the principle of "conversion of mechanical energy" through the

conversion of a fluid's velocity to the various types of pressure heads dis-

eissed previously, 0 (2) by mechanical displacements induced by flow, with

such devicds. as paddles, floats or turbines. Categorically, all the above

devices are called flowMeters."

CLASSIFICATION OF DEVICES

Typically, various types of flowmeters may be grouped as follows:

Volumetric.

Area.

4
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Differential.

Momentum.

Electromagnetic.

Ultrasonic.

From the above, there is usually one device that is more a(Propriate for a

particular process instrumentation need. Selection of a specific meter de-

pends on required accuracy, operating environment, expense, and durability.

A basic consideration of flow sensing is that all flowmeters consist of

two parts: (1) primary element; i.e., the element in contact with the flow-

ipTfluid, and (2) secondary element, which translates the interaction into

numbers and indicates (or otherwise di'splays or records) the desired infor-

mation. . r----
Flow sensors for industrialT.ocesses can be placed in one of two

classes; differ.ential pressure or inferential flowmeters, or linear flow-

meters. This module will deal wit rate measurements primarily; these are
_'.

inf9rred from the effects ofthe fluid rate on pressure, force, heat trans-

fer, flow area, and so on.

FLOWMETER- FUNDAMENTALS

-If a constriction is placed in a pipe in which a fluid is flowing,

there will be an increase 'in the fluid velocity:and an increase in kinetic

energy at the constriction point. This statement, based on the "conserva-

tion of mass" relationship (Figure 3), can be calculated as follows:

Page. 10/1C-03
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Figure 3. One-dimensional flow systein.
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Q = Al V1 pl = A2 V2 p2

where: Q = volumetric flow (a constant):

A = area of pipe (cross sectional).

p = denSity of fluid.

V = velocity of fluid.

T = temperature of fluid.

Velocities are considered toe average velocities; in reality, however,

velocity varies across the pipe 'diameter, beginning as zero at the wall to a

maximum in the center:. In an ideal case, the Bernoulli equation can be

combined with Equation%5:

Equation 5

)

Q =.CA = A2 V2

where:, C = coefficient of discharge for constriction.

A = cross-sectional area of constriction.

g = gravitational constant = 32.2 ft/sect.

h = differential pressure (static) or head, (PI - P2).

This relationship is called the "square-root" law and, basically, applies to

any type of restriction. .It is confined, however, to incompressible ideal

fluidS id this module. AV
The coefficient of discharge is an empirical constant, based on type of

constriction'(diameter ratio), and is equivalent to:

EqUation 6

Qactual

Q
ideal

Equation 7

This'cOnstant also depends on the magnitude of the Reynolds number (NRe),

a function of turbulence, deristy, viscosity and velocity of the fluid.

Thus, the constani; C, actually includes a separate constant called the

"approach factor."

,
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1

7-177,74-.
Equation 8

Mere: d = area, A2, of constriction (such as an orifice).

D = diameter or area, A, of. pipe.

(Note: In the actual development of working equation for commercial appli-

cations of head or differential-pressure flowmeters, Equations 6 and 8 re-,

quire additional 'correction factors for specific fluid, temperature, and

other variables. ,These factors are normally found on the specification

sheets_for such devices.)

In short, C is introduced to accoupt for deviations from the ideal

Bernoulli equation. Its value is generally 'near unity, although precise

determination must be achieved by empirical calibration.

Pressure-sensing connections, or taps, are small; loles locatedlaccu-
,

rately (in accordance with recognized standards) so that published disCharge

. coefficients for a specific flowmeter are applicable. (The differential

presiure that measures static pressure varies, with choice of taps.)

t' Forirny industrial situations, pitot tubes occupy a place of only

minor importance as primary elements for head flo'wmeters. They are, how-

'ever, effective tools for spot checks and scans of flow streams". The latter

is important in determining velocity distributions or profiles acr ss pipes

or ducts.-

DIFFERENTIAL-PRESSURE DEVICES AND CHARACTERISTICS

Orifices, nozzles and venturis are, by far the most common types of I

flowmeters used in industrial process closed circuits. Figure 4 shows

these three differential pressure devices and a pressure vs. position graph

fdr each.
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4

Figure 4. Differential-pressure deVices and pressure characteristics.

ORIFICE'PLATES

The orifice plate is probably the earliest and most common primary de-

,vice in commercial use. Characteristics favoring its choite include:

Ease of manufacture.

. Reproducibility.

Ease of inspection.

Ease of installation.

Economy.

The orifice plate is simply a thin disk,clamped between ga§kets in a

flanged joint. Usually, concentric- circular hole in -the plate is smaller

than the internal pipe diameter.

=
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Pressure connectio0 for

SQUARE KNIFE attaching a differential gage (or
EDGE EDGE

separate static gages) are made at

side holes in the pipe wl on both

sides of the plate. The plate hole

my be square, knife edged or

Aeled edged (Figure 5). ASME-

designed (American Society for Manu-

facturing Engineers) orifice plates

can be used without individual cali-

Figure 5. Qrifice plates. bration with great assurance of

BEVEL
EDGE

accuracy.
,

In atypical orifice meter (Figure'6), tap locations must be located

eery accurately according to one of three ahrangements recognized by the
.

''':"ASME Code. K

Flow through a sharp-edged or squat 'Concentric orifice plate is char- ,

acterized by a change'ip velocity, which reaches a maximum at ...,a point

slightly dowbstream from the orifice. Beyond that point, velocity redutes

touts original dwalue. Notg: Presure
4
is minimum where velocity is maxi-

.,

gum, in addition it has been noticed that the cross-sectiopll area at this

point is minimum and is actually smaller: than the .opening; this position is

called the vena contracta.

Page 14/IC-03
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11.

L

CORNER TA PS

cf

2-1
VARIABLE IN THE CASE OF V.C. TAPS

VENA CONTRACTA OR 0 MO 1:0 TAPS
2

=

Figure 6. T9pical Orifice meter..

The basic working qquatIon for an orifice plate (based on Equation 6)

may,be stated.as

2g (P1 - P2)
Q = CoA Equation 9

-,(0-3-)4]

where: Q = volume flow rate:

A.= cross=ieaional area of orifice.

Do = ciameter of orifice, ft.
/14. ..

C/1 =. in.fide- diameter of pipe,. ft.

Co eori'fice discharge coefficient,. varies with type-Of

orifice, position of tap/..and Reynolds ^umber (NRe,) .

.

P1,..= upstream pressuce.

. pe... downstream ..pressurp.

py:e"*. eight deinity of 1bfift°3.
Do

="B,-diameter ratio.

!h.
I, .

The above varrable may..be retated!.to the orifigg .coefficient, C (Figure,
fV . 1.

7)
k , .1 . 0 ',4.

4.
-.- . .. .

' ' -
0 e

41
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figure.7. Orifice coefficient:C for circular square -edged
orifice with corner taps.

y v ,

Given a known volumetric flow rate, orifice and pipe, dimensions, fluid

density and expected NRe',, a discharge-caefTicient can be determined. In

turn, expected differential pressure also may be, careillated. In actual

case's, the calibrated values-of an orifice are known and,7.in.turn, an
,

unknown flow differential pressure can be measured. This pressure is

plotted versus flow (Figure 8).

d
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PRIMARY DEVICE DATA:

TYPE: Orifice Picts
METERED NO. 304,
'LINE SIZE: 10" SCH 1
ACTUAL LINE I.D.1 10.4201ASTM-A312-err)
ORIFICE SIZE: 7:802"

I

1

C

Manometer differential pressure across orifice versus flow.

EXAMPLE. A: FLOIA. DIFFtRENTIAL PRESSURE..

Given: Pipe I.D. = 4 in. = Di.* .

r , .

OrificeI.D. = 2 in = Do (square-edged with corner tlips).'
, Reynolds number = 4000. '

Fluid = water.

Find: Orifice coefficient and flow as a function of differential

pressure.

Solution: For a Reynolds number of 4000 and Do/DI If 0.5, orifice

coefficient (co) is given as-0.66 from Figure .7; therefdre;

Co = 0.66

4
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44.

By using ,Equation 9:

Cc:A

e.

= (0.66)( fl 12
ItX 32.2 ft /sect x (PI - P2).'1

122 ) It.' lbf

..,
,

,

-
62.4 (I c r...-1, -Pg+)

,

° ft

.

O

= (0.66)(0.2318) x*
1/4t4.4. ft/seE2 x (Pr - P2)

. 62.4 lbOft3 x (0.9375)

= 0.0144 ft` 1.101' (P1 P2)'

- sec
2

ft4

x lbf
ft

= 0.015 1/1)-1 .1-
P2,

ft3

sec

where,Pr.and Pi are pressure in psf.

If P and P2 are'given. in psi,

Q= 0..181
4-

Pz, W/sec.

;.

FLOW` NOZZLES

r/
.

Smaller holes in an:orifice pike cause flow,to-be prettecitagether

.farther downstream from the e; 'thus the discharge ^oefficient departs

me-asureabl from unity. In n at, a flow nozzle give smooth, conver-t

gent section, which disCharges the flow mole parallel to the axis of flow

and with less convergence and pressureloss'(Figure 9).
4

4

&
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FLOW

Figure 9. 'Plow nozzle with pipeline taps.

Briefly, the' nozzle*is

described as a short xylin-.

der, one end of which is

flared to forth a flange that

can be clamped between pipe

flanges. :The purpose of the

sdlooth, curved entrance to

the nozzle is to lead the

fluid smoothly (with minimum

turbulence) into the measur-

ing section (throat area).

' Tie flow JVIle passes

approxiMately _60 .percent More flow than A-- orifice with the same different-

pres
k
sifte and the same ratio of throat-diameter to internal-pipe-

di ameter.

AA flow nort1e can be installsed'in a welded pipe, but it cannot be used
:

4

'Co meter flow .in either, dieection. . It is successfully used, in installations

where limited lengths of straight pipe limit orifice usefulness. Turbine .

engineers use-flow nozzles extensively in.turbine performance testing.

ce

',;VENTURI TUBES

.

The venturi tube is essentially a smooth extension of the flow nozzle
* .

with a subsequent gradual, divergent, conical section that-expands until the
\

.
subsequent,

, A

c---' original pipe diameter:fs again attained (Figure 10). This tube, Used

mostly in large pipes, is more accurate- than, an orifice plate or flow. noz-,

'21e, but'COnsiaerably more expensiv erid'more difficult to install. '-,7

NV

analcoucu. comativa
MAT (IMAM= PC4041

I

OVIIMINNT OUTLIT

s. W

of

a

Figure 10. Typical' ventUri tube.

4
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$1.

-
.

. . . . ..

.-7------ Thebasic working equation for a ventUri tube is similar to that used

for orifice calculations: N-___---,

-

CvA;
(Pi - P.2)

P [1.- 01-)2]
Al

where: Q = average velocity at point'2, ft/kec.

P1 ,,P2= differential pressure, lbf /ft2.

Equation 10

A2 = cross-sectional area at point 2, ft2:

. p = weight density of fluid, lbf/fe.

C
V

venturi discharge coefficient, which varies,with geometry,
" °
flow rate and fluid.

Venturitube desigravors their use in continuous-flow .slurries and

suspended matter that normally might clog or alter the characteristics of an
.

orifice plate or,its taps.

PITOT TUBES

In general, a pitot tube for determining flow by differential pressure,

consists of two members, onefor indicating the sum of the static and veloc-

ity pressures at a point in a body of fluid in motion, and the other for in=

dicating static pressu're only The first is.known as an "impact tube". and

the pressured registered by tt-'es the- -"-total head" or "stagnation pressure"

(Figure 11).

4
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a
'Beginning again with the ger-

noulli equation, it can be shpwn that
STATIC TUBE

STAGNATION MINT
(See Figbre 11.)

Figure 11. Pitot tube, independent

static-tap.

flow'OStthe pitot tube is charac-

terized by the same general type

equatiohs"preitiously discussed for

orifice plates and venturi tubes:

-cp
2v(P1 = P2)

where: V1 = velocity of fluid in line with pitot head.

C = impact coefficient.

P1 = impact pressure (absolute) (if V2,= 0).

P2 = static pressure in flowing fluid, absolute.

p = weight density, lbf/ft
3

.

Equation 11

J

It is i)mportantfto note that veloCity is measured at only one point in

a cross section of fluid flow (contrasted with other'flow elements, which

consider-the average or effective velocity of an-entire stream).,

ELBOW DEVICES

There are many instances in which it is only,nete,sary to.kRow that a

loss or a relative drop in flow has occurred. For e mole, in a PWR, the

primary coolant flow rate in each loop is.establishe by a constant-speed

pump. To detert.a11oss or reducotion in flow, an elbow differential- pressure

device (Figure 12) is used. P1 p2 is an establiihed valge for the detired

flow. As the primary coolant flow drops off, the differential pressure is

reduced. This signal.annunciates'and,-in some cases, trips the reactor.

6
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I

a.

C

A

Figure 12. Elbow differential - pressure flow. sensor.

INSTALLATION/OPERATION

Regardless of the primary eleMent a ected, certain important installa-

tion factors should be considered to: ensure accurate measUr4mIts: -

'.' Location-in piping, in relation to'(a) bends (elbows): (b) thanges in

pipe'cross section.

Possible need forApproach-straightening vanes (streamliners).

Location a type of. pressure taps.
1

Dimensions and conditions of pipe surface before and'after element.

Position of element relative to.direction of fluid flow.

Type and arrangement of piping from primary element to differential-

'pressure meaturing.instrument.

Abnormal velocity and distribution at pr sure measurement point

influences readings from any of the head flowmet-ers previously didscussed.

For this reason, it is important toipstall elements with adequate lengths

of straight, smooth approach pipe.

When the piping layout, especially adjacent elbows and prtially closed

valves, do not allow sufficient strepmlining of the fliow to eliminate pres-

5
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sure distyrbances, straightening vanes are used. These 'vanes eliminate

swirls, cross - currents and eddies set up by fittings, valves and elbows up-

streaw(Figure 13). These units are welded into pipe nipples and mounted

between companion flanges to form line sections.

Sr

TUBE, END VIEW

Figure 13. Straightening vanes.

TRANSDUCERS AND TRANSMITTERS

In remote transession systems, a secondary element (transducer) is

considered to inclUde both the transmitter containing the measuring mechan-

ism and the receiver. In effect, the direct mechanical 'connection of a

self-contained secondary element is replaced by as'pneumatic or electriC

position-transmitting mechanism.

The two general classes of measuring mechanisms of differential-pres--

sure transmitters are the motion-balance type and the widely used force-
,-

balance ype.

In a force-balance system, output is suppliedto a pneumatic bellows or

electromagnet that opposes thIlforce exerted by the measuring mechanism. In

a typical device, sometimes referred to as a D.P. (differential-pressure)

cell or a delta-P cell (Figure 14), a change in differenttal pressure

changes the air gap at a nozzle tip, thereby changing nozzld*pressure. This

change, inturn, is amplified to provide an output signal.

91
91"
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PIVOT

FORCE BEA

ADJUSTABLE FULCRUM
(RANGE ADJUSTMENT)

SEALING DIAPHRAGM
HIGH PRESSURE

LOW PRESSURE

PIVOT

mg _ASURING
OMPHRAGPA

CONNECTOR

,
KA!

;0;144

RESTORING EltAM

ANE ADJUSTMENT SCREW

RESTORING BELLOWS

VANE

RESTORING BELLOWS INPUT PRESSURE
ZERO SPRING -

-4-- NOZZLE AIR FROM BOOSTER RELAY ,

BOOSTER RELAY
---0"AIR TO NOZZLE

RELAY OUTPUT PRESSURE,
PUT LOADING PRESSURE

0.

NOZZLE
SUPPLY PRESSURE

Figure 14. D.P. cell.

CALIBRATION

Commercial differential-pressure flowmeters, generally, are detigned

according to ASME standards. Vendors calibrate theif- orifice's, nozzles and

venturi tubes within thefir_pW very sophisticated facilities. On the basis

of, these calibrations, head-type flowmeters are told with accompanying spec-

-ification sheets.
41

By applying good engineering and installation practices,.the flowicieter

is then calibrated in place, by using the design dat d thesrecification
. J.

sheet.

Laboratory cal rations of flowmeters are accomplished through the,use

of time-related, volumetric accountability of_the fluid (direct method).

Precision manometers, are used to measure differential pressure in conjunc-t

tion with secondary element output.

Page 24/IC-03
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TABLE 1

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THREE PRINCIPAL PRIMARY ELEMENT TYPES

Advantages

ORIFICE

Disadvantages

1. Lowest cost,
2. Easily installed and/or replaced
3. High predictability of coeffi-

cient of discharge
. 4.' Will not wear in service
5. Sharp edge will not foul p

With scale or dirt
6. Adjustable type capab Of wide

range metering

1. Unrecoverable head loss some-

times objectionable
2.0 Suspended matter may build up,

Cr(
on inlet side

3. Maximum capacity ma e.limited

c'4. Preferably jimite o factors

.below 1000 psi and 800°F

5. Must. be mounted between flanges

6. Installation of orifice and
_____ _. _______

pressure corrections musf-5e,

carefully mkde

FLOW NOZZLE

1. Handles 60% greater capacity

than orifice
2. Cam be welded into pipe line
3. Costs less than Venturi tube

but handles same capacities
4. Used when piping layout'not

suitable for orifice

1. Costs more than orifice
2. Same unrecoverable head loss as

orifice
3.' Throat may foul up ,with pipe

stale or dirt
. Pressure connections must be

carefully made

VENTUR

1., Lowest' unrecoverable head loss

2. Pressure connection are inte-
gral part f element

3.\)Requires only short. length "of
Straight pipe om inlet side

4. Best suited for measuring soltde.

, in suspension
5:- Can be welded into line

I TUBE

.1.
2.

3.

4.

Highest original cost
Hig4st installation costs
Not recommended for steam
Greatest weight and largest
size fdr given line size

-11RBINk FLOWMEfER''

A turbine fimeter, does not relyron 'any pressure differential bu't only

upOn movement of the fluid. It is one'of the.most commonly used flowmetprs

..o
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PICXUP

in industry and the military.

The reason for this is that most

turbine Meters have an electrical

:=0,mmms output which ,makes them useful
)=111111L--'----.,-- ,

(8.16- ....,. 0*--VA... Cor providing remote indications

while maintaining their accu-

. racy." .Due to the type of elec-

trical output that the turbine

-flowmeter provides, connecting to

computerized systems is very

easy. (Figure 15)

A turbine flowmeter consists

of a. straight flow-tube-contain4mg_a_turbine or other type-of rotor -that- ts- '

f
t

ree_to revolve about the center line of the tube. -The speed of rotation of

the rotor is directly' proportional to the rate of flow of the fluid. The

rotation-of the rotor is sensed magnaltally in such a way that an electri='

cal pulse
a

is generated each time a turbine blade passes a sensor; thus the

output frequency-of the flowmeter is directly proportional to the rate of

flow of the fluid.

. Turbine flowmeters are known for their high degree of accuracy. They

are linear, devices, with g6od repeatability over wide flow ranges. The

major limitation to the)puse of a turbine flowmeter is that the fluidbe

'clean and, noncorrrosive, die to physical ,contact between the'rotOr and

fluid. Pressure losses across the turbine meter can be larger than those
. 4 .

experienced-with the orifice plate.due to the amount of energy being ex-

trotted from the system by tUrming the rotor. .

Turbine, meter calibration is normally acCOmpli'shed by inserting the

meter into a line where actual flow rate quantities- 'have been determined by,.

a secondary standard. The actual flow,, quantities are used to calibrate or

prepare a calibration curve for the meter under test. A typical caliation

loop is shown in- blOck diagram form in Figure 16.

TURetNt

Figure 15. Turbine flowmeter.
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FILTER

.rte

-Figure 16. "kflowmeter calibration lobp.
,

TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLER

2-1
The calibration loop

shown in Figure 1.6, is known

as a dump-weigh-system and

can be used to :calibrate any

liquifd fldwmete. This sys-

tem is designed to,measure

the time -fnte rva 1 involved

in, fill i ng a tank-to. _a_.p.,pe-

. set weight. The system

offers the highest degree of

accuracy (±0.2%) because

"both time interval hnd-

weight can be measured fo

,very high tolerances,how-

'eVer-- it is also expensive to

construct and operate.

,, MAGNETIC' FLOWMETERS ,-

.
.

Magnetic flowmeters are often used in the water and:wastewater indus-

try:- ':The operating principal of ma§ eticflowmeters is based. on Faraday'L.,
_...

law of jndqction, that' states' the foll wing:, ,
;

. . , .

Voltage induced' across- a conductor as it moves at right angles .

- S magnetic field is proportional to the velocity of the conducto.',------'
L, I '

This principle is, the- basis opei.ation of generators' and 'alternators.

Thus. the magnetic fl owmeter (Figure 17) is -a modified- version of an a.c.

generator.

A magnetic field (B) in Figure 17 is produced by the magnetic coils,
4.

The plane of the magnetic field is perpendicular to the flow axis of the,

pipe. A disk of flowing fluid with, a cross - sectional area equal to that of

the pipe mov4e_tbrough_tke-inagnetic Meld and cuts it at a right angle. In'

accordance with Earadayts law of induction, a voltage is induced into the

disc -of flowing fluid. The induced voltage (ES) is the total" of all volt-
.

age develdped' ,each- segment of fluid passing through the magnetic

field.This is, determined by Equation la
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1/4

r

DISC OF ,FLOVINNO FLUID
ACTING A8 A CONDUCTOR

MAGNETIC COIL

METEIVNG ELECTRODES

Figure 17., Magnetic fl °meter.,

Es = 1 BDV

where: Es = the induCed voltage.

B = the strength of the magne

D = the diameter of the pip d.

V =.velocity.

C = a dimensionless constant.

field.

'Equation 12

The flowing fluid through t1iie pipe can:pe thought of .34 constituting an'

'infinite series of conductive, discs rough the magnetic field. The

greater the flow rate, the greater will be-he instantaneous value of signal

voltage that is monitored at the meterre. ctrOdes.

The field coil is energized by a,t0- a.c. signal; thus

voltage will have tie same freque4ry. The induced voltage is

scaled to represent a flow ctitaritity by the sign al conditioner

- conditioner is an electroni; ,;,i!plifier system.

The fluid to be mgasured,by magnetic flowmeters mast be conductive in

the order of 8 to 15 -ny*rdnihos per centimeter of.le th. Th requirement

disqualifies the use`' he' magnetic flowmeters' ith etroleum roducts and

some chemicals. Th er supply. industry is th pri e userof the magnetic

,..

the induced

peasdred. and

The signal
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flowmetdr due.to the very low nonrecoverable head loss. Care must be exer-

cised to ensure that the fluid passingthrough the magnetic flowmeter tube

does not degrade the performance of the electrodes by corrosion or coating.

The flow tube of the magnetic flowmeter can be mounted either horizon-
,

tatly 'orvertically as long\as the pipe is full Of liquid at all times. -1.4%.
NA

Fluid characteristics such aSriscosity, density, and pressung pose no re-'

strictions on magnetic meterrapplications. .

Calibration of the magnetic flowmeter is simple and does not require

the removal of.e4 element from the measurement system. A signal simulating

various flow rates is fed into the signal conditioner and adjustments are

made at that pointsa,that the readout will agree with the known :input.

The relationship between voltage and flow tluantity is.derived froM

Equation 12 and shown in Equation 13.

The velocity and flow equation is:'

0

VQ = 4 10'

A 1W

This-valuOf V may be substituted into Equation 11:

°

1 Es = 1 (BD)

o. I

'This expression may be solved for Q: ((-

Q = nCD (EB s)

as n, C, and D are all constants:

,q.qt

Es
Q = K

B ,

where: 4\e,..a a flow quantity.

K = a constant.

Es and B = the same as explained in Equation 12.

97 .

Equation 13

\.
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ULTRASONIC FLOWMETER

The final major type of flow measuring device to be discussed in this

module is the ultrasonic Doppler-effekt flowmeter. The Doppler flowmeter

determines the velocity of fluid in 'a pipe by detecting the frequency change

of a signal of ultrasonic frequency that has been injected into the fluid

flowing through a pipe. The frequency of the signal is altered by the

motion of the fluid fin .the pipe and is proportional to fluid velocity.

The sensor-transducer utilizes twin piezoelectric crystals that are

located in a pipe. One is for fpansmitting the ultrasonic signal, whereas

the other is for detecting' the reflected signal.

The principle of operation is based on the Doppler effect which states

the follOwing: The'frequency of a sound wave is shifted in frequency pro-

portional to the velocity of the medium through which the wave is travel-

ing. The ultrasonic wave, injected into the flowing,fluid is parially re-

flectedby small bubbles or other particles in the flowing fluid. As-the

reflectors are traveling at the same velocity as the fluid, the frequency of

the reflected wave will be shifted. The.frequency of the reflected waveform

(Doppler frequency) is a linear function of the glow velocity and the Physi-

cal characteristics of the flow system that are constant.

Operation of the ultrasbnicflowmeter is dependent upon air bubbles or

small suspended solids in the liquid. If these are not present, the tracts- .

mitter signal will.not be reflected back to the receiver. Pipes with poor

or marginal ultrasonic transmission ability cannot be used with these flow-

meters. Concrete pipes or badly corroded metals cannot be used.

The accuracy of flow measurement by ultrasonic flowmeter applications ,

is about 2-5% of full-scale flow values, depending upon calibration and

application techniques. There is no pressure drop encountered in this type
. -

of flaw measurement since there are no obstructions within the flow line.

Page 30/IC-03
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A major advantage to ultrasonic flowmeters is the'relative ease of

installation and removal of the sensing and transmitting crystalg that are

simply attached to the external wall of a pipe. Figure 18 s,hows an

application involving an ultrasonic type of flow measurement.
_

..
. .

e
..-

SLIMES OR SUSPENIIED PARTICLES

RtANOMITTED SIGNAL

RE CTED SIGNAL WITH DIFFERENT FREOUENCY

FLOWING
. FLUID .

.,

r

: A i.
,,,, \ !

T / N/ N.

B v

1

. II.

(

TRANSMITTER.b. Klvili . SIZE 2" TO 42" AND HIGHER
4 RECEI ER

TRANSDUCER - SENSOR HEAD

I\ ---........

CONNECTING CABLE -

..

TNSMITTED 4-20 mA SCALED SIGNAL PROPORTIONAL TO FLOW

...----.---- METER FOR LOCAL INDICATION-

IkINSTRUMENT MOUNTING

. -

4

Figure J8. Ultrasonic flowmeter.

The flow measuring techniques discussed in this mOdule are the major

s are`used,types used in modern industrial flow applications. Other types

but theye are used for special applications and are not of major signifi-

\ cance. Several head-type primary devices are used in specific applications,

but conform to the general equation used with the orifice meter covered in

this module. Open-channel flow measurement techniques employ flumes and

°wires as head yroducers and level devices to measure the head loss that is

proportional to flow.' These are being replaced with magnetic meters in the

water fndustries,.butthey are still used in industries where it is not con-
._

venient to route the flowing fluid ti4ough pipes. Pitot tubes, insertion
/

meters, Vortex shedding, positive displacement, and mass flow measurement

instruments are used to a
,
limited extent for special applications. The

operation' of most of these.devTces is outlined,and discussed in the mate-

rials designed in the Reference section of this module.

c
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EXERCISES
r

/ Q = CA -ifiR is giVen as the'basic expression for a change in-pressure

head measured by a head-typd flowmeier.

a. Why is this called a square-root relationship?

b. If flow rate is doubled and all other variables remain constant,

how is pressure head changed?

C. Identify each function in the above equation.

2. Describe and sketch'three .principal types of differential-pressure

flowmeters; give advantages and disadvantages of each.

3. Sketch and discuss a typical differential-pressure transducerof the

force-balan& type.

4. Given: 10-inch I.D. stainless steel, pipe; average flow of 10 ft/sec of

500°F water; orifice plate Do/DI

Find: Volumetric and mass flow rates.

5. Given: 8-inch (nominal schedule 40) pipe; 70°F water flow; orifice

I.D. = 5 inch, Reynolds No. = 3000.

Find: Differential pressure, versus flow (similar to Example A) for

the following;

a. Square-edged orifice.

b. Venturi tube.

c. Flow nozzle.

LABORATORY MATERIALS

0

1 series coupling (orifice plate and venturi tube) in horizontal length with

associated scaled ,(water) manometers and,connections.at.proper tap

1 ti . commercial classroom apparatus is recommended.)oca on

1 water supp

1 calibrat

sSpecificat

Adequate fe

1 stopwatch.

th variable flow valve and assured cohstantlow rate.

ection (weighing)- tank. --,

sheet on orifice plate and venturi tube to beused.

f straight pipe, upstream fromeeadh meter.

Page 32/IC-03
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

If available,this'procedu e should be perfcirmed with a commercial

classroom flowmetering device.

1. Assemble orifice plate, venturi tube, piping and manometers as shown in

Figure 19. Be sure to follow vendor's instructions.

FLOW
RETURN VALVE

COLLECTION VALVE

WEIGH
',SCALES

FLEXIBLE
HOSE

FLOW CONTROL
VALVE

SUPPLY TANK

CLEAR PLASTIC TU8ES
(MANOMETERS) MOUNTED
ON LARGE' BOARD WITH
YARD STICKS ATTACHED

ORIFICE *PLATES

-

Figure 19. Flowmetering device.

VENTURI

-1
FLOW

2. Open.6ntrol valve and return valVe; allow water to flow to clear 'air,

pockets and sweep out bubbles; close control valve gradually to subject

meter-to increased pressure; when water level has risen to a convenient

height in manometers, close supply valve.

3. Level the manometer water column; open control valve to obt,in a rea-

sonably large oh.

4. Measure pressure drops on meters (take at least 10 readings each); re-

cord readings on Data Table 1 (a and b).

5. N9te and record pressure lasses through, meteringsystem,
,

9

101 .
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A

6. Use vendor-tirnished discharge coeffiCients from spedification sheets;

calculate flow rates through flowmeters.

7. .E2cplain anyIldifferences.

CALIBRATE ORIFICE METER AND DETERMINE ORIFICE COEFFICIENT

1. Arrange,Orifjce meter in manner illustrated above. (Beyond control

valve, a flexible hose should lead to a measuring tankt)

2. Admit water from supply valve.into meter.

3. To establish orifice coefficient, obtain variations (hi - h2) with dis-

charge rate Q: open control and supply valves (to clear out air bub-

bles and pockets); gradually Close control valve to subject meter to

increased, ressure; when water has risen to convenient heights in

manometers, cloSe supply valve; open supply and control valves to ob-

tain flow.

4. Measure the floty rate (collect 'in weighing tank and take oh readings);

take. approximately 10 oh readings; record readings on Data Table 2;

average flow rate.

5. Adjust flow and repeat 4, above.

6. Plot; on the charts provided, a D.P. versus flow curfte; calailate ori-

fice coefficient: .

Q= CA2 2g (H1 - h2)

[1
-

(A2)2]

AI

v 7. Plot, on charts provided, variation of C with Q.

8. What would be the effect on results if piping were not level?

9. Discuss difference'between calculated C and empii-ical value?

Page 34- /IC -03
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DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1. MEASURE OF ORIFICE AND VENTURI PRESSURE DROPS.

4
Orifice Plate: I.D. inches, Area sq in, Discharge coefficient

Co =

Venturi Tube: I.D. inches, Area sq in, Diicharge coefficient

Cv = .

Pipe: I.D. inches, Area ' sq in .

. .

-

Reading

No:

A Orifice Meter . B Venturi Meter % Differ-

ence Be-

tween A 4 B

-ilt

hl

(inches)

h2

(inches)

s

Qo

(ft3/sec)

/h1

(inches)

h2

(inches)

Qv

(ft3/sec)

1
.

.

2 '

3 .. 4
tV

4
.

5

,

`6
6

7 .

.

. 7-----

8

.

.
...

. .
.

9'

'

10 .

, .
.

Average

..._ .

% Difference between A i 5='

Area
IT(I.D.)2

(6Q-
Qv 1 x 100

t

I

4

..

Q = CA2
.01 -7.112)2 4141,

.

-V El - (A2/A1) ] - .

. .

.
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DATA TABLE. 2. CALIBRATION OF ORIFICE PLATE.

Orifice Plate- I.D.

Pipe I.D. _

,..

' Area. , .

.

.

Area '

Weight

lbf

t

sec

.111

inches

h2

inches

Q

ft3/sec

(h1 - h2)

inches

(h1 - h2)1/

(inches)1 /24

.. 't

.4

4. L

.

, .
.4

.
1

..

.

.

.

.

.
,

.

:
__

, .

r
.

.

.
.

.

. . .

. .

.

.

.v. .,

. ,

. ;
. .

.....,

.

.

. .

.

,
.

-

.
.

.

.
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VALUES OF "C" CALCULATED FROM INDIVIDUAL FI.OW9-

Q .

ft3/sec t

. (h1 -"h2)/2

(inches)1/2

, .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.-.

.

,

.

..-

,

...4

.

.

1

. .

.

e

I
.

C

. 4

/1

. .

.
..

,

.
. . .

.

,
.

I

'611,

.

. ,

,

. /
.

. .
D

1
4

. .

....

.

# ...

. .

.
.

8'.
/*

.

8

..
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D

1.0

a

(4

i

4.

/

C

0.9
r

0 .. 1.0 . 2.0,

. Qt ft3iisec

VARIATION OF C WITH Q

.I.

(

f

3.0

r ,

)
4, It

. s........4,.

f

. -107

t

4

i

c'4., o,

(

4.0

4

r

. it

4,

, .

*
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INSTRUMENTATION VAD CONTROLS

Module IC43

"Fluid Flow Measurement"
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1.
I *,

I
fi Deiine the 'followings ine'tidingiaifiled units 'where aPpl .1 cable

,
.

a: -Di s'charge coefficient, ,.7
. -

6

b:. Diameter ratio. .

Reynolds .number: '

'd. Taps.
f.

'e+ 'Throat area. i
, V v

) f;)' -4treaml i ners :
1

'' 5 o:l : .::: .

?. List and explain operating principles, descriptiions, characteristics,

and applicability of threedifferential-pressure s.;ensing.floWmeters.

. '3. Discuss flow measurement secondary elements (transducers).'

° 4. , Discuss ',the hierarchy of fl'w cal ibration and standards up to' NBS-

standards.

5. - Relate the hierarchy of flow calibration and standards to the ,ASME
. - 1

standard design requirements.

,

, '
7

a

't;

.9*

, V

1 0J-

V

,
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INTRODUCTION

.:-=-Tergperature measurement and conthit-Processes are important not only to
,4 \

14'
the process enV manua uring industries, but they have an important effect

everyday life.d Automobjlei have systems that both monitor and cdlitrol

'temperature.:, Temperature control systems are also present in furnaces,
h 4

, water heaters, stoves-, ovens', and other appliances. 'Most of these applica-
C.,,,',-z

_tignSOe'based Onla few measuring principles that, are common to many Indus-

trial. a
6 's A common temperature measurement appliciiion includes the expansion and

contfattion of fluids and metals as. a result of temperature variations. The

distortion of metal strips and pressure changes of fluids are the result of

changes in volume and size that correspond to temperature fluctuations.

This process provides the basis of temperature measurement. Changes in

eltctrical 'quantities that are brought about by corresponding temperature

variations also provide the basis -of operation for an important class of

temperature measuring devices.

I

PREREQUISITES
3

student should have basic understanding of algebra and physics and

e completed Modules IC-011, IC-0?, and IC-03 of Instrumentation andshould

. Controls.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be able to:

I. Explain the principle of temperature measurement by a filled thermal

- system.

2. List and define four classes of filled thermal,systems.

3. Define the term "inferential measurement" and explain why temperature

measuremept is based on this principle.
it

pm,

. -111
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4. Explain the operating principle of the following types of electrical

temperature measuring devices:

a. Thermocouple,.

b. Resistance (RTD). ,

c. Optical.

5. List common applications of the above mentioned temperature measuring

devices..

6. By use of standard calibrating procedures, explain the means by which
_

calibration is achieved for the devices listed above.

7. List some commonly used temperature scales and explain how they relate

to one _another.

r

Page 2/IC-04
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-SUBJECT MATTER

TEMPERATURE SCALES

TempeCture is a quantitative measure of the hotness or coldness of an

object. The relative hotness or coldness of an object, as measured by its

temperature, simply indicates in which' irection heat will flow. Physical

laws state that heit will always flow from a hotter body to a colder body,

regardes of the masses of the two bodies. Temperature is an indication of

the relative amount contained by a body. If a body gets hotter (higher tem-

perature), it has received more heat; if it gets cooler, it has lost heat.

'Heat is a form of,energy. A hot body has more internal energy thanan

identical colder body. However, it does not, follow that two bodies at the

same temperature have the same energy. It is obvious that a cup of sea

water does not have near the internal energy of the ocean, even when both

are at the same temperature.

Temperature is an arbitrary measure that has been contrived by man-

kind,. Things are jddged to be hot or cold as a function of his environ-

ment. For example a hot day for a person living in North Dakota might be a

cool day for a person living in Texas. Things that have .a higher tempera-

ture than our body are judged-to be warm, while things that liav lower tem-

peratures than our body seem to be cool. Relative Measure ofi temp ature is

unsatisfactory in a technological society, therefore we need ipantita ve

' temperature scales.

FOr a temperature scale to be quantitative we need to be sure that the

scale is convenient to use and capable of being periodically redefined.

The need for quantitative temperature measure was recognized in the early

1704 when the first of the four commonly used temperature'scales of today

were invented. The names and characteristics of the four temperature scales

are:

.Centigrade (°C).

Kelvin.(abidlute centigrade)(K).

Fahrenheit (°F).

Rankine (absolute Fahrenheit)(°R).

Figure 1 is a representation of corresponding points On the four scalps.

`4r
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LIOU10--FILLED TUBES FOR TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

467 4/
WATER _1 100 J73 512 872
BOILS

WATER__ Q-- - - - -- 273 32 402_
FREEZES

DINT HAS N EIGNIEICANgE_ 460
ON THE C 0 K SCALE

ABSOLUTE -480
ZERO

a. Cantigrad b. Ka In K o. Fahrenheit °F

Figure'l. Correspon ing points on temperature scales.

d. Rankine °R

As can be seen from 'Figure 1, temperature conversion from one point to a

corresponding point on the absolute scale for anOther particulAr\cale can

be accomplished by adding or subtracting values: .0°C = 273 K and 0°F = .

460°R.. TR,Ierefore, the size of an individual degree on the centigrade scale

is equal t a degee on the Kelvin scale. This isilso true between the

Fahrenheit and Rankine scales. However,'aInversion between °t and °F is a

different matter. The degrees on these scales do not represent the same

amount of. heat quantity. One hundhed degrees on the centigrade scale (100°

- 06) represents the same amount of temperature as 180° (212 - 32) on the

Fahrenheit scale, thus 1C° = 1.8F°.* The following equations can be Used to

convert- from one temperature scale to anotkler.

*A convention observed in science and technology is that when the degree
symbol (°) preceeds the shale symbol (F, C, or R) that the number represents
a po,sition on the scale. If the degree symbol follows the scale ,symbol then

the number represents a temperature interval (difference between the actual
to erature values). Thus, 10°F means a temperature measure and 10F° means
a temperature difference of 10 degrees between two temperature measures.



0

tit

K = °C + 273

°R = °F + 460,

= (°F , 32)

(=

k -32)]
5

( °F -

9

b
°C + 32)

Equation 1

Equation 2

Equation 3

Equation 4

1 .8

F = 1.8°C + 32

EXAMPLE A: CO6RESPONDING TEMPERATURES.

Given: The temperature of a material is 40°C.

Find: The corresponding temperature on the other temperature scales.

Solution: From Equation 1:

K = °C + 273---,.

40°C + 273

=313'K. A

From-Equation 4:

1F = 1:8 (°C) + 32

= 1.8 (40), +32

= 104°F.

From Equation 2:

°R =°F + 460

= 10.4° + 460

= 564°R

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT:

As with most other measurements, the measurement of temperature re-
,

quires the utliziation of a transducer to change the heat energy of the me-,

dium being measured into a more useful form.. Transducers for'the measure -

nient of temperature are of two broad types: electrical and, mechanical.

115
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electrical transducers convert heat energy into electrical energy or elec-

'trical properties. Mechanical transducers converts energy into mechanical

motion or pressure; which is then converted to motion. Temperature measure-

ment is achleved by inferential means; that is, the' measurement results from

a secondary effect cif temperature.
4

Temperature is a measurement of the motion or the activity'of mole-
.

cules. The'molecular !lotion, which is directly proportional to temperature,

resultS in some change to the transducer in physical-tontact with the medium

to be measured. The variation in molecular activity results in the trans-

ducer response to a temperature variation. The transducer produces energy

that initiates a measured response (output) that is scaled and related to

temperature. 4/0

Temperature measurement in the filled glass tubes (glass therLme ers)'

'in Figure 1 results from the change in molecufar activity in the liquid in

the bulb. An increase in temperature increases the4molecular activity

tlie liquid aid causes it to expand or increase its voluMe. This produces a

movement in the liquid surface which infers a corresponding temperature'

value. Temperature transducers are shown in Figure2.

ENERGY

ELECTRICAL
TEMPERATURE
TRANSDUCER'

MEASUREMENT RESULTING IN A
CHANGE IN ELECTRICAL PRORERTIE8

HEAT
ENERGY

1

MEASUREMENT RESULTING IN CHANGE
IN MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

MECHANICAL
TEMPERATURES

TRANSDUCER

Figure '2. Electrical and mechanical energy transducers.

ELECTRICAL TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS

Thermocouples are electrically operated devices capable of measuring

temperature,a few hundred degrees.below zero to several thousand degrees

above zero. Thermistor and resistance elements-are also used for tempera-

ture measurement. They are used with a bridge circuit to measure very small

changes in.temperature.

Page 6/IC-04
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Thermocouples 4.
.

Thermocouples are constructed by connecting two dissimilar metals

together and measuring the voltage prOduced when the ends are at different

temperatures Figure 3 illustrates a thermocOupleoplication: The point

at which the two wires are connected is called the measuring, or."hot,"

junction. The other end of the wires,.the point at which the voltage is

measured, is called the reference,r "cold," jur)ction. Thermocouples oper

ate on the' following principle: A very small voltage is generated when the

two junctions are at different temperatures and the voltage is directly prof-

portional to the temperature,difference.

REFERENCE
JUNCTION

M

IRON I

CONSTANTAN

'Figure 3. Thermocouple application.

MEASURING
JUNCTION

The metal, or metal allow, used for wire construction' has an exact

relationship between temperature and yoltage that is listed in tables-sup-

plied by thermocouple manUfaCturers. Tables are required for EMF,tempera-
,

ture con ersion because the relationship is not liner. The amount. of Volt-

agegene ated for a given temperature* (EMO°F) increases with temperature:

Typical herthocyle.pairs and some of theq. characteristics are listed in

Table 1.

, .

ZARE L_ PAIRS.
.

_

Abbreviations Used

In Conversion Tables
. LSA

Symbol

Conductor P'olarity and Color

+

1/c

C/A, ,

C/C
,

CR/C,',

J

' K

T ,

E '

.

Iron-white

Chromel-white

Copperlblue

Chromel-yellow

- 4
Constantan-red

Alumel-red

Constantan-red

CoAtantan-red
4

A
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4

Ther,ocouple tables lilt.the EMF valuegOof,efferent th

the temperature normally in increinits of.'5°. For thesd values,

ence junction is assumed to be at a re ,:-iice value such as ..
...

'32°F or 0°C. ,. If
. 6

th

refer-

75°F or 25°C.

Since the EIIF measured at the' refprence junction is(-a" function of the

temperature difference of the two jUnctions,:a change in temperature at
4--

either junction is maintained at A constant tempera4ure - 32 °F, 251C, and_so

forth - in most laboratory applications. However, this practice is not

feasible in most process applications. Referente junction temperature com-

pensation is required in most prdtesspplicaly ions. Thb need for this will

be better understood by the use of E4aMpfes B ands C: "I

EXAMPLE B: TEMPERATURE OF MEASURING JUNCTION.

Given: The EMF, as measured at the measuring Unction of a thermocouple,

is 7 mV. -

The thermocouple is type

The reference junction f25°C.%

Find: 'The,temperature of the ravdring junction. t-

Solution: Using'a thermocouple table based on a 25°C reference temperature,

the temperatbre value corrdsponding to 7 mV for a type J therlim-

coup)e is 155 °C.
44,

EXAMPLE C:, TEMPERATURPOFMEASURING JUNCTION.
A

Given) The EMF, as measured,at the reference junctiOn of Ohermocouple,

is 8.50 millivolts. -

The thermocouple is a type T.

The referehce junction is at 35gC.

Find: The true temperature of themeAsuning,junction.
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Solution: AccordiKg to a thermocouple table based on 0°C as, the reference A
T type the'rmocoupae would have anfoutput of 1.0 millivolts (mV) if

reference unction were at 0°F and its hot junction were at

the reference junction temperature of 35°C.

According to procedures recommended by the National Bureau of
\Standards the correct temperature would be determined by the for-.

mule:

Et =.:Er Em
. IR

where: E
t 'EMF ofihermocouple if reference junction is at.0°C

and the hot junction is At the measured temperature.

= EMF'of.thermohuple if, reference junction is at 0°C

and the hqt ju"nction were at the actual reference

junction temperature.

E
m = the actual measured output EMF of the thermocouple.

Thus

-4J

01.e/MV) + (e:5 mV)

9.5'mv

and, re urni g*to the same set of reference tables results in

finding that 93 mV corresponds to an actual hot junction tempera--
ture of 204.0°C.

yExample C shows ho/ a meastirementbas/w ed on one reference can be changed
to another'reference. Thetablesare'formulated based on data obtained by
Maintaining the reference junction at an exact temPerature(levating dr

,

decreasing the measuring junctton temperafure,:to an exact,measured value,
and reading and recordirig the corresponding millivolt-value.

The material used to make tqe thermocouple, the type of insulator used
to separate the wires, and the-Method used to connect the ends that form the
Measuring junction dependupon the.applications. Copper constantan thermo-

"

,couples'are used for temperature ranges of -310°r to
.

662°F. The mV output

%,
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isjelatively high for this type of thermocouplev-but it.is erratic at

higher temperatures and will suffer from deterioration. iron constantan

is favorable for applications in the lower temperature ranges because it is

relatively inexpensive and has excellent output voltage; but it also deteri-

orates (because of the oxidation of iron) at higher temperatures. Thermo-
.

: couples made of platinum and'i platinum-rhodium alloy have the broadest

range (0°C to 1700°C) and are used as a Secondary standard in thermocouple

calibration. The platinum/platinum-rhodium thermocouple demonstrates, the

least change of'output EMF per degree of temperature over its range. The,

. Major disadvantages of this type of thermocouple is that it is lexpensive and

has d,EMF output per degree of temperature that is only 1/3 -of,a type- k

(chromel/alumel) thermocouple.

Thermdcouple Applications

Temperature measurement by thermocouples is a comgiCin application in

industrial-facilities. Figure 4'shows such an applicatioh. The thermo-

couple lead wires'are used in such a way that the reference junction is

establishedat he millivolt measuring instrument where electrical reference

unction compensation is provided. Thermocouple lead wires can be connected

to another material, such as copper wire, if care is taken to see that the

same temperature exists at both connections. In modern thermocouple readout

instruments, the reference juriction is unnecessary due to the electrical comr

pensation as shown in F4ure,4. Initruments are available that will povideS

a readout _Other digitally or by a meter of temperature measurement. -For

Page 10/IC-04 120
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THERMOCOUPLE
LEAD

THERMO-WELL

ZERO REFERENCE,
COMPENSATOR

TEMPAATURE
EQUALIZATION
BLOCK

. MILLIVOLT .

tEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT READOUT
DE ICE DEVICE

11111

Ammamemill
COPPER WIRES

DISTANCES SIGNAL
UP TO A FEW THOUSAND CONDITIONER

YARDS
F

.. MEASUREMENT JUNCTION

I. TEMPERATURE
14-- ----MEASUREMENT
I INSTRUMENT .

-J

Figure 4. Thermocouple measurement sys em.

high temperature applications, the thermocouple is constructed from large

wire. - size 10 or 12. The thermocouple lead wire can be much smaller - size

16 or lg. The larger thermocuple 'wire size could be connected to the mea-

suring instrument; but.the smaller.wire size is easier to handle and reduces

installation cost S.

, 0 ,

Read-Out Device (Millivolt MeasUrement)
C-

:Instruments- used to measure thermocouple output voltage must be sensi-

tive and acurate, with good resbllition. pitcange of millivolt valuesVor

0-400°F, for example, is about 10-15 mV, depending upon the type oethermo-

couple used. A self - balancing potentiometer -has:been the most popular

millivolt measuring instrument.used,in indUstrial applications but is grad-

ually being replaced by. other types of electronic measuring devices. The

thermocouple measuring instrument must not draw excessive amounts of current'

ftom thOupply 'source (the thermocouple)'becapse this could result in Volt-

age drops (IR losses) in the lead wire.. This occurrence would presenta

prOblem only in small lead Wire and for long transmission di .stances.

Many temperature scales for milliiolt measuring thermocouple ingru-,

ments are slightly nonlinear, This isAlecause the instruments respond lin-

IC-04/Page 11
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early with 401ivolt inputs, and the relationship between temperature and

millivolt values a e nonlinear. .. i

. Thermocoup -Reference JunctlITI-EompergaTIon .

Temperature measurement errors caused by variations in reference junc-

tion temperatuisei, if uncompensated, can be severe it the reference junction

temperature appcoaches'the measured valde. For a measured temperature range

of 100bF, a variation of reference junctiontemperature of 5° could cause an

error in temperature measurement of.pp to 30% depending on' thermocouple

type. For a measured temperature range of 1000°, the same variation in

reference functjon temperature, with the same thermocouple would be 11%.

, Perhaps the simplest means tcrovercome the error caused by changes in

refnce- junction temperature is to maintkin that temperature at the refer-
,

ence value. This is done in some applications, but it is npt done i,n most

cases. Instead of thii approach, the compensation is done electrically at

the measuring-instrument.:

Special Thermocouple Applications

It is sometimes advantageous to measure a temperature that is the

average of two or more values. ,Thermocouplesare .connectesiiin a parallel

arramlement for this appAcation -'a technique which is shown'in Figure 5.

.For the measurement of average temperature (Figure 5), the same type.of

thermocouples must be used. These thermocouples must babout equal in

ancthe same size of thermocouple extension wire'muSt be used.

Because the resistance of a thermocouple is temperature-dependent, swamping

resistors with values that are high compared to the resistance change-tan be

used in the circuit, asshownin Figure 5. Resistance values of about 1500

'ohms can be used as swamping resistors.

t
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a.

MEASURING INSTRUMENT
REFERENCE JUNCTION

SWAMPING RESI8T011-
el

MEASURING JUNCTION

FiZe 5. Avelge temperature measurement with athermocouple.

Another Ilpplication involving thermocouples isthat of measuring a tem-
.

perature difference between two values. Thermocouples are connected in

series Oposition; as shown in Figure 6. Just as with mperature 9veraging

applications, 'they
(

must be of the same type. The output of one thermocouple

is subtracted froM#e other,so ghat the voltage applies:1th the measuring

instrument is the difference between the two.

TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT
18 THE AVERAGE
OF A, B, AND C

tt

4-

MILLIVOLiMEASUREMENT---...4,

THERMOCOUPLE LEAD

THERMOCOUPLE
CONNECTING BLOCK (HEAD)

TEMPERATURE B

TEMPERATURE A

TEMPERATURES

TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT IA-B)

Figure Differential temperature measurement with thermocouples.

,
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RESISTANCE-TEMPERATURE DEVICES (RID)

Many conductors change resistance when they undergo a-change in temper-

ature. This,characterist enables them to be used in temperature measure-

ment. Such devices are called resistance-temperature devices (RTDs). There

are two basic RTD groups - thermistors and conductors.

Thermistors are small semiconductor devices that have a negative tem-

perature- resistance coefficient; that is, their resistance decreases with an

increase,in temperature. Conductors, on the other hand, increase in resis-,

tabce values with temperature increases,

RTDs, thermistors, and conductors are commercially available with cor-

responding curves or tables that give the resistance-temperature character-
.

istics. Temperature values can then be inferred from resistance val s.

Resjstance measurement, using, RTDs, is normally made with Wheatsto e bridge

circuits. Accurate temperature measurements can be made when using such

bridge circuits (Figure 7). Temperature measurements can be made by balanc-

. ing the bridge with R3 for a Certain value of R4 corresponding to a tempera-

ture. The value of 114 is then determined by the following formula:.

BRIDGE
VOLTAGE SUPPLY

1,

R4 =
R1

(R3) Equation 5

RTD IN TEMPERATURE
ENVIRONMENT TO BE

'MEASURED

CUP LEADS CONNECTING
THE RTD TO THE BRIDGE

CIRCUIT

Figure 7. &ridge circuit for temperature measurement with a RTD.
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The temperature of R4 is determined by the use of a resistance-temperature

table or curve for the RTD used.

Another, and more common, method of temperature measurement with the

circuit shown fn Figure 7 is to plot the voltage values of the bridge'unbal-
.

ance caused by corresponding measured temperature Values. The scale of the

bridge measuring instrument can then be calibrated to read temperature.

OPTICAL TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT I.'

Electrical and mechanical'temperature-measuring devices comprise the

bulk of all industrial temperature-measuring systems used in industry. They

are used in applications where it is feasible. However, these devices are

contact temperature devices', and they must be subjected to the same tempera- `b

ture as that which is to be measured. The upper limit of contact tempera-

ture measurement is about 3000°F since, 'beyond this temperature value, most

metals and other materials'used as transducers tend to become unstable. For

such high temperature applications, noncontact temperature transducers have

been developed. The most common is the optical_pyrometer.

The principle of operation of optical temperatUre measurement is based

on the relationship between light energy andthe wavelength that is a func-

tion of the temperature of the object from which the light is emitted. When

metals are heated to high temperature, they emit'light in the visible spec-

trum, beginning with a dull red and progressing through brighter reds to

almost white at higher temperatures. In addition, clay, glass, sand, and

other solids-emit light energy that is not in the visible range. Their

wavelengths vary with the temperature of he object.

Optical pyrometers compare the color and brightness of an object with

those of a heated tungsten filament. The objective lens *'firms an image of

the hot source in the plane of the filament of an incandescent bulb. The

Current to the bulb filament is adjusted until the light emitted by the

filament is the same color as that emitted by the hot source as detedted by

the operator. The unknown temperature is them determined by referring to a

125
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calibration curve that relates temperature to bulb current or resistance ad-

justed to produce the current.

It should be understood that the accuracy of the pyromet'ers, among

other factors, depends on the degree to whiCh an exact amount of current,in

the reference turiOten filament can be measured and controlled. The poten-
,

tiometric method of current measurement is often used for this purpose.

Empirical calibration can also be used. Such a method consists of matching

the briOtness of the filament against that of a hot substance that has a

known temperature.

Optical pyrometers-are used to measure high temperatures. Although

they are more expensive than-manycother forms of temOgrature_7neasurement,'_

their. use is_jmsti-f-jed many applications. Optical pyrometers were once

used strictly for measurement in open-loop control systems; however, closed-

loop control devices utilizing optical pyrometers as primary elements are

now in use. The accuracy'of these devices can approach that of other forms

of temperature measurement in higher temperature ranges.

t
MECHANICAL TEMPERATURE RANSDUCERS

As previously mentioned mechaniCal transducers transform heat energy

into mechanical movement or motion. Filled thermal systems are the most

common type of mechanical temperature transducer.

The principle of operation of the filled, system is based on the changg,

in volume, of a fluid that is a result of a change in temperature. The sys-

tem is sealed with a filled fluid,which, when undergoing a temperature

variation, produces a volume change caused by expansion or contraction.

Figure 8 shows a filled-thermal system used for iemperaturg measurement.

)
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PRESSURE ELIDIEWT.
USUALLY A BOURDON

"C" TUBE

CONNECTING
CAPILLARY
TUBING

O

LENGTH OF CAPILLARY
TUBING IS' A, FEW INCHES

TO SEVERAL FEET

*..
TEMPERATURE, PROCESS

GRADUATED TEMPERATURE SCALE
WITH FULL SCALE RANGE UP TO

A FEW. THOUSAND DEGREES

TEMPERATURE. BULB'

Figure 8. Temperature measurement with a filled thermal system.

FILLED THERMAL SYSTEMS

Filled systems are classified in accordance with the type of fill mate-

rial that is used. The four general classes are listed below:

Class I - liquid filled thermometers (except merc y).

Class II - vapor - pressure thermometers.

ClassIII - gas pressure thermometers.

Class V - lercury filled thermometers.

An earlier system designated Class IV is no longer in use.

The earlier components of a filled thermal system (as shown in Figure

8) consist of the following:

1. A metallic bulb filled with a fluid that undergoes volume or pressure

changes in response to temperature changes.

2. Capillary tubing, tubing that has an I.D. 4;0.D., that connects the

bulb to the indicating device.

3. An indicating device, usually a pressure element; that produces a

scaled measurement in response to the change in temperature at the

bulb.

4. Compensating elements to correct for ambient temperature variations.

127
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Filled temperature systems are used in industrial proc ses because of

:the many advantages they offer over other temperature-m suring systems.

They are' easy to,manufacture, they require little maintenance, aid, while

,'hot as accurate as some other devices, they are accurate enough for most in-

,Austrial processes. A failure in any part of the components, however, Ten-

ders the complete system inoperative.

The transmission 'distance, which is limited by the maximum length of

the Capillary tubtoabout 100 ft, essentially makes a filled system a

'reMpte measuringOr controlling device. However, filled systems are used as

transducers in trnasmitters when the pressure elemV ent is used to generate a

scaled signal for transmission. Fa pneumatic signals, a,f140Per is posi-

tioned in relationship to a nozzle. Fo7 electrical transmisVon, an iron

slug is positioned in SILVDT. This application is illustrated by the tem-

.
perature control syitem shown in .Figure 9 and the block diagram in Figure'

HOT WATER

f
CONTROLLER OUTPUT

3-15 P810
RECO_RDE.R1NTROLLER

CONTROL VALVE

TUDE AND SHELL
HEAT EXCHANGER

COLD PRODUCT IN

*Nab AWOL

3-15 PSIG SCALED SIGNAL
PROPORTIONAL TO TEMP. ,,,

FLAPPER -NOZZLE'

PRESSURE ELEMENT
r-

CAPILLARY)
TUBE I

BULB

SET POINT

RESTRICTOR

1 AIR SUPPLY

LC

L.7-4
1, TEMPE-

/ PNEUMATIC id TURE
RA

RELAY r TRANS
' MITER

THE RMOWELL ,TO "PROTECT
THE TEMPERATURE BULB

HEATED PRODUCT VUT OF EXCHANGER

tr
COLD WATER

Figure 9. Temperature-dontrolled process usi!i a filled thermal system
as the 6ansdher in the trinsMitter..
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CAPILLARY TUBE-
UP TO SEVERAL FEET

IN LENGTH

PROCESS TRANSMITTER

CONTROLLER INPUT
FROM TRANSMITTER OUTPUT -
A SCALED SIGNAL TRANSMITTED
UP.TO SEVERAL THOUSAND FEET

CONTROLLER

REMOTELY LOCATED
IN THE PROCESS

/11
CONTROLLER OUTPUT -.FEEDBACK
LINK TO PROCESS IN A CENTRALLY

LOCATED CONTROL HOUSE

Figure 10. Block diagram of a temperature control)system.

Capillary Tubes of the Filled System

The capillary tubes of the filled system are connecting tubes that are

usually mageof steel or alloy. They are chosen for their inherent charac-

teristics in relation to the fluid used in the system. The temperature bull)

and associated pressure element must also be selected for their compati-

bility with the system fluid. In high temperature applications, pressure

inside the tube and bulb may reach a few thousand psig; therefore, a ores-
,

,sure element must be capableof withstanding this pressure. Capillaries

must also be selected in accordance with temperature and corresponding pres-

sure ranges. The inside diameter of the capillary tubing-is small, usually

abodt 0.025 inches; therefore, the volume of fluid contained within the tube

is small compared to that of the

Error and Compensation in the System

The error introduced into the system by the capillary-tubing is caused

by both the time,lag and the length of,the tube exppsed to ambient tempera-
.

ture variations. Thil error, can be eliminated, however, when. provisionS are

made to compeniate for ambient changes. Two methods of compensation for

46,
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temperatirre changes along the capillary tube may be used: case, compensation

and full compensation.

Case coompensation corrects for temperature variations at the receiving

instndment or pressure element only. A temperature change within the case-

that houses the indicating, receiving, or transmitting instruments usually ,

is the result of variations in the measured temperature as the ambient tem-

perature changes. o ver, this change is,compensated or eliminated by case

compensation. Full compensated instruments prOvide for ambient temperature

compensation along the entire length of capillary tubing.
_ _

The temperature system shown in Figure 8 is not compensated. Figure 11

shows both a case compensated and .a full device. -AiecO771 ,
,

capillary tubing is located parallel to theone connected to the bulb for
.,

measurement purposes. The NO tubes are normally wrapped together in a pro-

tectinginetal sheath. Both tubes are connected to the pressure elemeht so s.

that the force exerted by each are in opposition and so any element movement

will be caused by the bulb only. The compen g tube, which is filledsatrn
k.

with the same' material, is also the same s' e as the measuring tube.

4

I

0
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m ...ND ems , M1 .......

frMPERATURE cAsq .

COMPENSATING TUBING .
1

WOULD BE TERMINATED I

HERE FOR CASE COMPENSATION!

CONNECTING
CAPILLARY
- TUBING

1

COMPENSATIHQ
CAPILLARY TUBING

`'TERMINATED HERE FOFI-
FULL. ,COMPENGATION

1

BULB

P

\PIVOT

1

Le `m.o.. _ _
4

TEMPERATURE PROCESS

I

4

. Figure 11. Ambient temperature compensations for: filled thermal systems.
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Another type of compensation that is used consists of placing e invar

wire within the Capillary tubing. Invarlis a' metal that has a negligible

coefficient of thermil expansion. Comp4nsation isachieved by the following

method: The combined volume of filled material within the tube experiences'

a change with temperaturt approximately equal to that experienced by the

capillary tube. Therefore, no change in pressure 4,s/produced at the pres-

sure element. This type of compensation is used on liquid systems, partic-

ularly those that use mercury.

Vapor pressure systems need no capillary compensation. The reason for

this is as follows: The vapor pressure-ofa liquid is a .function of temper-

ature, and, as the temperature of a closed syStem increases, the pressure

and quanilky of the liquid_that is v4orized ala increases. A temperature

increase on the capillery tube will- cause the vapor to ppand and will in-
,

k
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crease the Cstem pressure. Hpwever, the increased pressure will also cause

some of the vapor to condense, and the pressure on the system is then re-
.

stored to a value commensurate with the temperatue of the 1.iquid in the

bulb

Other sources of error-in filled temperattfiesSystems are errors in

barometric ,pressure and bulb-elevation. ...Althou'gRoIRVft'errors are not don-

sidered'ma:jor; one shot* be aware that they exist-. Variations,inatmo-

,spheric pressure on gas and vapor systems 2 ClassOrl and Class III

duce small margins of error and do'not significantly affect Class I and

ClaSs V systems. Errors caused by barometric pressure usually are less than

0.4%.

.Bulb elevation errors affect Classes I, II, and V systemS'since

sure is exerted.on the pr'essure element as. a,result of the volume of liquid

in the tulle and bulb. Such 'errors are proportional to the dengty of the

filled liquid and to the degree to which the fluid will expand'. 'They are

also inversely proportional the the range span. Errors of .this type are not

significant in Class I systemS..--unless the bulb is elevated several feet

above the pressure element in the case. Bo3b elevation is significant in.

Class V systems because of the high density of mercury. Once elevation is

established,, however, the error :can be compensated by the zero adjustment of ,

the instrument.

Vapor systems - Class II - ire further dividied into four groups: A,'

B, C, and D. Class II-A instruments are designed tffmeasure temper'atures

that are consistently above ambik'nt; Class II-B instruments are used to mea-

sure temperatures that are consistently below ambient. Class 11-c and Class

II-D instruments are used fOr temperature measurements that cross ambient.

(Although Class II-C is similar tp Class II-A, "it has a .larger bulb...4When.

measuring temperatures lower thah ambient, all of theliquid will be present

in the bulb. The bulb must be large enough to contain the liquid and still

have room for a vapor space. When temperature variations across ambient are

regular, Class II-C should not be'used since erratic action and delky in

temperature indications will result. Class II-D .instruments sAoOld be used

when temperature' measurements regularly cross ambient. The pressure element

and capillary tube are-always filled with liquid,-and a small amount of

0 iv
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-vapor is trapped in the bulb. 'Table 2 shows the various ClAsses of filled

systrs, as well as some of their characteristtct.

TABLE 2. CLASSES OF FILLED SYSTEMS.

System'

.

Minimum
Temperature

Maximum
Temperature Advantages

.

Disadvantages

Clait I.
(Liquid)

-300°F ' 700°F
. ,

Line4 scale
small bulb.

Requires full

compensation,
elevation error.

Class II
(Vapor)

.

..

-300°F

.

.

.

.

f
=

650°F = Low cost, fast __Nonlinear

responses no
compensation
required.

.

scale,

elevation error,
$ erratic response

at ambient tem-
peratures.

.Class III .

(Gas)

.

. .

.

-450°F

.

140.9:

.

. .

Linear stale,

ttperature
ca ability, With-
stands overrange.

Large bulb

required.
,

.

Class .V

(Mercury)
.

- 60°F

.

. Linear scale,

small bUlb.
.

Sameas Class I:

-

BI ETALLIC ELEMENTS
4. ,

The bimetallic-'irrip is a reliable form of temperature measurement.

Though used very little in process temperature systems, bimetallic strips

are vsed in many applications of loCal temperature indication, ON-OFF con-

trol, and alarm devices. They operate on the principle of thermal expan-

sion. As shown in Figure 12, bimetallic devices. consist of two connecting

strips of metal that have different coefficients of thermal expansion. The

different rates ofifthermal expansion cause 0a movement at the free end, and

this movement is used to drive a pointer on an indicator or mo e a contact

on an electrical switch.
/

4
N
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PIVOT AT
FIXED EN

METAL

is

METAL A . LOW
COEFFICIENT OF EXPANSION

MOVEMENT AT FREE. END

METAL B
HIGH COEFFICIENT

OF EXPANSION

Figure 12., Bimetal elements.

For a particular value of temperature, the bimeil element will be flat

and straight; however, because of the dissimilar thermal expansio coeffi-

cient of the two metals, temperature variations will cause tPe strip end

0 into an arc. The bending is caused by the expansion of the two metals in

accordancewith their particular characteristics. One strip mill expand to

a greater length than the ogler. .

' The amount Of movement at the free end resulting fromLtemperatures

variations is a function of inejalowing characteristics:

Temperature of element (directly proportional).

Length of element (directly proportional).

Thickness of element (inversely proportional)."

from the above characteristics, one can assume a ion; thin strip will pro-

. duce more movement for a given change in temperature. To obtain more serisi-

tiveeleUnts, bimetallic element's are wound in forms of spirals, or heli-

cals, similar to pressure'elements.

Most thermometers made of bimetal sHave uniform scales. How-
,

. ,

eVer,-these elements do kot have unifo ement over wide rangTof tem-

perature. For temperature ranges up o about 400°F, the nonlinearity.,his,not.
o . .

great; therefore, farily accUrate-temperature measurements canbe made with

uniform scales. The limig_the range of temperature measurement made with
---

bimetallic elements isfrOm -300°F to 1000°F. At very lov temperatures, the,

rate of deflection.with, temperature change decreases sharply because the co-

efficients of thermal expansioa of the two metals approach a common value.

'
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The accuracy of bimetallic thermometers is not perfect, but it is

acceptable for indicating purpOses. These thermometers are rugged and

capable of withstending,Over-eanging of up to 100% without damige, Figure

13 shows a two-position control application using a bimetal element.
. _.s.........--4wr--BLEOtY-m

0'

BATTERY (DC) OR POWER . r
CONTACTS

ELECTRICALLY , SUPPLY (AC OR DC) 1

1\1. IINSULATED PIVOT r-1. ,

BIMETAL ELEMEMEHT .

. \_L COIL I

1

4
I

1

ELETRICAL CONTACT ........-......

ELETRICTRIC HEATER

AC VOLTAGE SOURCE

TEMPERATURE IS CONTROLLED
IN THE ENVIRONMENT (PROCESS)

Figure 13. A temperature controlled process using a bimetal strip..

When the strip is in the flat position as shown, the temperature is

low; more,heat shquld then be applied to the temperature process. The bi-

metallic strip provides a,path for current to flow from the a.c. voltage

source through the:heater that heats the process. When the process is .

heated to the desired value, the heat will cause the bimetal strip to curve,

thereby opening the Contact; de- energizing the relay, opening the relay con-

tacts, and stopping the current flow through the heater. When the tempera-

ture decreases, t"e contacts on the bimetal strip closes, and the series of

events'Oescribed above are repeated.

The 'purpose of.the.relgy shown in the circuit in Figure 13 is to de-
.

'crease the amount of current traveling through the strip and to its co

tacts. .Without the'relay,-for large current capabilities,the strip and

contact would have to.be large endugh to operate' the heaVier contact, there-

by reducing the sensitiyity of the strip. The sensitivity is inversely pro-
.

r
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portional to the thickness of the element. A spring or proximity bias

4; arrangement is used to vary the operating temperature(setpoint).

.Control circuits like the one shown in.Figure 13 are 4sedlin home and
.

industrial. applications: Most heating and cooling thermostats are based on

this operation. iThe relay normally,is not needed in most heating controls

circuits since the current required to operate a small solenoid operated -
)

valve can be passed through the bimetal strip or through a wire connected to

the contact points on the strip. "Air conditioning thermostat operation re-

quires the utilization of the relay because of the large current required to

operate air conditioning compressors. Industrial bimetal dontrol circ4its

are limited,to procepes.tnat can be controlled by two-position or 'ON-OFF.

control since propollioning cannot be accomplished by such control circuits.

EXERCISES

1. -Make the following temperature scale conversions:

a. 308°F to °C.

b. 0 K to °R.

C. 450°C to °F.

d. 2 165°F to *°R.

e. 140°C to K.

2. Using a staNdard thermocouple calibration table, make the followin

EMF-temperature conversions: .

a. A type J thermocouple reference junction is 100°F: The measuring,

junction temperatUre is 360°F. What is the voltage output?

The voltage output of a type K thermocouple is5.70'mV. The

reference junction temperature is 5°F. What is the temperature

of the measuring junction?

3.- A bridge circuit similar to the one shown .in ,Figure 7 has.the ft/flowing

resistance values: R1 = R2 = :7,000 ohms. 'R3 is 500 ohMt, and the

bridge iv balanced. What' is the value of R4?

4
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LABORATORY' MATERIALS

A glass thermometer capable of temperature measurement in the 0-400°F range

with 2° resolution.

Four feet of type J thermocouple lead wire.

A voltmeter with 0.02-mV resolution on a scale that will measure 50 mV full-

scale.

A Rip with a temperature-resistance calibration curve.

A 10-V d.c. power supply.

Two 5000-ohm precision resistors with 1% tolerance With a power rating of

/ one watt.

One 0-5000 ohm wire wound potentiometer with 1% tolerance.

An ohmmeter with one ohm resolution on the R x 10 ohm scale.

1- gallon nonconductive light-weight oil.

A hot water supply up to about 200°F.

Two 30 -inch clip leads.

1 quart of ice.

BORATORY PROCEDURES

. *4 LABORATORY 1. TEMPERATURE MEASUR MENT WITH A THERMOCOUPLE.

ICY

1. Make a thermocouple by removing the sulatifrom about 1 i/2" of

each end of eac in the thermo uple pair and tightly twisting the

e two wires of either end This will be a measuring junctioh,7--

2. Observing polarity, connect each end of the Open end/to the voltmeter.

This end is,theyseference junction.

3: With the reference junction and measuring junction at the same telzera-

ture, measure the voltage at the reference junction. Note this reading

for further explanation: Blow on the measuring junction and note the

response of the voltmeter.
-C\

4. Immerse the meaitNsing junction in a beaker of water slightly above the

reference junction temperature.

137
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5. Measure the temperature of the water by reading the millivolt (mV)

value at the reference junction with the voltmeter and the temperature

of the reference junction with the glass thermometer. Convert the Om-
.

perature of the reference junction to a mV value by use of the calibre-

tion table. Make certain that the columns on the table correspond to

the type of thermoCouple used. ,

6. Add the mV value corresponding to the reference junction temperature

from that the measuring junction temperatur This compensates for

the reference junction temperature. If a eferenced to 75°F is

used and the temperature of the reference junction temperature is about

75°F, thelmV value for the ref ren junction temperature is 0.

7. Convert the mV value obtained Step 6 to a temperature value by using

the tables.

.8. The temperature obtained in Step 7 is the temperature of the measuring

junction. Record this value in Data Table 1 (MeasuredValue of Temper-

ature A). *

9. Measure the, temperature of.the water with the glass thermometer and re-

cord this in Data Table 1 (Actual Valueof.Temperature A).

10. Add some heated water to the water being measured to elevate the tem-

perature.

11. Repeat Steps 5 through 9 and record the value in Data Table 14Temperar-

ture B).

12. Repeat Step 10.
oto,

13. Repeat Steps'5 through 9 and record the value in Data Tabl4P1 (Tempera-
.

turet).

14. Immerse the measuring junction in ice water.

15. Measure the voltage at the reference junction. Note the voltage value

for further discussion and explanation.

16. Repeat Steps 5 through 9 and record this value in Data Table 1 (Temper -

at( re D).

Page 28/IC-04
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LABORATORY 2. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT WITH AN RTD.

1. Connect a bridge circuit, as shown in Figure 7, with the following

resistance values:

a. R1 = R2 25000 ohms.

b. R3 = 0-5000 ohm variable resistor.

c. R4 = an RTD.

2. Connect the mV meter and bridge power supply to the bridge circuit.

3. Turn on the bridge supply and adjust R3 for the bridge balance as indi-
.

cared by a zero reading on the voltmeter on the most sensitive scale.

R4 is at ambient temperature. Measure the value with the glass ther-

mometer and record it in Data Table 2.

4. Blow on the RTD or an it with a piece of-paper. Note the response of

the voltmeter.

5. Immerse the RTD in the nonconductive fluid at the same temperature (am-

bient) as the other comwents.

6. Slightly increase the temperature of the nonconduction fluid by mixing
AP

it with hotter fluid.

7. Measure the temperature with the glass thermometer and record it in the

table under Temperature-A.

8. Measure the mV value read on the voltmeter and record it in Data Table

2 (Millivolt-Temperature A).

9. Repeat Steps 6 through 8 and record the svaluevunSer B in Data Table 2.

10. Repeat Step 9 until the table is complete. ,

11. Make a plot (on graph paper) of temperature versus the measured milli-

volt value.

12. This. completes the Laboratory sedtion of this module. Secure all

equ'ipment.%

a
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DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1. ACCURACY OF THERMOCOUPLE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT.

Measured Value . Actual Value

Temperature A
.

Temperature B
.

Temperature C

Temperature D -

.

'

.

%

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

,

_

4

.

DATA TABLE 2. ACCURACY OF RTD TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT.

, Measured Value Millivolt

'Ambient Temperature.

TemperatAre_A _ _

Temperature B

TeMperature C

Temperature 0

.

.

. .

.

.

.

,

Anderson, Norman A. Instrumentation for Process Measurement and Control.

. 2nd ed. Philadelphia, PA: Chilton Co., 1972.

Woodruff, John. Basic Instrumentation. 2nd ed. Austin, TX: University of

Texas, 1964.

Filled thermal system: ;Temperature measurement based .on a volumetric or

pressure change ,of a fluid.
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AC.

Inferential measurement: A nondirect means of measurement thatis based on
the measured value of a related variable.

Optical pryometer: A noncontact form of temperature measurement based on
the relationship between a heated object and the fnequelicy of the elec-
tron magnetic energy it emits.

Resistance temperature devices (RTD): A device that changes resistance with

. temperature. The relationship between temperature and resistance when
previously established is abaps for temperature measurement.

Temperature transducer: A device that converts heat energy to mechaniCat or
electrical energy in a form that can be measured.

Thermocouple: Two.dissimilar metals joineditogether at one end and produc-
ing a voltage at the other end which is proportional to the temperature
difference in the two ends (junctions),

4
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TEST

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

. Module IC-04

_Unstruments_for Temperature Mea.surement"
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1. Most temperature measurements are 'values.

2. Three different methods of temperature measurement are.

3. The thermocouple Junctionin the temperature environment to -be measured

is the junction.

4. Th4 thermocouple junction in the controlled environment or at the

measuring instryment is the junction.

5.: When- both junctions of a,thermocouple are the same temperature, the

thermocouple output voltage is

6. Two methods of reference junction compensation are.

7. The relationship between millivolts and temperature is

(linear or nonlinear).

8. An RTD temperature, measuring system it normally

(more or less) sensitive than a thermocouple application.

9. A device used in many ON-OFF control and alarm applications is a

10. Filled thermal systems are categorized by the

11. A noncontact temperature-tmeasuring device is

4

4
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INTRODUCTION

In the design and operation of any control system it is necessary to

measure the variable to be controlled in a process or system. The con-
.

trolled variable may be pressure, fame, temperature, or length or the pro-
,

cess variable may be proportional to one of these (such as velocity or flow

rate). Measurement of these variables is accomplished by using devices

known as transducers.

Transducers convert an input signal containing information in one ener-

gy form into an output signal-containing the same Information in another .

energy pm.: Thus, the condition of the process or system found in the

pressure, force, temperature, or length cante transferred into electrical.

or pneumatic signals. Information contained in the out* signals of the

transducer tells the status of the process and providet- the basis upon which`

decisions affecting that process are made.

Without transducers (or measurement) it would-be impossible to actu-

rately or automatically cont 'rol any process or system.- Thus, an understand-
'

ing,of transducers, and their operation and construction, is importanttO

the tcchni- c4-att --who -must operate, repair, or inspect control systems.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have a basic understanding of algebra'and physics

and should have completed Modules IC-01 through IC-04 of Instrumentation and

Controls.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module,-the student should be able to:

1. _jaefine the' following terms:
41/

a. Force.

b. Motion.

a
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c'.14 Ysansducer.

d. Sensokr.

e. Scaled signal.

f. Measured variable.

2. Explain the use and operation

a. potentiometer:

(1) Linear.

(2)9 Rotary

ti b. Inductor: )

(1) Linear.

(2) Rotary.-

,

of the following decrees:

c. Linear variable differential transforme

d. Synchromechanism.

e. Flyball 'ogovern9r.

f. Strain gage.

- -

3. Explain how the devices in Objective 2 above can be.used t,oimake the

.following measurements: I \

a. Displacement:

'(1) Linear.

(2) Angular.

b. Velocity.

c.- Force.-

o
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CONTROL PRINCIPLES

SUBJECT MAitER.

The success of a control system is, to a large extent, based on the

detection and measurement of force and motion resulting fromhforce quanti-

ties. This is true in both open-loop and Closed-loop control systems. Many

of the components in the control system shown in Figure 1 perform functions

based on transducer operations. The measuring means'employes a transducer

that is physically connected to the process, producing a force of motion as
,

a result of a variation in the process condition. The transducer output is.

used to generate a scaled signal that is transmitted to the controller.

This signal is compared with a standard signal (setpoint equivalent) by the

error detection instruments.. Then the controller generates a change in an

pd/

output si nal transmitted. to the final control element. The final control

element us ally is a valve that ts*positioned via a transducer by the con-
.

troller ou t to regulate the energy and/or the material entering or leav-
a

ing the process for ,the purpose of maintaining a desired process value.

SET POINT

CONTROLLER

CONTROL SIGNAL - PROPORTIONAL
TO VALUE CHANGE NEEDED IN
MANIPULATED VARIABLE TO HAVE
MEASURED VARIABLE MEET SET
POINT.

SUPPLY

TRANSDUCER - CONVERTS CONTBOL
DISTURBANCE SIGNAL TO MECHANICAL MOTION OR
VARIABLES FORCE TO OPEN CLOSE THE FINAL

FINAL CONTROL
ELEMENT (VALUE)

/

PROCESS

CONTROL ELEMENT

DEMAND-

MEASURING MEANS

CONTAINS A TRANSDUCER THAT
CONVERTS-MECHANICAL MOTION
OR FORCE INTO A SIGNAL PRO-
PORTIONAL TO MEASURED
VARIABLE .

Figure I. A clbsed-loop control system showing transducer utilization.
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TRANSDUCERS AND TRANSMITTERS

The number and types of transducers used in a control system will vary

somewhat with certain applications. However, it is often necessary to con-

vert a process measurement to a mechanical motion and then transform that

mechanical motion to an indidation or'scaled transmitted signal representa-

tive of a process condition. Another function of a transducer is to convert

74, one signal proportTonally to another type of signal.

Although the tiro terms are often used interchangeably, technically

there is a'diffeeenCe between a transducer and a transmitter (sensor). The

transducer is physically connected to the system andip.e6duces a response to

a variance in the process variable. The transmitter -converts this response

into an input signal to the controller that is proportional to the value of

the process variable The block diagrain'in Figure 2 illustrates this func-

tion. Many transmitters, especially those of the mechanical type, use a

transducer as the input to the transmitter to.convert the force to move-
.

The movem t is then used to generate an output signal.
RESISTANCE

MOTION FORCE CAPACITANCE
INDUCTANCE

OUTPUT INPUT

PROCESS
VALUE OF:

INPUT
TRANSM ITER

1. FLOW
2. LEVEL
3. TEMPER TURE
4. PRESS RE

F gure 2. B19ckdiagram of transducers and transmitters.

Transm tters narmaly are classified according to their function, ap-

plication, =nd type. For example, a level transmitter could be'a differen-

tial press re-measuring instriment used to measure level and liquid-hea and

SCALED PROCESS
SIGNAL VALUE

OUTPUT INPUT

ELECTRICAL

TRANSDUCER

ELECTRICAL

TRANSMITTER

SUCH AS: 1. FLOW
3-15 PSIG 2. LEVEL

3. TEMPERATURE
4. PRESSURE

OUTPUT

SCALED
SIGNAL

OUTPUT
s---4.

10 - 50 mA
4 - 20 mA

1 - 5 V
10 - 50 mV

Page
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to transmit an electrical signal of 1-20 mA. Nothing in the specifications

listed gives any deta'i'l -'of the means by which the hydrostatic head pressure

producesthe transmitted signal. This informption would be specified

by the types of'transducers used - which may be a pressure element combined

with a variable resistor, inductor, and so.forth.

Unless otherwise stated, it will be assumed in this discussion tbat the

movement for the various types of transducers is produced by pressure ele-

ments. This concept was previously covered in Module IC-02 of this course.

However, a review of that concept is recommended.

MOTION DETECTORS - LINEAR

Motion detectors are used to produce a response to the movement from a

pressure element that, in turn, can be used to generate an indication or

signal relating to a measured value. .AlthOugh several different categories

can be used to classify motion detectors, they will be referred to in this

discussion as either linear or rotary. Linear motion detectors are perhaps

the simplest of all types. They are also referred to as displacement trans-
,

ducers when displacement is considered to be a change in movement or posi- -

tion.

Linear Potentiometer - A Linear Motion to Electrical Transducers

The linear potentiometer consists of a slide (or wiper), whichis a

movable contact that slides across a resistance element. The variable re-

. sistance that is a function of the contact arm position produces an electri-

cal signal proportional to mechanical displacement. By the choice of elec-

trical connection, as shown in Figure 3, resistance value can increase'vr

decrease for a given direction of movement. The resolution that defines the

relationship between the amount of resistance change with respect to dis-
..,/

placment is determined by the spacing of the turns of wire for the wire-

wound type of resistors. The resolution of film-type elements is dependent

upon the amount of contact friction between a contact wiper and film resis-
.

.tor. When a Larger capacity is required,the contact and resistance mate=

rial must be of rugged construction, thereby requiring_a substantial operat-
.

4

/
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ir
ing force. For most measurement and control applications, the electridal .

signal level is low and the operating4orce needed is small.
!,..f.,_

:4,,
.,

When the contact on the

DISPLACEMENT----- \
.
linear- motion potentiometer

w I RES 'OR MOVABLE

..../.. CONTACT ,
is in thelllid-posttion R3 on

ARM

kl.\\ \l/1) ,
the bridge circuit is ad-

o
/

justed for a null (or a bal-

LINEARNTIOM-MOTION anced bridgeYcondition.
POTENTIOMETER

R
4

.....-
BRIDGE POWER.

SUPPLY

VOLTAGE
MEASUREMENT

When a movement of the wiper

occurs, the bridge will be

unbalanced, resulting in a

voltage measurement on the

bridge voltage recorder-or ,

_indicator. A displacement
2

, -in one direction Will cause

RESISTANCE.MEASUR ING a voltage measurement of a
BRIDGE CI RqUIT

Figure 3. Linear -motion potentiometer and . particular polarity. When

resistance- measuring bridge circuit.
Imr-dhsplacementis i

the opposite direction, the voltage polarity will be reversed. For such ap%

plicatibn where it is desired to measure displacement in both"directi.ons -

a center-reading ltag device must be'used.to measure the bridge unbal-'

once. Most industh 1 applications involvea unidirectional measurement;

whereby a displacement in one direction results in a voltage increase. When

the direction of displacement changes, the voltage measurement decreases.

With the linear-maion ggtentiometer described, relative motion as great as

six inches An be measured., For very small measurements with extremely re-

liable and precise'results, linear-motion inductors'and transformers are

Used.

Linear-Motion Variable Inductor

A 4.1riemotiori.variable inductor consists1 of a spool, or core, that is

wrapped with a.coil of wi-re. Relative motion between the core and coil will

result in a change in the,inducpnce value of the coil that is proportional

to the amount of motion. qhe circuit used to measure relative motion is an 11P...
4

4
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oscillator, and movement of the coil changes the frequency of the output os-

cillations. This device is more rugged than the potentiometer. It also has

little friction and more freedom of movement, with greater life expec-

tancy. Input add output circuits are electrically isolated - which is-a

great advantage in ,prevention of spuriods voltage disturbances. Although it

is used in tuned circuits in the communications industry, the variable in-

uctor is not as common, to other industrial applications as the linear vari-
,

le differential transformer (LVDT)..

Linear Variable Differential Transfdrmer (LVDT)
c

The,LVDT contains all of the advantages of the variable inductor, ex-

cept that it is more expensive. This device is more sensitive to very

ARM. MEASURED
ISPLACEMENT

HOUSING

MOVABLE
CORE

VARIABLE
INDUCTANCE

TO MEASURING
CIRCUIT

a. Variable Inductor

MOVABLE
CORE

.

VO,CE
SOURLTAGE

DISPLACEMENT
ARIA MEASURED

OUTPUTS

2

D. MT

Figure 4. Variable, inductor and LVDT.

small movements -,to a few ten-thAsands of eh inch. An additional

advanta§e,of the LOT is that the output voltage, which is 0.c is polarity

sensitive to core movement. A variable inductor and an LVDT are illustrated

in Figure 4.

The LVDT is used in many industrial Ooceis transmitters to measure

' such quantities ai'flow, level, and pressure. Figure 5 shows an LVDT with
,

auxiliary circuit components. The primary coil is7connected to an a.c.

input source. The two output Coils, or secondaries - which are mechanically

and electricallysimilar - are srmetrically located with reference to the

primary coil..

`SIGNAL
CONDITIONER

DC SIGNAL

15l
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DISPLACEMENT

A.C. VOLTAGE
SOURCE

MOOAIBLE CORE "9

ARM

SECONDARY

O.C.
OUT

A.C. VOLTAGE
SOURCE

SECONDARY S2

DISPLACEMEN?

if
MOVAOLE CORE

SECONDARY S2

Figure 5. VDT with signal condition circuits.

With. the core positioned so that it is exactly centered electrically

between SI and S2 on the positive halfrcyc,le of the input waveform,°the out-

put current through RI and R2 will be as indicategi in Figure 5a. When-the

input waveform goes negative on the next 180° phase of gLeration,scurrent

through the output resistors 114 and,R2,is _Mocked by 01 and 02, and Eout

is zero. Resistance values of R1 and R2 are equal. The'current flow

through the resistors is equal because of the electrical similarity of the

coils (S1 and S2) and the symmetrical location of the core with respect to

the primary. The voltage, drop (IIR1) across RI is equal to that across R2.

Polarity of the two voltages is opposite because of the.opposite direction

of current'flow. Therefore, for the'condition just described - with
e/
the

core positioned between the secondary coils - the output 'voltage,(Eout) is

equal to zero.

When the core ii posttioned'more'toward S1, I1 will 'be greater than

and the voltage'drop.across R1 will be lyeater than that across R2. Point A

on the output will be more positive than point B, and Eout will be posi-

tive with respect to common. When the core is positioned more toward Si, 12

will be greater; and, for the, same reason stated above, Eout will be nega-
,

tive.

rO'S
The magnitude of Eout is proportional to the position of the core,

with respect to the centerior rest position. The greater the,displacement,-,

Page 8/10-054
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the greater the voltage - the polarity of which indicates the direction of

the core from the center position. In practice, is common to measure the
?)-;

e core displacement in only one direction - from the centerposition. Outpbt

voltage is a function of the core movement in one direction and then back to

rest position. This movement generates a voltage that changes from iero to'

a maximum and back to'zero.

By'the action of the diodes, D1 and D2, the waveform of the electrical
" -

output is half -wave rectified. When a capacitor is connected from points A

and B across the output voltage, a d.c. output voltage is obtaine4.

However, it may be desirable to use the output as an a.q. waveform'. In

this case, the rectifying diodes and resistors are omitted from the circuit,

and the windings of the secondary coils are connected in a series opposition

arrangement. The output will be a phase-sensitive, variable'peak voitageo

a.c. signal that has a frequency that is the same as that of the input

signal. This application - using the output as an a.g. signal - is not as

common as that peeviously described when the output is a half-wave rectified

d.c. waveform.

VariabAe Capacitance.for Linear Measurement

A group%f linear. position detectors operates on'the principle of vari-

able capacitance.. With other factors that determine the value of a capaci-

MEASURED DISPLACEMENT

LEADS TO MEASURING CIRCUIT

Figure 6. Linear variable
capacitance transducer.

.tor. being constant,-the capaci-

tor value is a fuittion of 'the

distance be,tween the capacItOr:

plates. A-linear variable

capacitance transducer is shown

in Fi§ure'd. The capacitance of
FIXE
PLATTE this transducer is very smaJl.

Although the variable capaci-

tance may be measured with a

DeSanty bridge, stray capaci-
.

tance from connecting leads can

swamp the transducer capac-

itance and cause erratic and erroneous measurement Values. For this reason,c,-/

0
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the leads of the transducer.usually are connected to thtank circuit of an

oscillator. A change in capacitance will result in a cange in frequency.

The variable frequency is then usually converted to a signal having an am-

plitude that is frequenCydependent. Use of variable capacitance trans

ducers,is gaining ominence in transmitters used for process measurement.

MOTION DETECTORS - RO RY

iRotary position, ang r motion, or angular displacement detectors o

erate on principles simlar to the linear position detectors discussed pr

viously. The following text will reference the operation of rotary motif n

detectors to .that_of theirlinear_motion detector. counterparts.

Rotary Potentiometers

The angular motion variable potentiometer is perhaps the most common' ,

type of rotary motion transducer used commercially. Rotary potentiometers

are of either the wire-wound type or the film-composition type, and the type

to use is determined by )he specific application. The wire-wound potentiom-

eter is used for more precise operations where very small movement or very

small increments of resistance change are desired. The motion that drives a

rotary potentiometer can be restricted to 360°, or several complete revolu-

tions. Multiple rotation potentiometers (2-, 5- or 10-turn "pots," as they

are called) are available for use in many industrial appliCations.

The term "potentiometer" is

MOVABLE UNIFORM COILS derived from the fict that a
CONTACT OF WIRE

uniform and proportiona drop in

.4" APPLIRO VOLTA& le Si

Figure 7. Wire-wound rotary
-potentiometer.

Page 10/IC-05

voltage (potential) is produced

as a result of the displacement

of a movable or rotating contact

from the displacement of'a mov-

able or rotating contact from a

reference point:iv...From this 4

suit, the- voltage at the sliding

contact is directly propor-
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tional to its distance from the reference end. This concept is illustrated

in Figure 7. r
The resistance of a potentiometer is the value of resistance; as mea-

sured from A to B (Figure 7). Although this value could be any amount,,,

standard values are as follows: 10 p: 25 a, 100 a, 1 kit, and so on. The

resistance from A to C is R1; and the resistance from B to C is R2. The

total resistance of the potentiometer is expressed in Equation 1.

RT = RI + R2 Equation 1

Where: R
T

Total potentiometer resistance. .

R1 = Resistance from A to C in Figure 7.

R2 = Resistance from B to C in Figure 7.

.The voltage from A to C in Figure 7 is E1; and voltage from 8 to C is

E2. Total voltage is expressed. in Equation 2.

E
T
= E1 + E2 Equation 2

where: E
T
= Total applied voltage.

,E1 = Voltage from A to C in Figure 7.

E2 = Voltage from B to C in Figure 7.

The 'relationship between voltage and resistance (R1 and E1 and R2 and E2) is

expressed in Equations 3 and 4.

F. RI
(Es)

RI + R2 5

where: E1 = Voltage froM A to C'in Figure 7.

R1 = Resistance from A to C in Figure 7.

R2 = Resistance from B to C in Figure.7.

Es = Applied voltage.

R2

R2

(E..)

+

155

Equation 3

Equation 4
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where: E2 = Voltage, from B to C in FigUre 7;

R1 = Resistance.from Ato C in Pigure 7.

R2 = Resistance from B to C in Figure 7.

Es = Applied voltage.

The previous discussion and stated equations indicate that the voltage

from A to Cin Figure 7 will increase as the sliding contact rotates clock-

wise and that the voltage from B to C will decrease with a clockwise rota-

tion of the slider. Of course, when rotation of the slider is'reversed, the

voltage values previously described will assume the opposite values.

Example A will help. to explain the concept of rotary potentiometer

operation.

EXAMPLE A: ROTARY POTENTIOMETER APERATION.

Given: The following information:
At.

a. RT =1000 R

6. Es = 10 V

c. The maximum rotation of the slider is 0-300°.

-Find: , Voltage'from A to C when the slider rotates 35°.

Soltition: By referring,to Figure 7, 6d assuming the relatithiship between

slider movement and resistance from C to A or B is ,proportional,

Rk_will be resistance value proportional to the amount of rotation

of /the slider from 0 -35 °.

= 353-(1000 a) - 116.66 R
3900

From Equation

= EA -C =
RI

R
(ES)

1

116.66 11
(10 V)

1000

= 1.166 V

Page 12/IC-05
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Note: The steps included in Example A to calculate R1 could be omitted
since, in a voltage divider network, voltage and resistance vary in direct
proportion to each other. Therefore,

35
E.r. (10 V) = 1.166 V.

The above demonstrates that, by use of a rotary potel6ometer, rotary
motion - which can be an inferred value - can be determined by a voltage
measurement.'

In order to reduce the current'flow in_the .potentiometer and thereby-_

reduce the total'maximum power dissipated in the circuit, low'voltage and
high resistance are often used. This probably will reduce the measured
voltage value to the point at. which amplification may be required. However,
most process instruments will measure voltdge'in the millivolt range; there-

,fore, when using such devices, amplification may nbt be 'required.

Figure 8. Two - potentiometer error-detecting circuit.

In controPand measurement applications, it is often desirable to de-
tect the difference in relative motion. This can be done with two potenti-

ometers...This principle, which involves error-detecting circuits, finds
specific use in measuring the error between setpoint value and-controlled

variable measurement in closed-loop control systems. Such an arrangement is
shown iir Figure 8.

IC-05/Page 13
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The 'error signal, E in Figure 8,, is a function of the relative motion

of the sliders in the setpoint and measuring potentiometers. When they are

at the exact same refeunce point (50% of maximum rotation, for example),

the error voltage is zero. Ify some unusual circumstance both sliders

moved an equal amount in the same direction, the error voltage would,still

be zero.. When the SP value, which represents the real reference value, is

held constant) and the PV slider position changes as a result of a change in

the process condition, error voltage.will increaseby an-amount proportional

to' he difference in the position of the two sliders.- In this case, the er-

ror signal would provide an input to an amplifier having an output that

would position a final control element in the control loop to being about a_

thange in the process condition. The process wouldcontinue to change until

the error signal again became zero. This sequence describes the action

taken by a controller in a closed-loop control system.

The accuracy of a potentiometer transducer depends upon thepropor-

tional change in voltage with respect to resistance. When this relationship

is linear - that is, when an increment of shaft rotation of a rotary poten-

tiometer causes an equal increment of voltage variation - the measuring de:

vice is said to be linear. The term
100%

"linear," as it is.used in thjs case,

does not describe the type of motion;

UNEAR neumomemip

MEASURE1AENT ERROR CAUSED
SY NONLINEARITY

CONTACT POSITION'

NONLINEAR instead, it is used to express the
RELATIONSHIP

degree by which measured voltage is

representative of the contact posi-

tion. The curve in Figure 9 shows

linear and nonlinear relationships be-

tweem measured (output) voltage and

Figure 9. Linear and nonlinear contact or slider position. Nonlin-.

relationships.
earity must be eliminated or held

to a minimum.

When a measuring instrumentor lopd resistor is attached to the measur-

ing circuit, that resistance is parallel with a portion of the potentiometer

slidewire and will change the circuit resistance to a value known as the

equivalent resistance.(Req). In Figure 7, output voltage measurement is

El'acrols R1, which is a portion of the potentiometer'slidewire. This is

shownin Figure O.

Page 14/IC-05
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A PORTION OF
A SLI °MIRE

C

As a result of the addition of

RL to the circuit:the equivalent'

resistance value of the -circuit in

Figure 10 is determined by calculating
R

the parallel combination of R1 and

RL. This is accomplished by using

Equation 5. When the value of RL--
large compared to R1, the value of

Figure 10. Effect of RL on a Req will be approprimately equal to
potentiometer measuring circuit.

RI; and the error- caused by the

addition of RL to the measuring .

circuit will be minimal.

RI R2
Req =

Rotary Variable Differential Transformer (RVDT)

Equation 5

The rotary variable differential transformer '(RVDT) is commercially

.available for anguJar motion detection. It operates on the same principle'

as the LVDT, with the major difference being in the slug or core movement.

The core rotates in the RVDT; but it has a,linear movement in the LVDT., The

core rotation is usually limited to 45° in either direction. The RVDT, as

shown'in Figure 11a, produces a differential output voltage that is a func-

tion of the coil rotation in either direction from the center, or rest posi-

tion, at which point the,output voltage is zero.

A two-coil version4of an RVDT is the variable relltktance angular posi-

tion transducer. This device is the result of omitting the primary coil and

connecting the a.c. source, as shown in Figure 'lb../

:

.
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P

DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

1

An RVOT.

DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

SOURCE

b. Aacool RVT

Figure 11. Rotary variable differential transforqtr.

Synchro Systems

A synchro is a rotary transducer that provides a transformation of

angular displacement or motion to a proportional a.c. voltage or an a.c.

voltage to,a rotary motion.

Synchros resemble a.c. motors in physical construction and operation.

They have 'a rotating armature, or rotor,'which is connected to an a.c. exci-

tation voltage source, and a stationary, ield, or stator. The stator con-

sists of three individual windings, each spaced 120° from the other. The

three coils'are connected together at one end. Slip rings or brushes are

utilized to co4Rect the excitation voltage to the rotor.

The currents induced into each of the stator coils are a function of

the position'\ of the rotor'cojl. They are relative to each Of the three

stator windings. By comparison of the currents in each of the stator wind-

ings, the rotator position can be determined. Changes in the stator current

are also an indication of the direction'of rotor rotation.

, Synchros are also used in pairs to measure angular rotation. In such

applications, one synchro is cat lled a control transmitter and one is called

a control transformer. Synchro pairs are often used to measure difference

in the, speed of two rotating shafti in order to produce an error signal that'

it used to control the speed of one shaft equal to that of another. A typi-

Page 16/IC-05
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cal synchro motor is Awn in Figure 12 and a synchro pair is shown in

Figure 13.

ROTOR, WINOINO

,STATOR COIL

Ag( L

120*

.1/-"-- STATOR COILS

Figure 12. Synchro motor.

In Figure 13, an.>a.c. voltage is

"applied to the controlwtransmitter

through burshes to the rotor. In

turn, an a.c. voltage is induced into

the coils (L1,12, and L3), the amount

-ofwhtch-is determined by the angular

position of the rotor .(relative to.
each coil) The voltage on each coil

of £he transmitter also appears on the

corresponding coils of the trans -

`former. The coil voltages on'the °

transformer are then induced into the

rotor of the transformer - which,

through brushes, appears at the transformer output. .Therefore, the output

voltage'ls a function of the angular position of to rotor in the control`

transmitter. Transformer output voltage is described by Equation 6.

a.

Figure 13. Synchro angular displacement transdUcer.

tout = CEm Cos 0) Sin Wt

161

Equation 6
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. .

where: =I Output voltage of the transformer.Ecit

m

= Maximum output voltage amplitude.

ke = Angular displacement of the transmitter rotor.

0 = Frequency, in radians, of the voltage applied to the

transmitter rotor. .

,
.

Flyball Governor

The flyball governorjmechanical angular motion detector) is one of thei1

oldest -rotary-motion idetecti-ng devices. It was first used in the original

steam engine as the measuring means of a closed-loop control system to ,con-

trol engine speed. It still it used to reguate the speed of steam turbines

that drive large compressors. Such speed-control deviceS are known as cen-

trifugal governors.

The centrifugal, or flyball, governor shown in Figure 14 has two spher-

ical weights attached to a cotatin9_14ft by two arms (for each weight).

The number of weights can lary from one'to four. One arm is pivoted to the

ROTATING SHAFT

PIVOT

VOT

iWEIGHT
MOVEMENT

4.,

MEASUREMENT /
DISPLACEMENT

SLEEVE FIXED PIVOT MEASUREMENT
SCALE

Figure 14. Centrifugal or flyball governor for 'speed
measurement and/or control.

shaft end, and the other arm is free to slide on the shaft. Rotary motion

of the shaft creates a centrifugal forte on the weights. The forte is nor-
.

mal to the shaft (points radially out from axis), and it causes the weight*

Page 18/IC-05
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to be hurled outward and upward, creating(a motion of the weights. The

amount of weigkirmotion is a function of centrifugal force created by. the

shaft rotation and the opposing force-of gravity acting °A the weights. At

any speed great enough to cause the weights to move, the centrifugal and

gravitational forces acting on the weights are out of equilibrium. As grav-

itational force on the weight is constant, the weight movement is a function

of shaft rotational speed. This movement causes a sliding sleeve to be

posit-oned up-and down the shaft. Position of the sleeve is an indication

of the sfiaft speed.

VELOCITY MEASUREMENT - ROTARY

Velocity, the rate of change of displacement or ditance, is measured

in angular rotation per unit of time. Any of the linear- or rotary - motion

devices mentioned can be used for velocity measurement, but only when the

displacement measurement is made with respect to time. The flyball governor

can be used for velocity measurement by simply using a scale graduated to

read rotary or angular velocity - r/min, for example. It is strictly a mo-

tion, and not a position..measurement device., The other devices mentioned

in this module are position detectors. To measure' velocity from a position

indicato, it is necessary to measure the time required to change from one

position to another and to express that amount of movement with respect to

the amount of time required to make the movement.

`I

Tachometers

A tachometer is a device used to measure angular velocity. The fjyball

governoris a mechanical tachometer. ElectrAtal tachometers normally' are

small generators having an output voltage that is a function of this angular

velocity of the rotating armature. Output voltage of a generator is ex-

pressed in Equation-7:

EL LBV

where: EL = Voltage,generated.by. thekta0Nometer.

°L = Length of the conductors in the armature.
d*

. 163.
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B = Flux deIlity of the grietic field established by the field

t
coil..

V = Velocity of the armature

By designing a generator wit

and doing the following:

expressing velocity of the

terms in EquatiOn 7 constant ...

Pr

uctors in terms of an average radius

(the angular velocity is. revolutions per mirwte),

.establishing the exact number of conductors with their exact lkth,

and

determining total voltage on the tachometer output by 'computing the sum
.

of voltages induced in each inductor ...

the tachometer output voltage is determined by Equations 8 and 9.

2n RBNL
KE

6Q

- where: E = Tachomet%cioutput voltage.

Kr = EMF constant, in V/rpm.
. r
S = Arular velocity of the armature, in r/min.

Equation.8 .

EqUation 9

R = Average radius, in meters (m).

B, = Flux density of 'the lagnetic field, in webert per tquare

meter (Wb/m2).

N .= Effective number of conductors.

L = Length .Q! each conductor, in m.

EXAMPLE B:.TACHOMETER UTPUT'VoLTAGE.

Gtven: . A d.c. tachometer with the following specification values relating

to Equations 8 and 9.

R = 0.06 m

B = 0.1 Wb/m2.

N = 36

L = 0.2 m

Page 20/IC-05
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Find:..)OutPutltage for the following speeds:'

a. 1000 r/min

b. 2500 r/min

c. 3000 r/min

Solution: Using Equation 9 to find KE:

2w RBNL
KE

60

Wb
KE =(6.28)(0.06 m) 0.1 --.)(36)(0.2 m)

m2

0.0045
V

r /min

Using Equation 8 to find outpu ltage-

a. E = KES,

=-,0.0045 V (1000.r /miFl)

= 4.5 V

r/min

b. E = 0.0045
V

r/min,
'(2500 r/min)

=11.25 V

c. E =-0.0045
V

r/min)
r/min

3.5V.

, EXAMPLE C: REVOLUTIONS PERMI-NUTE.

Given: A-d.c. tachometer with the specifications listed in Example B.

A Find: Revolutions per pinute for the foloWing output voltages!

a. 3.45 V

tv. 4.58-V

c, 7.43 V

;
IC-OS/Page) 21
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Solution: Rearranging Equation:8 to solve for S:

S K,E

From Example B, KE = 0.0045 V

Solving for S:

E
a. S =- =

3 65

45'
811.11 r/min

KE 0.00

b. S =
,4.58

1017.77 r/min
0.0045

c. S = 1651.11 r/min
6.0045

JO 4

SP

FORCE SENSORS

Measurement of motion, movement, and displacement has been discussed,

and several means to measure both linear and rotary motion have been ex-
.

plsained. An equally important measurement is that of force. Force treasure-
.

mepts.can.be - and, in'fact, often are - inferred vallies froM both linear-

and rotary-motidb detectors; wherp the, measurement is based on an amount of

force. required to-Rroduce the measured motion. Other force-measurement de-

though, generally operating on the same principle, are not considered

to, be motion sentori.'
. F

, 4

0 STRAIN GAGE,
., '

,1

. The strain gage is one of the simplest and most prominent types of

force sensor in commercial and industrial use. Operation of the strain gage

ft based upon the effects of phYiical deformation caused by applied forces

on the electrical res.tance of a wire conductor.

Page 22/IC-05
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The electrical' resistance of ,a condoctingvire is determined by

equation

R = p (L/I0

where: R = Electrical resistance, ohms. ,

. p = CharacteHstit resistivity ormaterialr, ohms/inch.

L = Length of conductor, inches. ... ..

A = Cross-sectional area'of conductor, inches2.

Neglecting temperature changes, the resistance, of a con

)
uctive wire will, re-

6main"reasonably constant as long as its physical-dime sions are unchanged. -

When a force is.applied that results in a conductor increasing its length,
, .

its cross-sectional irea will decrease - resulting in a greatly increased
. -

resistance. .Change in resistance is proportional to the amatint, of force'ap-,
0

plied to the wire, thus presenting a means to measure force if-the propor-

tionality constant is icnown.-

Strain gages are constructed by attaching a length of wire to a piece

of paperor plastic in such a way that no relative mqtion can'exist between

the two items. The supporting Paper then is fastened to a load column that

ksubjected to deformation-when undergoing an applied force. ,Bonded wire

strain gages have excellent resistance tdvibration and mechanical shock.

They can be'covered with a protective coating foi- pcotecti'ln from corrosive,

atmospheres. Some .can even'be submerged in water., Life expectance can be

long when care is taken that the deVice ,i's-not'over-ranged or strained be-

yond its elastic,liini, A bonded wire strain gage is shown in Figure 15.

,LOAD COLUMN'

PRESSURE --I
OR FORGE --)"

HoUtirNsa

TO BRIDG.E OR OtHER
MEASURING CIRCUIT

CONDUCTORS STRETCH UNDER -FORCE
AND CHANGE IN LENGT)4 AND RESISTANCE

Figure15. Bonded wire strain gage.
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The electrical output usually creates a very small variable resis-

tance. Total resistance of the device may be around 00 ohms, but varia-

tions of less than one ohm may result from some applications. The problem

of measuring fractions of ohm's is solved by using d.c. resistance bridges.

With good design and sensitive bridge detectors, accurate and reliable small

resistance measurement is commonplace in the industrial, instrumentation

field.

PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL

A piezoelectric crystal is a device' made from Rochille salt. It is a

thin slice of quartz that generates a voltage when subjected to a force.

Ihen the crystal is distorted by,an applied external force, a voltage ap-

pears at the crystal surface. The crystal has an extremely low power- gener-

ating ability; therefore, the voltage generated is soon dissipated. Thus,

voltage appears more as a change in force rather than a static fOce mea-

surement.

In industrial applications, charge amplifiers that can respond to,

low-Tevel signals are used to increasethe output If the force Crystals:
r

Applications involving the piezoelectric Crystal d the associated

amplifier are (1) vibration monitoring and detec on and, in some cases, (2)

alarm circuits. A piezoelectric crystal is sho in Figure 164

PRESSURE APPLIED OVER THE AR
RESULTS IN A FORCE APPLIED TO THE

s, CRYSTAL

z
VOLT

IlEA SU

Figure k6. Piezoelectric pressure-force transducer.

PROXIMITY AND LIGHT 'PETECTORS

The proximity detector does not fit int*the,linear- or roterplotion

category - or even the motion-detectoi. category. It is used to measure the

physical closeness, presence, or proximity of objects: The two types are

the cdniact and the noncontact. P'roximit3; detectors are usually digital -

type signal generatinsudeliices since the signal is ON or OFF or HIG'or

Page 24/IC-09 ,
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-LOW - depending upon the absolute presence or absence of-an object in the

proximity of the detector. However, some detectors can monitor, the close-

ness of an object. This type of proximity detector is usually the rioncon-

tact type.'

.CONTACT-TYPE PROXIMITY, DETECTORS

Contact detectors normally have a lever of.some sort resting on the ob-

ject or situated dlose to the object. When the lever is moved after being

stroked by the object, a set of electrical contacts operates, thereby gener-

pting a signal. This type of device is commonly known as a limit switch.

Limit switches are used in the process and, makufacturinggindustries to moni-

tor valve positions as OPEN or CLOSED, to monitor assembly-line objects, and

to perform other such functions.

NONCONTACT-TYPE PROXIMITY-DETECTORS

In some industrial applications, it is not practical to contact the ob-

ject of which proximity is being measured. 'In such cases, a magnetic field,

an ultrasonic, or an optical-measuring device is employed. Air jets or air

streams have been used. Perhaps the most common type of optical noncontact

proximity detector is a 1194 striking a photocell. Presence or absence of
.

the light will cause a switch to be'opened or closed and, thereby, sound an

alarm or initiate control-circuit action. A very common utilization of this

application is the automatic door that operates in supermarkets, hospitals,

and so on. Such a device is Shown in Figure 17.

LIGHT SOURCE

LIGHT SEAM

PHOTOCELL

AND AMPLIFIER

OUTPUT TO CONTROL
OR DETECTOR CIRCUITS

Figure 17.. Optical proximity detector.
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When an object blocks the light beam from the tourcd, the.";absence of

night striking the photocell causes the amplifier output to decrease. This

decrease in signal, through a relay or another type of switching device,

generates an output that performs the desired function. The light need not

be in the visiblesregion. Ultraviolet and infrared dptical de tectors

are available. 0

Industrial applications of optical-proximity sensors include optical-

concentration analyzers. In these analyzers, the amplifier output is a pro-

portional signal relative to the amount of light blocked or absorbed by

material in the light beam. The property of the turbidity in water is often

measured by flowing the water through a tea sparent cell and focusing a

2* light beam on the wall. The amount of light leaving the cell is 'a function

of the amount of light absorbed or blocked by small, solid impurities sus-

pended in the water.

APPLICATIONS

The previous disCussions on detectors were concerned with an output

(usuallyelectrical) that was generated or altered in shine fashion by a

change in motion, force, or some,other median on the input. The output sig-

nal generated-by the detector usually must be conditioned or, at least,

scaled before it can be used successfully. When this is accomplished, the

transducer input is used to produce a scaled output signal of sufficient am-

plitude and strength to perform a function. This describes a. sensor or

transmitter. A pressure transmitter, for example, may employ any of the

transducer inputs discussed and transmit a scaled 4-20 mA signal. A scaled

input, 0-100 psig for instance,.can be used to produce'a4-20 mA output.

When this situation exists, the overall. device (the transmitter with the

transducer input) performs a very necessary and useful function. At this

point, a reviewof the block diagram in Figure 2 would be helpful to the

student.'
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EXERCISES

1. By drawing a sketch and using mathematical calculations, show how volt-

4ge across a portion of a potentiometer is affected by the position of

the slider.

2. Explain how the principle established above can be used in process-mea-

surement applications.

3. Sketch and explain how the variable value of resistance of a potentiom-

eter can be measured with a resistance bridge circuit.,

4. Explain the operation of the LVDT shown in Figure 5, and list the spe-

cific function of each component.

5. Compare the usefulness of the LVDT device with that of a'variable-

capacitance transducer with respect to the measuring circuit used.

Compare the measuring circuit used with a variable inductor to that

used with.a variable capacitor. What is the normal output of each ma-
,'

suring circuit?

6. Draw a No.-potentiometer measuring cfralit. Explain its operation, and

list a possible use.

List a possible cause of nonlinearity in a variable potentiometer mea-

suring circuit, and explain how this error can be reduced or elimi-

nated.

8. Explain how the velocity of rotary motion can be measured by the fol-

lowing:

a. A flyball governor.

b. A d.c. tachometer.

9. How can the flyball governor be used to control the speed of a steam

turbine? . . .

10. Sketch and explain how a strain gage can be used for force measurement.

o X
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LABORATORY MATERIALS

o

A differential-pressure transmitter, using a LVDT as the input transducer (a

Foxboro brand).

A differential-pressure transducer, using a variable capacitor as the input

transducer (a ftosemont brand). 16
Instruction an& service manual with parts lis each instrument used.

A manometer or test gage capable of reading 200 Inc es of water - 2%.

A 0-100-V variable d.c. power supply.

A time-base oscilloscope capable of.frequency and voltage easurement in the

audio frequency range and having a sensitivity of 1 mV /cm. \*

A variable pressure regulator 0-20 psig with 1% regulation.

A 0-50 mA current meter.

Assorted wire, tubing, and fittings for calibration of the d/P cells.

A 0-20 psig air supply.

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

LABORATORY 1. OPERATION OF AN LVDT DIFFERENTIAL-PRESSURE TRANSMITTER

1. Locate the LVDT on the differential-pressure transmitter, and identify

the means by which a differential pressure produces a core movement.

2. Using the electrical schematic in the instruction manual, locate the

LVDT on the print and note the method of output generatiorby coil

position.

3. Refer to the instruction manual and to Figure 18, and connect the d/P

cell to the proper pressure and electrical Connections for check-out

and/or calibration.

4. Before 'turning on power,supply, check instruction manual for the proper

level, and set the voltage to adjust for this value. Apply this volt-

age to the d/P cell by turninTon the power supply.

5. Open both vent plpgs on the d/P cell to apply atmospheric pressure to

both sides of the capsule.
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MI LUAMMETER FOR d/P CELL

d/P CELL

TEST GAGE OR
MANOMETER

VARIABLE
PRESSURE REGULATOR

VENT PLUG
CLOSED FOR
OPERATION

206/M2
AIR aPPLT HEADER

HIGHSIOE UNISME

VENT TO
ATMOSPHERE

LI.FOR CALIBRATION

Figure- 18. Experimental setup, for Laboratory 1.
sb

6. Use an oscilloscope and measure the oscillator voltage on the primary

of the LVDT.

7. Use an oscilloscope to measure the output'of the secondary of the LVDT.

8. Close the-vent on the high-side, leaving the low-side vented to atmo-

sphere. With the variable pressure regulator,- increase the pressure to

the high-side, applying a differential pressure to the d/P cell. Note ,

the change in the secondary output voltage and d/P cell output current,

as read, in the output meter.'

9. Reduce the pressure on the high -side by adjusting the pressure regu-

lator and opening the hfgh-iide vent plug.

10. Locate the zero adjustment and-, if necessary, adjust for 0% output-.

Most transmitters have 4-20 mA d.c. output; therefore, this value

should be 4MA..

11. elose the high-side vent plug and .apply a pressure to the high-site

that is equal to about half of the full -scale adjustable range. The

adjustable full-scale range will be listed on the name tag of the in-

strument, with date and specifications pertinent to the d/P cell. Note ,

the output meter indication. If full output (20 mA on 4-20 mA trans-

mitier) is reached before half the full-scale differential is applied,

reduce the differential pressure to zero and increase the range adjust.

ment setting. If the full -scale output does not occur when half of the.
4
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full-scale range is applied, reduce the pressure to zero and decrease

the range adjustment setting. Continue this procedure until the full-

scale output coincides with the pressure'of the half:full-scale range.

12. Repeat Steps 9, 10, and 11 for complete calibration of the selected
I

half-scale.value of applied pressure.

LABORATORY 2. OPERATION OF A d/P CELL WITH A VARIABLE CAPACITOR

I. With the use of the instruction' manual and a d/P cell with a variable

capacitor transducer'on the input, locate the input capacitor and

associated measuring circuit.

2. Note the method of output generation by displacement.

3. epeat Step , 4, and 5 of I,abo ,gatory 1.

4. sing an o cilloscope, measu e the frequency of the variable frequency

dscillator.. The variable capafitor having value changes as a result of

ifferential pressure is 'the)onnected to the tank Eircuit of this

,oscillator.

5. Close the high-side vent valve, leaving the low-side vented to atmo-

sphere. With the variable pressure regulator, increase the pressure to

'the high-side, applying a differential pressure to the d/P cell. Note

the change in the oscillator frequency that'occurs with a change in

differential pressure.

6. Repeat Steps 9, 10, 11, and 12 of Laboratory I.

7. Procedures are now complete. Turn off the power supply, disconnect the

d/P cell; and secure all equipment. ___
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GLOSSARY

Linear motion: Movement along a straight line.

Rotary motion: Movement in a circular path:

Sensor: A device that often uses c transducer as an input source to gener-

ate a scaled signal representing a measured quantity.

Synchro: A rotary transducer that provides a transformation of angular dis-

placement or motion to eproportional .voltage or an a.c. voltage

to motion.

Transmitter: Same as sensor .lit

175
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Matching: Match the following terms with the appropriate definition:

Force.

Work (displacement or motion).

Potentiometer.

Transducer.

Flyball governor.

Strain gage.

Linear variable differential transformer.

Transmitter or sensor.

Synchro.

Tachometer.

a. A device used to convert one form of energy to another more useful

form.

. An instrument that generates-a sciled signal from a transducer input.

c. A rotary transducer that provides a transformation of angular

displacement or motion to a proportional a.c. voltage.

d. The ability to do work.

e. Force operating through distance.

f. 'A variable resistance device:

g. A variable inductance device.

h. Produce a change in resistance when under force.or stress.

i. Measures circular velocity.

j. A mechanical tachometer.

177
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INTRODUCTION A

When control systems_ were first being developed,,mechanicai,and hydrau-
,

lic mechanisms were the modern-day marvels of a young industrial era. The

first automatic feedback control system,was introduced in 1774 when JaMes

Watt used a device to control the speed of his steam engine. Oliver Evans

used the same technique 10 yeart'later to automatically control a flour mill

in Philadephia. As,other indtigries began to develop, the need for auto-

matii, control'systems grew; and, by 1930, direct-co nected process instru-

lents were being adapted to process control syste s. the 1940s, more

complex control systems were developed, along with transmission lines that

were used%.to connect local field-mounted instruments to centrally-located

control houses. Pneumatic controlsystems were popular in this decade and

reachedtheir'peak of development in the mid-to-late 1950s - when electronid

control instrumentation, devAlopment began. With the widespread use of

sol.)d-state lectroni9%devices and the development of integrated circuits

and micro-electronics ip_the lee 60s, obsolescence was predicted for the

pneumatic instrumentation industry. However, because of some distinct
,1

advantages, pneumatic instrumentation tontinues to be\widely used in the

..control industry.
s e'
. This module explains the.operation and use of pneumatic instrumenta-

Von and control systems. Advantages and disadvantages of pneumatic devices

. Ae discusied,(as we/A ps standard applications and latest developments,
. , , , 0
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OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be able to:

I. Define the following component parts of a pneufiatic transmission sys-

tem:

-a. Flapper.

b. Nozzle.

c. Restrictor.

d. Relay.

e. Feedback bellows.

f. Variable-gairi unit.

2. Explaim the operation of a pneumatic transmitter to,measure thefollow7

ing variables:

ts1'
Temperature.

b. Level.

/ c. Flow. ./Th

d. Pressure.

3. Identify the component parts of a pneumatic transmitter.
,1!

.4. Explain the check -out and calibration prNedures of a pneumatic trans-

mitter. .

,
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SUBJECT MATTER.

'PNEUMATIC TRANSMITTERS - FORCE BALANCE -.TYPE

Pneumatic instruments have been designed to perform almost any function
. I

-

that can be accomplished by e)ectrical or electnen4 instruments. In pro-

tess-control applications, common uses of pheumatic struments are as

trlesmitters and controllers/These Astruments are

vent mechanical motion to a peessure signal. A blo

transmitter is.shown in Figurelq,

PRESSURE PRESSURE'.
ELEMENT

)4.:

TRANSDUCERS
46V

MOVEMENT.

rahsducers that con-

iliagram of a pneumatic

FLAPPER
NOZZLE

MECHANISM

43.

SCALED
PNEUMATIC

SIGNAL

I

PNEUMATIC
TRANSMITTER

Figurel. block diagram of a ppeumatic tNikitten,
Q.

Pressure elements, as discussed in Modu- e It-t02,.are.used,to convert

pressure to mechanical motion. Because many types ae0availablig, a review..,

of their operation is -recommended. A feviWvf"Moctulq 1C-02, IC-03, and

IC-04 will refresh the memory concerning the'princip3e of, process measure-

ment whereby fluid flow, pressure, tOperature, ameliquid level can all re-

att on a pre'ssure eleMent to produce movement. This movement is then con.-

vented to a scaled ppeumatic signal by a flapper?- nozzle mechanism.

FLAPPER-NOZZLE

, All active pneumatic devices (those that generate a

".t:tansmissjon) dsg...the flapper-nozzle. This mechanism

Therair supplied through the fixed restrictor and nozzle

giVen amount of clearance, between the flapper and nozzle.

is.closer to the nozile, the, flow is less because of the
*. rs

,,, .
, Ny, o

4

0

18 .1

scaled signal for-

shown in Figure) 2.

is'constant fora

.When the flapper

increased restric-
t,

IC-06/rage 3
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tion. When the nozzle'is moved farther away from the nozzle, the air flow

will be greaterbecause 'of the.increped flapper-nozzle cearance. There-

fore, the air clOwthrough the 6Ozzle%is.a 'function of the flapper position

NOZZUETRESSURE c

.. '' N'
.,

. . ......,,

s $ .:
NOZZLE+ FIXED 20 Deg- Alfi SUPPLY

1 11('' - a

. .
ZA

, .....---,,---.--...--lel 1
PRESSURE ELEMENT' Aderr7-'"" AIR COW

F6egoAIR ' :

.
THROUGH NOZZLE

.
r. FLow RESTRICTION*.

3, °

FI.APPER TRAVEL
r r.

.,*

.

..

.

.

.

PROCESS MEASUREMENT APPLIED HERE
..., .,

Figut
e., .

re 2. Flapper-nozzle mechanism. , , .

, .
.

) .

as it relates to the nozzle.
.-

This'Orocess is a result of the movement of ie
.

the pressure element, and the movement is a function of the -process.measure.;

men applied to the pressure element. Because of this,'a change%in.process

measurement produCes a change in the nozzle back-pressure. -To-detecf very

small changes in flapper movemerif and small changes in the element eesponse,.
.

. it is necessary to detect very small changes in nozzle back -:pressure. For
- .

.
.

this reason, nozzle preisure is amplified. The. amplified nozzle-pressure is
. ,

the output of a pneumatic transmitter. It is a.sedlid signal representing a. . ,...

. %. .

process quantity. A pne'umatic relav,-like the one shown in Figure 3, is
1 -.

4
used to amplify the nozzle back-prefSure, In'addition to amplifying nozzle

. ..

pressure, the relay increases air, vglume of theAnstruMent'i output.
% -

WithOut this booitin volume, the output pressiltecchange would be sluggish

, because all of le output air would have, to flow through the restriction in

-the nozzle tube. gust as ra increase in:pressure would be rimited by

, the constricticin of air flow, the decrease in Oessurevould similarly be

. limited, by the 'slow rate of air flow through the-nozzle to the atmosphere.

The relay overcomes these limilatioqs. .

6 . .

.
.

i
.

. % .r. r , 0 4...
.

i .
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AIR SUPPLY
REDUCING TUBE NOZZLE (TO FLAPPER)

AIR-SUPPLY,
CHAMBER

SPRING

BALL

CONTROL
RELAY

VALVE

VALVE SEAT

BALL SEAT

OUTPUT

FLEXIBLE
DIAPHRAGM

EXHAUST PORT

Figure 3. Pneumatic relay schematic.

.
(PI

r .Relay

An increase in nozzle pressure applied to one side of the relay 'dia-
a

01ragm causes, the dtaphragOto move to the left (Figure). This movement

positions the bIll farther away from the ball seat and allows more ail. to

how from the !flay. The output pressure is also applied to the Side'of the,

diaphragm.o'pp.oslte to the nozzle pressure. This increases the.pressure on

that side of the diaphragm and opposes the nozzle pressure. The pressure.
,

.does not build up to the full output pressure because the exhaust port'vents

the pressure,to the atmosphere.' For anx given flapper-nozzle relttionship,

thedjaphragm is in e state orequtfibrium with equal pressure on dth

sides. The diPhratm will mdvethe ball in tkeCorrect direction and by the

amount required to provide eguilibriut.

a

. .

M1

183
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A decrease in nozzle pressure, caused when the flapper is positioned

_away from the nozzle, will cause the diaphragm to move to the right. This

movement causes the spring to potition the ball more toward.the seat.' This

reduces the, air flow from the air-supply chamber to the output port. This

reduction, in turn, reduces output.pressurg until the pressure on the dia-

phragm is again equal on both tides. When the ball is positioned to allow

more 'airs to flow from the air-supply chamber to the'utput port, the valve

is positioned closer to the seat, thereby reduc\ng the amount of air flowing

into the exhaust chamber. Conversely, when_the ball is moved closer to the

seat, reclucingair flow into the output port, .the valve moves farther from

the seat, allowing more air to flow from the output port to the exh'aust

Ort.

Theoutput port will be, connected to another pressure element in a

receiving instrument, and there will be an air flow from the air =supply

chamber to the input port only longenough to reach a state of equilibrium

after a change in nozzle pressure. Air flowing from the output port'to the

exhaust port, which is regulated by the valve position with)respect to the

valve seat, is constant for'every condition of'equilibrium. This will

change only when the nozzle pressure changes. Air flow from the input port

to the exhaust port will increase with a decrease in nozzle pressure, and

decrease with an increase in nozzle pressure.

The reducing tube that controls,tir flow through the nozzle also limits

the flow to just the amount that can flow through the nozzle when the
.

flapper-nozzle clearance is greatest.

The gain of most pneumatic amplifiers is usually about 15,Ze-20. A

very common amplifier used in many industrfal instruments has a gain of 16.

For this relays -a change in nozzle presspre of 0.75 psig results in a change

in output of 12 psig. This output chinge-reqpqs from about 6.oq inch of

flapper travel. Figure 4 illustrates a pneumatic relay.

---J
4

Page 6 /IC -06
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CANTILEVER SPRING ASSEMBLY,

SUPPLY CHAMBER
SPRING RETAINING SCREW

A
TO NOZZLE

,..

f "f0%!k ilk vjej

' )71111t. N AI

,
t

suPPLY..:_..

111_ 1
; - w--1171

1.61Pilif

OUTPUT--:--- k IN
r EXHAUST-

k. WIlli

SCREW

ASSEMBLY SCREW

OIAIPIRAGM

VALVE -STEM

SCREW

Figure 4. PneUmatic relay.

Feedback

XHAUST VALVE

SUPPLY VALVE

TENSION SCREW

As noted previdusly, flapper travel required to generate a 100% output

span (12 psig) is very stall. 7a-eliminate erratic output responses by

increasing the sta lity of pneumatic devices, a technique of applying nega-

tive feedback. the flapper-nozzle mechanism is used to achieve an opera-
,

tion principle known as force balanCe operation. This principle is illus-

tra d in the. tee erature transmitter shown in Figure

The two forces acting on the force bar (Figure 5 are balanced to

create an eqbilibrium Condition in such a way that ere is no movement of

the bar for a stable operating point. When temperature of the bulb in-

creases, the meals rement bellows expands, increasing the measurement force.
. .

0

4

185 ,
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Feedback force here varies with
flapper- nozzle distance

-Force bac and flapper

i

Fulcrum'

NOZZLE
FEEDBACK
BELLOWS

20-PS1G
SUPPLY

4 AIR
PNEUMATIC

RELAY

I.

OUTPUT
3-5 PSIG

MEASUREMENT
BELLOWS , CAPILLARY TUBING

TiM PE R A -
l: \ TURE BULB

Measurement force here varies W4 h
temperature of the bulb

a

FILLED
THERMAL SYSTEM

Figure 5. Force-balance temperature transmitter.

ThiS causes the force bar to rotate in a clockwise\direction around the

pivot oint, or fulcrum, This action brings theMpOr cl,oser to the noz-
,

zle a increases the nozzle back-pressure which is amplified by the relay.

The re It is'an increase in output pressure, which is then applied to the

feedback bellows. This increase in pressure causes a forcelpn the force

bar - which results in)...eounterclockwise rotation. ,The force applied by
etb.

) t the feedback bellows will be sufficient to restore the force bar to

-Lequilibriinajno_mastement).
.

The force bar (flapper) is sliglit4 closer to the nozzle, and output

pressure has increased to a new level that 4s proportional to the tempera-
I a

ture that caused the increase in measurement force. In the force.balance
. .

terminology, the initial measurement force is the force,
.

and the resulting

force generated by the feedback ellows is the balance. For every change in

temperature; an output will be p oduced and applied to the feedback bellows

that will counter the initial measurement force. It can be seen that

Page' 8 /LC -06
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the amount of balance needed to counter a given measurement force will be

governed by the fulcrum location along the force bar. In practice, the ful-

crum point is adjusted to establish the inechanical advantage of one bellows .

in relationship to another in order to set the measurementltpan of the

instrument.

Force Balance Differential-Pre ure Transmitter

The pneumatic d/P cell sh in Figure 6 is used in many industrial

applications to measure fluid rlow, liquid level, and pressure. The process

is connected to the loW- and high-pressure connections of the instrument..

The pressure connection arrangement must be such that one pressure must

always be greater tflan the other. This causes the d/P cell output always to

be positive with respect to ,a reference level.

e

REDUCING TUBE

NOZZLE

.

FLAPPER

FLEXURE CONNECTOR

FORCE BA

METAL DIAPHRAGM

MR SUPPLY

RELAY

1

OUTPUT HIGH
SIGNAL RANGE SETTING
V

RANGE WHEEL
(SPAN ADJUSTMENT)

RANGE ROD

FEEDBACK BELLOWS

-ZE RO
.ADJUSTMENT

SCREW

HIGH PRESSURE

LOW
. RANGE SETTING

DIAPHRAGM CAPSULE

LOW PRESSURE

Figure,6. Pneumatic d/P cell..

i(*. -7
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When pressure on the high-pressure connection is increased, the capsule

(which separates the high- and low-pressure chambers) flexes slightly and

moves to the right. This causes the upper portion of the force bar to move
I

to the left, bringing the flapper closer to the nozzle, thereby increasing

the nozzli back-pressure After.keing amplified by. the relay, this pressure

increase is applied to the feedback-lows, creating a balance force that_

affects the initial change in measure force on the capsule. TherefOre; out-

put pressure of the d/P is proportional to the differential pressure on
4 .

the capsule.

The range wheel or span adjustment an be moved.up or doWn along the

range rod change the mechanital advantage of the feedbaCk or :force bal-'

ance system.

Assuming an initial stable differential pressure_nn tht_sApsOle and an

instrument output in the operating range 3-15 psig, a. change in output

will occur only when the differential pressure on the capsule is great

enough to create a farce on the force bar that is sufficient to overcome the

'force exerted by the feedback bellows. When this is the case, but* will

change and will continue to change until the force applied by'the feedback

bellows can restore a stai equilibrium on the force bar. When the range

wheel is.at the bottom Of the force bar, the mechanical advantage df the

feedback bellows is the least. Therefore, smaller force is required to

dveetome the force of the feedback bellows and to position the' flapper with

respect to the nozzle. This condition represents a low rangeseftihg of the

instrument. When the ran e wheel is at the top of the range Pod, the

strument is set for higher range of differential pressure. Copmercial,d/P

cells are available with adjustable ranges from zero to several hundred

inches of water pressure.
o.

Pneumatic differential-pressure transmitters;-1ike most pneumatieih-

struments,,have a standard output range of 3-15 psig. The "live zero" 01'3-

psig is desirable becaUse lagftthi'lle in transmission lines is reducedftori

what it would be if the line were empty at 0 psig. In addition if,ls'easier
. .

s,

. Page 10/IC-06
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tcOdetect a "dead" instrument, or one that has no output in case of system

.4 malfunction.

To determine the relationshiP'between process measurement and ,a trans-

mitter output; standard scaling and spanning procedures are used. That is,

percent of process measurement c responds to an equal percent of trans-
,

mitted signal. This will be ill ustrated by Examples A and, .

EXAMPLE A: DETERMINATION Oil OUTPUT VALUE.

Given: a. Input range of a /P cell is 200" of water.

b. Output range'l the standard 3-15 psig. *

Find: The output value orresponding to 35".

--Selution: a. The percent of-I npUt range-is:

35/200 (100) = 17.5%.

b. The output, range is 15 - 3 = 12 psig. 17.5%.(12 psig) = 2.1

psig. This is the amount of-oeput caused by 35" of differ-
.

ential. The actual output value is 2.1 psig above 3 psig,

(zero reference level), or 5.1 lg.

EXAMPLE B: DETERMINATION OF APPLIED DIFFERENTIAL.

Given: The input range of a pneumatic d/P cells 15Q ".

Find: Differential applted.to the instrument Men theloutput is 7.4

psig.

'Solution: a. To find the output as Aresult Of differential pressure

applied: the zero reference level of'3 psig is subtracted

from the output." 7.4 psig - 3 psig = 4.4 psig.

b. The 4.4 represents 36.6% of the total output

k

(
7.4 - 3

) 100 = $6.6%.. t

15 - 12

c. The input that caused th4S response in output is:

(150" water)(36*6%)- = 54.9" 144tON..-

0

S

0
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The pneumatic differential-pressure and temperature transmitters dis-

cussed are only two of several types of pneumatic transmitters in use in in- ,

dustrial applications. ,All operate,on the following force balance,or motion

balance concept: A change in measured variable changes the flapper-nozzle-'

relationship, generating an output response that then is applied to a feed-
,

back bellows. This results in a balance that is equal to and oppOsite the

initial measuring force.

O

PNEUMATIC CONTROLLERS - FORCE BALANCE TYPE

In spite of the many recent advances in control hardware, the princi-

ples involved in automatic feedback control that were first developed by

pneumatic feedback controlldrs are still valid and presently being em-

ployed. Even in direct digital control applications where a computer solves

a control algorithm to control a variable, the procedures involved are simi-

lar to those perforMed by epneumatiqwfeeelback controller. The major dif-

ference jn the two.operations is the speed of responte: the computer is

much faster. Although speed is an important consideration in fast-acting

processes; sophistication beyond that of a pneumatic analog controller is

seldom used. However, the discussion at this point is not designed to com-

pete the two methods of control, but to provide a basis for the understand-
,

ing'econtrol'principles. Pt is felt that this can best be done by .pre-

senting the ope40ration of a pneumatic controller. ,When confronted with other

control-methods, one realizes that identical functions can be performed by a

less complicat6d pneumatic controller, as shown in Figure 7.

(.7.`4.age-12/IC-06 190
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SET POINT
REGULATOR

-1/
GAGE -3-15 PSIG CONTROLLER

OUTPUT, TO-VALVE

AIR SUPPLY PNEUMATIC 1

RELAY

SET POINT
BELLOWS

NOZZLE
V

FEEDBACK
BELLOWS

FORCE' BAR
AND FLAPPER

PROCESS
BELLOWS

FULCRUM 4 ' 4

' "4.. SEALED
::**.

LOW GAIN 0:S- HIGH GAIN
BE LL

OR
O WS

-.K---,- 1..:, -..... OPPOSING
',SPRING

PRQQESS MEASUREMENT
FROM TRANSMITTER

Figure 7. Pneumatic-controller.

The purposeof.a controller is to balance supply and demand in a pro-

., cess at-a desire(condition. The prinCiple was discussed in Module IC-01;

therefore, A review of that module is recommended at this time. A .proces\s :t
, .

supprY'and demand is achieved when the set point and pro5ess bellows in-ttie--!

controller generate equalforces-on the force, bar to produce an equilibrium

state. When this condition is met, the for'Ee bear will be stable and the '

flapper,- nozzle relationship will be such that the controller output is obSt-

tioning the control valve to maintain the process at set point. A load

change or set-point change will upset the equilibrium and cause the force

bar to move. This changes the flapper - nozzle relationship, and theh the

controller output changes.

Assume that the ,controller fn Figure 7 is controllfng a level Process

and that the pressure in all bellows is such that the force bar' is in equi-

librium. If the controller output were connected to a valve, adding, mate-
,

rial to a level process, the valve would.be positioned by the controller to

manipulate the liquid Supply to the fevel process equal to the'material

leaving the process. If flow that goes out of the process is the load or ,

b.
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f
demand, and the controlled flow that goes in is the supply, the level Will

be maintained when the two flows are equal. The controller's function is to

maintain this condition. .

If one desires to increase the control point of the level in the pro-

cess, the operator can increase the controller set point to this new desired

value. The controller - if it is performing its function properly - would

poSition the'control valve'to increate the -flow of material to the proceis

to increase the level,to the desired control value as specified by the set-

point.

Note that in Figure 7 an increase in the set point to the c7froller

(that is, an increase inpressure In the set point bellows cause by chang-

ing the set-point regulator) will cause the force generated by the set-point

bellows to overcome that of t4:9 process bellows, causing the force bar to

rotate counterclockwise. This will position the flapper closer to the noz-

zle and cause t6 controller output to 'increase. The output will increase

until a force is generatedly the feedback bellows'to balance the force,tha

produced the output. The force balance principle still corks. As explained

earlier, the increased controller output wi 1 position the valve to increase

(the level.

PROPORTIONAL CONTROL MODE
4

Some processes cangabsorb e, sudden energy bursts; whereas others

would be driven beyond control point by.suc changes. Recall from Module

IC-01 that a controller must add material of energy to a process,at a rate

to which the. process can respond. For example, the temperature of a shower

cannot betonttolled within tolerable limi by turning either the told or

hOt ,water off.and ol, "A bathtub, (with prop mixing), can be controlla by

.
OtN-OFF operation of either the hot or told water valves. , or

. .

Industrial processes vary,in dynamic characteristics; and, to balance

the process supply withathe process demand (load),-tontrollers also musts,

have different,dynamic characteristics. The mosi important Ontroll char-
,

.
.

acteristic is the gain. Gain of a-controller deferm es the r ationship,

between the controller input and output. ) Assumin et=point.yalve is

Page 14/LC-0



held constant (Fi'gare 7), contrpller output is a function-of the flapper

movement caused by the process, bellows. ,If the fulcrum ins moved to the left

(lower gain); the mechanical advantage of the feedback bellows is greater -

and a smaller forceis required to balance a change in force caused by the

process'bellows. Conversely, when the fulcrum ilLmoved to the right (higher"*--

gain), a larger balance force is required. Si.nce the balance farce is pro-

vided by the pressure in the fee' back bellows and.agreater output, is re-

quired for a greater force, the controller gain is varied by moving the ful-

crum._ Moving the fuTcrum establishes the, mechanical advantage of the feed-
/

back bellows for the parallel lever-type controller (Figure 7).

A proportional controller will have a fixed output that is determined

by the controller gain and the error signal on the input. This is the dif-

ference in pressure on the set point and process bellows. This difference

in pressure, or deviation, is called the error signal. The error signal is

necesarry for any controller action. The output of aproportional'con-

.
troller iS equal to the error signal multiplied by the controWler gain

(E,quation 1).

''

Outputof Proportitnal Controller = (PV - SP)'(Gain) Equation 1

, 1
,

where: PV = Process or measured variable.
(t

SP = Set point. .

.

. 7
------_-_---

-\\ ----- ---If a load change ort.,a process required a 10% change in controller out-
r

put to position the valve enough for the supply to again, equal the process

demand or load, the amount tf process change *Wed to create an.error

signal large enough to.produce the 10% change in output would be determined

I by the controller gain setting (Equation 1).

Output = Gain (PV - SP)

= Gain'(error signal)

.

When the SP value is constant, the error signal can only be a
\
result of

a deviation in the process variable. The following is offered as an example

(Example C):
N0
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EXAMPLE C: CHANGE IN PROCESS VARIABLE. .

Given: A controller has a gain of 0.5. The reqUiredcontroller output to

compensate for a load change on the process is 5%.

Find: The chsange in process variable required to produce the desired

output.

Solution: The error signal listed in Equation 1 will 1e expressed as a per-
.

cent that is equalsto the amount-of change in process variable .

required.
`Al

Error signal =
Output 5%

Gain 0.5

=10%.

I*

As shown in Example C, when gain is decreased, the required deviation

to produce a given output increases. sThus,.the need for automatic reset

increases with low-gain controller applications.

In situations where a low controller.gain is necesary to maintain pro

stability, a condition known as residual offset will result. Residual

offset fi'characterized by a variation between the process variable and the

set point after a response'to a process disturbance or load change. An

example of thit-woUld be:

A water tank employs a proportional pneumatic controlle

to regulate the water level to a depth of 15.feet (set.

point). The controller has a low gain; thus, when there

is a sudden change in the amount.of water flowing from

the tank, the inlet valve does not open until the level

of the water had dropped several feet. This depressed

level will be maintained until a decrease demand causes

the input to fill the tank faster,'thus causing the pro-

cess variable to approach the set-point level:

Page 16/IC-06
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PROPORTIONAL PLUS RESET CONTROL

From the previous,discussion, one can see that a control action that

will cause the controller output to continue to change is needed to elimi-

nate the residUal sffset.. This function is provide by the reset control

mode, which repeats tbe proportional output until the residual offset is

eliminated, Reset units arp expressed as minutes per repeat, or repeats per

minute, where the term "repeat" refers to the proportional output.
. .

The.controller in Figure 8 is like the prdportional-only controller in

Figure 2, except that a reset:and derivative control mode is added. This
.

type of controller is Commonly referred to as a PID controller. The""I"

refers to integral,,whIch fs the same as reset.

To explain operation of the reset portionof the controller, assume

that the restrictor oh the derivative portion is fully open,. reset restric- _

,tion is partially open, set-point bellows pressure is equal to the measure-

.
ment bellows pressure (9 psig,.for example), and the controller is in equi-

librium wih a 9-psig output. Suppose, then, that a load change on the pro-
t

cess occurs -.an increase, for example, which wouldcause'the pressure on

vie:measurement bellows to increase. This sequence of events would cause,

the force bar to rotate counterclockwise abouj the fulcrum, thus Oositioriing

the flapper closer to the nozzle. Output would increase because of the in-
.

crease jn nozzle back- pressure, and the increase in output would,continue.

until 'the pcpssure on the feedback bellows Is great enough to create a force

on the fZebar to offset the initial change in. forde created by the mea-

suring bellows. The procedure liist described defines proportional action of

a force balance controller. With a proportional -only controller, the output

change produced by the increase ig process measurement would establish a new

equilibrium condition on the controller, and the output would,be stable at

this hew value. With reset, action, however, the controller is not in a

stable state after the proportional outfilitPhas'been generated. The reset .

°mode will continue to change the output.

dl
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FROM PROCESS
MEASURING TRANSMITTER

SET POINT
BELLOWS

AIR SUPPLY

MEASUREMENT
BELLOWS

CONTROLLER OUTPUT

PNEUMATIC

FORCE BAR
AND FLAPPER

FULCRUM

TO VALVE

ADJUSTABLE
RESTRICTOR

NOZZLE

RESET
BELLOWS

DERIVATIVE UNIT

CAPACITY
TANK

SET POINT REGULATOR

RESET UNIT

FEEDBACK
BELLOWS

ADJUSTABLE
RESTRICTOR

CAPACITY
TANK

Figure 8. Proportional-plus-reset-plus-derivative controller.

.
. ,

Before the change occurred in the process measurement, the controller

was in a stable state. The pressures in the feedback and reset bellows were

equal. The proportioning action of the controller - after the change in

process measurement'- increased the pressure in the feedback bellpws. At

that instant (at the end of the proportional action) the pressure.in the

feeadck bellows is greater than that,of the reset bellows. This is because,

of thereset restrictor, which limits the flow of air from the output- line

into the reset bellows. As air continuesto flow through the reset xestric

tor, pressure in = reset bellows will increase, moving! the flapper closer

to the nozzle. This move will cause controller output to increase beyond

the initial p ional output level:. The 'resaction opposes the-opera-

tion of the n= native feedback, or proportional,bellows, And, in effect, pro-

duces positive fe-:sack in the balance portion of ythecontroller. This adL.,,

ditional reset .utput will continue until the process fs returned to set

Page -18/1C-06
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point - at which time the pressure in the reset bellows will equal that in

the feedback bellows. The procedure of.setting the reset restrictor at a

value that will allow the process to change in accordance with the reset

output will be discussed in'a later module of this course.

A decrease in process measurement will cause a decrease 'in controller

output: first by proportional action, then by reset. Instead of pressure I.

building up in the reset bellows over a period of time to increase output,

pressure in the bellows and the reset capacity tank must de-Crease and cause

a continuing decrease in controller output.

When the reset restrictor is fully OPEN, the contoller operates as a

high-gain controller. When the reset restrictor is fully CLOSED, the Con-

troller acts as a proportional-only controller.

PROPORTIONAL-PLUS-DERIVATIVE CONTROL

11:

The derivative control mode is needed in most temperature processes'to

increase controller output beyond the proportional level to overcome theriol

momentum of the process and equipment. The need for derivative occurs whep

the process is changing'from set"point; and it is greatest when the proces

is changing at a high rate of speed. Because the derivative control mode

operates on the rate of change of the process variable, it is sometimes

called Ate.

In explaining the operation of the derivative control mode (refer to

Figure 8), assume the controller is in equilibrium, with all forces balanced

and with a stable output. The adjustable derivative restrictor is partially

OPEN. An increase in process measurement will cause an increase in output

as a result of-proportional action. The derivative restrictor will delay

negative feedback of the feedback bellows by restricting air flow Into the

bellows. This will cause the output to be greater than it would be with

proportional action only. The controller acts as if it.were operating at a
o

different gain caused by the delay in negative feedback.. The amount of de-
.

lay in negative feedback is determined by amount of restriction in the air
f

flow to-the feedback bellows. The derivative control mode will respond only

to a rate of change of error signal (the difference in process measurement,

' and set point). because the greater the change, the greater the pressure drop

ICJO6Plage 19



across the derivative restifor: Amount of derivative output is determined

by the setting of the derivative restrictor. As with other control-mode ad-

justments'-this amount should be matched to the process. These adjustments

aremade when tuning the controller.

-

CONTROLLER ,ACTION

Controllers may be either the direct-acting type of the reverse- acting

type. This concept was covered in Module IC-01. A direct-acting controller

will have an increase in output, with an increase in process measurement.

Reverse-acting controllers will have a decrease in output, with an increase

' in process variable. Thg controller in Figure 7 is a reverse-acting con-

troller because it shows an increase in pressure on the measurement bellows

moving the flapper away from the nozzle and, thus, decreasing the controller

output. The controller shown in Figure.8 is a direct-aCting controller be-

cause it shows an increase in process measurement, causing an increase in

he controller output. Controller action can be established by instrument

connection or, more commonly, by a switching block that selects the desired

pressure-bellows orientation. In some controllers = usually the motion bal-
.

ance type - the action is determined by positioning the nozzle with respect

to the fulcrum of the force bar;

-r

CONTROLLER SPECIFICATIONS

M6st industrial process controllers can be purchas0 with the following

options:

Proportional -only.

Proporional-plus-reset.

Proportional-plus-derivative.

Proportival-plffs-reset-plus-derivative:,

Proportional-only controllers seldom are used because of.the residull offset

in such applications - even with high controller gain. °Derivative control-

lers are used most often with temperature processeS. The reset and deriva-

tive control modesare independent of each other. Although proceSses that

require derivative controllers will operate at a moderate-to-high gain, they

Page 20/IC-06
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will still need reset; therefore, PID controllers areb used. The selection

of control modes for controller applications usually W$11 be either, propor-

tional-plus-reset or proportional -plus- reset -plus- derivative. When.specify-.

ing controllers.fOr.process control applications, it is best to have the

control-mode option available. If, when putting the controllers into opera-

tion, it is determined that reset and/or derivative is not needed, these

control modes can be eliminated by adjusting each mode for the minimum

amount.

MOTION BALANCE PNEUMATIC INSTRUMENTS

The force balance pneumatic instruments that have been discussed comprise

one broad classification of pneumatic instruments. Motion balance instru-

ments - divided into angle-motion and linear-motion types -.are another

classification. Motion balance instruments generally perform the same fun6-

tion and share similar operation principles with force balance instr%ments.

The angle-motion"type of motion balance instrument is the more popular of

the two.

-

ANGLE- MOTION BALANCE INSTRUMENTS.,

A fundamental, Type 3, angle-motion balance mechanism is shown in Figure

9. The measurement motion is produced by a pressurelement connected to

the process, pld the balancing motion is,produced by-the j'enerated output.

The detector, a flapper-nozzle arrangefient, is positioned to detect any alit-
.

placement of the floating lever.

To understand the operation of the mechanism in Figure 9, assume, ini-

tially, that the system is in a stable,and balanced condition with a steady

output. An increase in the measurement signal will rotat the fixed mea-

surement level counterclockwise, thereby lifting one end o he floating

lever that rotaes' about the balancing floabing:pivoi. Thi5 raises the cen-

ter portion of the floating lever. The detector responds tothisdisplace:-

ment of the floating lever by decreasing the output pressure - which then is

applied to the spring-opposed -feedba00ellows. This decrease in output

pressure roduces a q(lange in the balancing !Tition and, thus, rotates the

-IC -06 /Page 21
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balancing lever counterclockwise. The balanced end_of the floating lever is

lowered, balancing that'end of the lever. Recall that, the measurement sign-

al initially raised the measuring floating point, thereby. raising the center

FROM
MEASUREMENT DEVICE

INPUT
MOTION

FEEDBACK BELLOWS

a SPRING

FLOATING LEVER .

FIXED
PIVOT FLOATING

PIVOT

0

FLOATING FIXEDPIVOT PIVOT

FLAPPER-NOZZLE ,ERROR INK BALANCE"&37 MOTION

AIR SUPPLY
PNEUMATIC RELAY

CERRO'', DETECTOR CIRCUIT)

. INSTRWENT OUTPUT

Figure 9. Type 3, Angle-motion balance mechanism.

40

portion of the floating lever. This action generated An output, which

created a balance motion that offset the initial measuring, force. Negaifive-

feedback is still working.

The motion balanYce transmitter just descrfbed (Type 3) generates a

pneumatic output proportional to a measurement input motion. Therefore,

output is proportional to input. This action fulfills the purpose of a

transmitter - which is to convert a measurement to a proportional pressure.

Besidei'the Type 3 motion balance mechanism, Type 1 and Type 2

mechanisms are also available. Type 2 has one fixed pivot and one floating

pivot operating the floating lever. Both floating-and fixedptvot points

are eliminated in the Type 1 mechanism. Types 1 and 2 mechanisms are shown

in Figure 10. Operation of these devices is 'similar to that of the Type 3

system; therefore, further dtscUssion on the operation is not necessary.
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1

I
MEASUREMENT

MOTION

../ -

FLOATING LEVER FLOATING PIVOT

BALANCE
MOTION

ERROR LINK

MEASUREMENT
MOTION

.

DECTOR CIRCUIT

b. Type 2

FIXED PIVOT

BALANCE
MOTION

FLOATING LEVER

ERROR LINK DETECTOR CIRCUIT.

a. Type I

Figure 10. Typesl-and 2 angle-motion balance systems.

SIGNAL TRANSDUCERS

Many control loops utilize both electronic and pneumatic instruments.

A diaphragm-operated control valve, which is po'sitioned by a proportional

3-.15 psig stgnal, is used, as the final control element in most

applications. W4en'electronic transmitters and dontrollerS,are employed, it

is necessary to convert the eledtronic signal'from the controller to,a,'.

'proportional 3-15 psig-signal. A current-to-pressure transducer,-(I /P) is'

used for this purpcise.

CURRENT-TO-PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

The block diagram in Figure 11 shows an application using an I/P trans`

ducer. The operation of the force balance I/P.transducer in Figure 12 is

similar to the other force balance, discussed. The signal from the control-
_

41
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ler applieq to an electromagnet creates the measuring force on th'elorce

bar, which is rotated clOckwise at;out.the point. The .flapper is positioned

tow rd the nozzle, increasing the back-pressure and output. The,pneumatic

. output is applied to thefeedback bellows, creating a gal'ance fdrte on the

force bar. For any particular inptit And corresponding output, the force'bar

Is in equi,libriuM.

CONTROLLER OUTPUT - MR SUPPLY
AN ELECTRONIC CURRENT . 3 -15 'MSG

PROCESS
SUPPLY

SETPOINT

--30CONTROLLER
ELECTRONIC e v. PNEUMATIC

VALVE PROCESS
ELECTRONIC

TRANS-
MITTER

,

4-20/MH
OR

10-60MH

ELECTRONIC CURRET SIGNAL
, .

. .

,

Figure H.' Applicetion of a current -t9- pressure transducer
in "a control loop.

AIR SUPPLY PNEUMATIC'
RELAY

IRON CORE

ELECTRONIC
SIGNAL
FROM

CONTROLLER
FORCE BAR

AND FLAPPER

3 -15 OUTPUT

NOZZLE

FEEDBACK
BELLOWS

IRON PLATEPLATE BALANCE FORCE
FORCE

figure 12. I/P transfer.

PRESSURE-TO-CURRENT TRANSDUCERS

Though not as common al I/P transducers, P/I (pressure-to-current)

transducers .Somgtimes. are used in control loops. A pneumatic transMitter

FORCE
BAR PIVOT
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may be used, andthe 3-15psig signal could be changed to a 4-20 mA signal

for an electronic controller. Then, controller:. output probably would be

'converted back to aipneumatic signal -to operate a,yalve. ,This
(
double con-

version is not-feasible, but it may be necessary in .some applications.

Operation of P/I transducers utilizes a force^balance principle. The

input pneumatic signal is applied to a pressure element that moves the con-.

tact on a veriable' resistor, thereby xhanging a- current value. The current

changes the strength of an electromagnet to provide a balance force to off-
d .

set the measurement force of the pressure element.

GENERAL APRtICATI`ONS OF PNEUMATIC INSTRUMENTS

.

Two major advantages of pneumatic instruments are.their simplicity and

their reliable, safe operation. They can be used in hazardous explosive at-

mospheres Where electrical and electronic instruments could ignite an explo-

sive mixture and cause an explosion. The greatest disadvantage to the use

ofpneuMatic instruments is their slow response time, hen cotipared_to their

electronic counterparts.

TRANSMISSION LAG
- ,

ansmission lag in pneumatic instruments is tfie time reguirW for a'
.

6 pressure change at one end-of theline to effect a response on the receiving

end. Of course, to reduce the overal-Linstrumentreeponse time, the trans-
.

mtssion lag time should be hel.c.t.o_a minimums Thit dan'be done by reduc'ng

the volume of-the line and of the receiving instrument and Ai keeping the

transmission distance to a mini um. Standard transmission line size is 1/4"

inside-diameter (ID) tubing, an the terminating volume of,tbe receiving in-

strument'should be no greater than two-cubic inches fol. minimum acceptable

and reliable results. MaZimum transmission distance depends-tpoff specific

`application, but it' is generally-less than 2,000 feet. To reduce-the effect 7

of transmission lag time, volume boosters and valve positioRers should bet,

(
used.

/

es,
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Volume Bbotters

A volume booster" iga relaytOPerateddeivce that maintains a pressure

at the receiving endf a transmission line by using a supply -at that end.

This reduces the time required to maintain a pressure at the receiving end

from a supply at the'transmitting end. Figure 13 illustrates the Principle

of a volume boositer. Thw much- reduced air flow through the transmission

.
distance greatly reduces the time required to maintain transmitted pressure

at the receiving end.,

PRESSURE AT
TRANSMITTING END

sS

EQUAL PRESSURE

AIR SUPPLY

TRANSMISSION DISTANCE

PRESSURE A/ T
VOLUME BOOSTER RECEIVING END

Figure 13. Block diagram of volume - booster application.
.

Valve Positioners

Pneumatic control valves - particularly those with 'large diaphragms

greatly increase volume in the controller output circuit. A volume booster'

sometimes is used for the purpose of reducing time required to pnitioh a

control valve5--towever, a valve positioner is more commonly usa.because it

not only can act as a.volume booster, but it is a true valve-position con-,

troller. A valve positioner is mounted on the valve, with a feedback line

connected to the valve stem. It is motion balance device. Input motion

is provided by a bellows that receives the controller output signal.- The

bellows positions a pilot valve (.similar,in function to a pneumatic relay.)

which produces an output. The pilot valve output is applied to the valve

diaphragm, and the valve diaphragm positions the .valve until a balance

motion is' generated by travel of the valve stem. A block diagram of a valve

positioner is shown in Figure 14.
4
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I

c,ONTROLLER -OUTPUT

AIR SUPPLY

TRANS'MISSION DISTANCE

fit
VALVE.

POSITIONER,
VALVE

FEEDBACK LINK t

Figure 14. Block diagram of a sialye positioner.

CONCLUSION 1

No attempt-has,been made in this module to discuss use and operation of

ell pneumatic devices. Generil operating principles of all active pneumatic

instruments - those that generate a-signal or output proportional to one or
.

more inputs ha,Ve been presented. Those operating_principles are either a

force balance operation or a mation balance Operation. When these qoncepts

are realized and applied to appropriate devices, understanding of prieumatiC
ft,

*instruments can be-demonstrated. \

EXERCISES

1. Draw a functional diagram of a pneumatic transmitteF. List and

describe operation othe follow-4 components:

a. Flapper.

b. Nozzle.

. c. Air-flow restrictom.

d. Feedback

2. Answer the following questio44

a. ,Wlvi is the flappler sometimes called,a baffle?

b. Why is the feedback bellows sometimes calle6 a proportioning

bellows?

2055
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c.' How is feedback action elated to instrument gain?

3. Draw a functional diagram of a pneumatic controller. List and describe

the operation of the components listed in Exercise 1.

.4. Answer the followihg questions.

a. What Is an error'signal, and how is it dttected?

b. 6(plai the proportional action of the controller.

c. Explain the operation of reset with regard to.feedback.

d. What causes the derivative output? Is this negative or positive'

feedback?

5. A controller can be divided into four mechanisms:

: a..' Detection mechanism.

b. Comparison ,mechanism.

c. Feedback mechanism. \\.
d. Gain mechanism.

..,Jdentify and explain the operation of each mechanism on the controller

drawn in txercise 3. How does operation 00 pneumatic controller com-

. pare with that of a Wheatstone bridge?
1,

LABORATORY NAACrE,RIALS

A moment balance version of a force balanCe pneumatic transmitter, such as a
rt

Foxboro 13A d/P cell or a Taylor Model d/P cell. It is important

that,a complete alibration and instrumentunanual be available.

A moment balance v sion of a force balance peumatic-controller, such as,a

Foxboro. Mo 1 58 with field-mounted connection block; .a Taylor Iran-'

scope series; or a Fischer-andPorter Model 45. /It is important that a
o

complete instruction manual be available.
N4

A pneumatic test bench with the folideng:

2 - 0-20 psig pressure regulators.

1 - mercury Manometer or-pressure gage to read inchei of water.

401 - mercury manometer or pressure gage to read pounds per square inch

of pressure (0-30.psig).

Page 28/IC-06
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Assorted tubing and piping to connect the equipment and test tnstru-
-

ments for calibration. and alignment procedures'

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

LABORATORY OPERATION AND CALIBRATION OF A d/P CELL.

'1. Conriect,the'pneumatic d/P cell, as shown in Figure 15. Instructions

given are generaAin nature to outline standard calibration proce-

dures. Actual calibration procedures for a specific instrument are

given in the instrument's instruction manual; they should be'followed

in exact procedures.

7 0-200" TEST
GAGE OR MANOMETER

BLOCK' VALVE

.1

201b
AIR SUPPLY

0-36 PSIG
TEST GAGE

OR MANOMETER-

PRESSURE
REGULATO

AIR SUPPLY HEADER

Figure 15. Pneumatic d/P cell.

2. Visually ect the d/P cell; and, with the aid of the instruction

manual, locate and identify the following:

VENT PLUG

a. Range adjustment.

b. Zero adjustment.

c., Feedback bellows.

d. Relay.

e. R strictor.

f. Force bar.

g. Flapper.

h. Nozzle.,

eV;
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3. Using calibration procedures' listed in the instruction manual, cali-

brate the d/P cellfor two.different ranges withirk the variable full-

scale range:-

4. Observe (and note for later discussion) the following:

a. Range-change mechanism.

b. Zero mechanism.

c. Force bar operation.

LABORATORY 2. BENCH-CHECKING A PNEUMATIC CONTROLLER.

The following procedure is to demonstrate operation of .bench=checking a

pneumatic controller. , In checking a controller, thg following calibration

procedures are performed;

Calibration of input or measuring portion.

Calibration of set-point adjus ment.

- Calibration of manual output efteration and measuring portion.

Controller alignment.

The firit three functions can be performed by simple calibration procedures

outlined in previous modules.of this series. Because actual'procedures vary

with controller types, calibrAion proOdures in the instruction manual for

the controller in use shduld be,followed. General calibration procedures

,are (1) to apply a measured simulated input to the deviCe under test, (2) to:

accurately, measure output or response, and (3) to make appropriate zero and

range adjustments as needed to cause output to coincide with the correspond-

ing input.
. .

Controller alignment is needed to make certain that the comparison
. -

mechanism, feedback mechanism, detector mechanism, and gain mechanism all

are properly related to each other. This usually can' be done in either

open-loop or closed-loop applications. The actual procedure used will de-

pend upon the controller-and the instruction manual.

1. Cprinect the controller to the test equipment used in Laboratory 1, and

calibrate the measuring pOrtion of the controller. .The controller

shout&be 'in the manual mode of operation for this and,all following

procedures.

Page"30/IC-06
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4.

2.. Calibrate the manual` output regulator and valve loading indicator.

3. Calibrate the set - point regulator and set-point indicator.

4. Perform conteliller altgntent procedures, as given in the instruction

manual. I-
.

5. Disconnect and secure all equipment, Procedures are now complete.

\*
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GLOSSARY

Active pneumatic instrument: DeviceS-that generate a signal;.usually,for

transmission.

ContrOl mode: Contrinier ,characteristics that determines phe relationship

between a controller's input and output.

Derivative control mode: Control mode that generates a controller output

-% -proportional to the rate at which the'error signal i5 occurring -(also

called rate).

Flapper nozzle: A device used to.detct a small amount of movement and, by

doing so, generate a usable signal.

Force balance: The Dperating,principle of most active pneumatic instru-

ments. A -change in measurement generates an output applied to the

feedback mechanism. Output continues to change until feedback force is

equal to measuring force.

Force bar: A lever used in pneumatic instruments with the measuring force
applied to one end and the output force applied to the other end. An

unbalance in forces causes movement that changes the-flapper-nozzle

relationship.

Pneumatic relay: A device used to amplify nozzle pressure and increase

volume.
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Negativeeed ack: The means of utilizing a portion of an instrutent's out-
put signal for stabilization by generating a force equal and opposite

to that which produced the initial output. k

Proportional controller: A controller that6generates an Output ,proportional

to the amount of deviation between process variable and set point

. (error signal).

Reducing tube (restrictor): A restriction port in the relay, usually remov-

able for cleaning, which limit air flow to the nozzle to an amount

that can flow through the nozzle withOut creating a back-pressure.

Reset control mode_:_- Control mode that generates a controller output propor-

=tional to,the time of error signal (also called integral).

Residual offset: Difference between process measurement and set point after

a proportional response to a process disturbance or load change.

Transmission lag: Time required for a signal change to effect a response on

the receiving end.

Valve positioner: A position controller mounted on a control valve to cause

the valve to assume the positicip specified by the controller output.
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Matching: Match ,the following trms with the appropriate definition:

Reset

Negative feedback

Positive feedback
4

Proportional

Force Balance .

Derivative

Controller Tuning

Residual offset

Transmission lag

Controller gain

- .a. Feedback applied to an instrument input that opposes the e that

jnitiates an original output.

b. An instrument system that produces an output, generating a force equal

,.to and opposite the measuring force that caustd the output.

c. Control mode that acts on the amount of deviation.

d. Control mode that acts on the time of deviation.

e. a
Control mode that acts on the rate of change of deviation.

f. Derivati' output is a result of delayed negative feedback'or

g.. Delay time in signal transmission.

h. Reset control is used to eliminate ...

i. The need for reset control is Inversely related to

j., The procedure for determining the correct control mode settings is

accomplished by a method of ... A

4
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INTRODUCTION

Equipment, systems, and processes can ke controlled by a variety.of

techniques apd.instrumentation control systems. Som&techniques, systems,
,

components will provide a "higher quality" of conthl,than others.

The "quality" of an instrumentation control system, is acrelative mea-

sure of quantitative variations in the proceS'ejiardmefers, The ideal, or

perfectly-controlled, system or process would be in'a steady state;

the controlled parameters of pressure, temperaturee speed, and so on, would

be held to constant desired levels (set points). In praCtice, system Opera-
.

tion is not ideal; parameters will vary between Aom0 upper and lOwer bound-
. .

aries. (For example, temperature may fluctuate between 100°C and'110°C.)

The width of these variations and the frequency with which alvarameter

oscillates between the boundaries determine the degradation in. control

'quality.

The purpose of this,,,module is to describe the procedure by which the

dynamie,Oerformancp of each control component is evaluated. Control-quality

evaluation is discussed;.and methods are presented for matching the dynamic

properties of the controller to the process:

PREREQUISITES

The student should have a' basic understaMingoealgebra and physics
,

and should have completed Module IC-01 through IC-06 of Instrumentation_and

Controls.

rr,

1'

',.
.

A
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OBJECTIVES
I

Upon completion of thit module, the student should be ablerto:
.

1. Implement the operation of a closed -loop control system by performing

the .following:

a.\1 Install closed-loop control components on a combination level-flow

process.

b. Conpect.the ipttruments to perform closed-loop control functions.

c., Make instrument adjustments to provide optimum process control.

- This includes controller tuning, transmitter range selection, and

adjustment.

2. Describe a method_of control quality evaluation and relate the effect

of each control-lobo Component on the quality of the process. This

will include.a definition and explanation of the eollowing terms:

a. Gain:

(1)' Process.

(2) Instrument.

b. Capacity.

c. Dead tine.

d. Lag time.

e. Pro ess

f. Process disturbance.

Pasge 2/IC-07
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SUBJECT MA.

CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL'S VERSUS OPEN-LOOP CONTROLS

The principles of closed-lOop and open-loop controls werk discussed in

Module IC41, and an open-loop control was ithplemented on ale el process.

For stable process operation connininefew load changes or dist rbances,

open-loop control techniques may be adequate. However, this condition can-
.

not be assumed in most industrial pOrcesses. Although some open-loop con-

trol applications exist in industry, they are the exception. Most control

system's are closed-loop automatic eedback systems.
.

.When properly adapted to a process, a closed-loop control system will

perform its function of maintaining a balance between the supply an .nd

of a process.

CLOSED=LDOP OR AUT9MATIC FEEDBACK CONTROL AND CONTROL MODES

Most processes contain material and energy inputs and outputs. A

single variable control. system, the most common type, can control a balance

, between material or energy; but it cannot-control both. Level processes are

controlled by maintaining a material balance; whereas temperature processes

are usually ,controlled by manipulating a-Material quantity - fluid flow, for

example.

The principles of closed -loop control shOuld be briefly reviewed. Con-

sider the concept involved: A process will be stable-when.material entering

(the supply) is equal to material leaving (the demand): To illustrate the

principle'inyol,ied, refer to the process in Figure 1. The level will 1)4,;'

constant when flow leaving the tank is equal to flow entering the tank.

Since flow entering illetank is an uncontrolled variable as _far as the con -
1- trollerrtfoller is concerned, the only means of controlling a material balance is by

manipulating the flotyeaving the tank. The control loop will perform this.

Junction.

Review Module IC-01 for the function of each component used in the tin-,

trol system. Although instrumediscussed in this module an be of anycan

type and can operate by either electrical or pneumatic transm'tted signal's,

- operating functions are the same as those explained in.previou dulls,

21e
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0'
UNCONTROLLED FLOW INTO PROCESS

LEVEL PROCESS 40\
4

r, SET PPINT,(S P.)
MEASURED
VARIABLE

4111

, OUTPUT

e'7r
,LEVEL CONTROLLER

LEVEL TRANSMITTER

/LEVEL. CONTROL VALVE
)(CONTROLLED FLOW OUT

)0(

ad

7;7:774:7-

. Figure I. Closed-loop level process.

lb

Assume that initial operatip,q conditions are such that flow entering

the tank is eqdal to flow leaving thetank and thatilevel is staple. Con-

sider the effect that an increase.in the uncontrolled flow entering the tank

Would have on the process, With flow out being unchanged, the level would,

of course, increase. Control action now begins.

The increase in level is detected by the level transmitter, which sen4A

an increase signal to the controller. Prior to this level increase, the

process was at.the control point. The measuring bellows and set-point bel-

lows of the pneumatic'controller discussed.in Module Ic-06 were in equilib-

rium. As.a result of the level-increase, the increase in signal to the mea-

suring bellows upsets this balance, anj the controller output will change to

open the control valve. This action increases floW out of the tank to coMr-

pensate fo r increased flow into the tank: The operation just des cribed

makes automatic feedback control sound very mple - which it actually is.

However, the.explanatiori 'did -tend to oversimplify the concept; several

importantconsiderationtmere overlooked.

When the set-point value is contant (as it was in the previousexample)

the only variable that will:cause a stable'controller output to change is

Page 4/IC-07
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the process - by way of the ignal to the input bellows from the trans- ,

mitter. The relationship-betl een:the input and output of a controller is

described V_the conthller's.transfer function,Ihis_depends on the con-

trol mode used and its settinjs. The fOTTOWiniOiragraphs explain how the

process would react to a high-gain controller without reset or deviation.

ON-OFF CONTROL e

I

A controller with'a high gain will function as an ON-OFF, or two -posi-

tion, controller. This concept specifies that
.

the control valve will be

either fully open. or ullYtlosed. When the lev'el'in Figure 1 increases

above the set point, the error signal causes'the valve to open completely.

This will redoef the level; but with the valve in the wide-open position,

flow out will exceed flow in. In this case, the level will fall below set

point, at which time the valve again will close. Then,the level, process is.

in an unstable, or cyclic, condition. Amplitude of the cycle will depend on

several factors, the most prominent being the physical and dynamic proper-

ties of the process itself.

It can be seen that, if the tank is narrow, the level will rtspond more

to valve operation than it would if the tank had a relatively larger diam-

eter.

, ,

Actual size (volume). is not 0 much (4a'determining factor consider-
.

° ing-the !loW-lemel relationship, as is the volume-to-height ratio. 'A wide

tank, for\ example, would undergo a much smaller change in level with sudden

(know cha4e than a'tank that had a low' volume -to- height, ratio (such, as a

very narrcie t k . The size of the valve and piping will also affect the

level -flow relationship. Regardless of specific process characteristics,
\

when dynamit\ characteristics are such that an ON-OFF control can be used

with an acceptable amount of process instability, it should'be - and prob-

ably will bel- used. However; most industrial processes require more stable

control than he ON-OFF type can provide.

Many 'oc sses around the home are controlled by ON-OFF con.q.ollers. A

furnace or air conditioner is tuned on or'off as required to .maintain a

temperature.? The temperature is not controlled at an exact value, and
,.

cycling always 401 ex-1St with two-position control. But.temperature
.

instability is wtpin tolerable lithits. Another example of ON -OFF control

21 8
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applications, is control of leve

Z
in tank by controlling a pump motor on

^"\and off by a pressure or' level witch?! V t

PROPORTIONAa CONTROL

A much ore stable control can be accomplished when the material can be

mOrT evenly b lanced. The ON-OFF controller is able to control the process,

as illustrated by the.previous explanation; 'However, this, cannot be done at

an exact point. \'If flowout of the tank were caused tlo increase by an

amount equal to flow entering the tank, the level would noecycle; but it

Would reach'a stable cdrtdition following_a change in load of disturbance

variable. In other words, flow,out should be in proportion to flow in A.or,

more precisely, proportional to the error signal. Remember.that controllers

react to the error signal or deviation in process and set point. If there

is no deviation, the controller output will not change. Output 'Of a propor-

tignat controller will be in proportion to deviation.

In Module ICtO6s it was explained that the output-of a proportional

controller is equal to.the product of the deviation (error signal) and con-

troller gain. This product is the instantaneous output that results from an

error signal causedby a load change or set/point change. When there is no

error signal the'controller will not function and-does not seem to hav&e

purpose. Actually, for,this Condition, the, controller is doing exactly tat

itlisupposed to do: maintaining a balance between supply and demand at a

desired value. The real'function of a controller is to, compensate for load

changes. The following exsines operation of a proportional controller with

respect to load Change (cauling a deviation or error signal) and controller

gain.

Proportional Output and Gain

For a controller with a gain of one, output will change.the same amount

as input. A,1%-deviation caused by a 1% change 'in. either the process or the

set point will cause a Mchange in outpUt. A.100% change in'deviation will

cause a:100% change in output. Thus, output is in proportion 'te a ehange in

deviation,'with the proportion being governed by the controller gein. Equa-

Page 6/IC47
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tion 1 expresses the relatiopihi0 between gain, output, and deviation -

,which is the error signal applied to, the controller input and is the differ-

.ence between process measurement (variable) and set point (PV - SP),.

Co = (PV - SP) G'+ K Equation 1

where: Co = Controller output.

PV = Process variable.

SP = Set point.

G = Controller gain = output/input.

.
K = Previous output of the controller, or the value before a

change.occurred.

Gain of a controller can also be expressed as the percent of change in

process variable needed to cause the controller output to change 100%. This

gain expression, called proportional hand, is the inverse of gain. It is

expressed as a perCent. If the output of a proportional controller changed

100% when the process changed 50%, the proportional band of the controller

would be 50% and the gain would be two. The relationship between'propor-

tional band,and gain is expressed in Equation 2.

Proportional band (PB) = 1/gain, (100)

Gain
PB

(100)

The terms are ds previously explained.

Equation 2

EXAMPLE A: CONTROLLER GAIN.

,Given: , a. A controller has e span of 4-20 mA.

b. The controller has an output of 18 mA.

c. A process change of 10% causes output td' go tO 15 mA.

Find: Controller gain.

220
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Solution: To avoid unit conversion requirements, this and all such scaling

problems should be carried qut with the signal levels converted to

.a percent of full-scale value.

a. 18 mA - 15 mA
(100) = I8.75%.of total change

20 mA - 4 mA

b. The deviation (PV - SP = 10%), assuming that the deviation

was caused by the 'process change.

c. From Equation 1:

Co
G

131177:S17

G =
18

10

75
1.875

Note: The "K" term was not needed in this exercise because

it was included in the given information.

EXAMPLE B: PROPORTIONAL BAND OF CONTROLLER.

Given: Valves in Equation 1.

Find: Proportional band of the controller.

Solution: Using Equation 2 and solving for PB,

IPr= (100)
Gain

1.875
(100) = 5.3%

Proportional Control Application

To explain how to overcome the disadvantage of cycling in the ON-OFF

level control system (Figure 1), proportional control will be discussed.

Page 8/IC-07
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The level process is shown again in Figure 2. To illustrate proportional

control' principles, make the following assumptions:

FLOW IN

70

40% Ref:1=AL
OFFSET

SP= 60%

17177%.*

LEVEL PROCESS
SP

LEVEL
TRANSMITTER

4,--

FLOW OUT

Figure 2. Level process on proportional control.

1
LEVEL-

000NTROL
VALVE

.1F..LEVEL
CONTROLLER

. Controller is direct acting witp a gain of 0.5, or PB = 200%.

2. The valve is air-to-open and changes the flow rate at 2 gal/min/5%

opening.

3. Initial conditions: Flow in = flow out =.20 gal/min; SP = PV = 50%;

and valve is 50% open..

4. .Flow in is suddenly increased by 8 gal/min.
. .

When flow Into the tank is increased,tthe level will increase because flow

out is still at the 20- gal /min value when the, flow in is increased" to 28

gal/min. For flow out to increase to 28 gal/min, an 8-gal/min increase to

balance the increased flow in, the valve must move 20%.

8 gal/min
8 gal/min (

5%
) = 20% .

2 gal/min/5% gal/min

i

2F2
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This 20% change in output from the controller will require a49X4hange in

input.

Output 20%
Deviation 40%

ain 0.5

Thfs means that the level must change 40% to change the controller output

:20% to increase the flow out by 8 gal/min. The level is thed at a 90%

value, or 40% above set point. This is called residul offset.

If controller gain were higher, tit* process would not need to deviate

as far from set point to change controller output the required amount. If

gain were increased by a factor of four to a value of two, the residual off-

set would be decreased by the same factor to a value of 10%. Gain of a pro-

Cess controller should be as high as possible to reduce the amount of resid-

ual offset. Maximum allowable gain will be determined by the overall pro-

cess and equipment gain, and will be determined when the controller is tuned

to the process. Regardless of controller gain, proportional control will be

characterized by ,esidual offset because, operating on a feedback principle,

offset i/ required for curective controller action. Even with ON.OFF con-

trollers (which, in theory, have infinite gain) an amount of process devia-

tion is required to initiate control action. If the gain value were -infi-

nitely large, zero deviation would produce a 100% controller output. Rea-

, soning will dittate that thisis an impossibility. It should be'derived

from the previous discussion that residual offset is inversely related to

controller gain - which should be the maximum value that will maintain

-.,stable process operation. To eliminate residual offset, the' reset control

mode is used.

RESET CONTROL

When the controller has made a proportional response to a load change,

the reset control mode will continue to change controller output in the same

direction as the proportional action ... and at a rate that is determined by

the reset value -set -on the controller.

Page 10/IC-07
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Res,et output is a function of the time of deviation between process

variable and set point. This control mode repeats the Proportional output.

The'relSet adjustment detmines the amount of time required to repeat the
--

propoittonal output. Inlithe previous discussion, proportional output was

40%;Y.This 20%2chahgejivcontrpller output was not sudden, because the in-
,

-,...crbOsein flow into` he tank (in view of tank capacity) would not result irk

t
al*sudden change in level._ This change would occur over a period of time.

:111:fact, the valve would open gradually, and the deviation would be contin-
.

uoiily_decreasini because of'the gradual valve opening. Exact conditions

,,gen:ln the preious explanation would exist in theory only if the change

40-i;the controller input, were sitden (a step c*ge in set point, for exam-

,PIe)." If, prtportional outputiosuddenly changed by the 20% value'indkated,
A
the re7sWoontrol mode would repeat this 20% value by the reset setting on

-

the contt011er.

Reset units are expressli as minutes per repeat, or repeats ter minute,

.depending upon the brand of controller use. jf:fesel units were repeats per

minute and the proportional output were 20%, the output would continue to

change at,a rate of 20% per minute, and it would continue at this rate until

the process was back at set point. If, 'for some reasOn; the controller in-

creases to a 100% value and the process.has not returned to set'point be-

cause of equipment malfunction (a stuck or undersized valve, for example), a

condition known as "reset.wind-up' exists. 411 this condition, the control-

ler is out of control. This, of course, is an abnormal condition and should

be avoided for.the 'following?, reason: When normal operation of the process

reoccurs the controller will be out of correct operation for as long as the

reset wind-up condition exists. Some later-model controllers have an anti-
,.

reset wind-up feature to avoid this problem.
.

,c4y.

EXAMPLE C: RESET CONTROL.

'Given: The reset of a controller is set for four minute's per repeat.

Find: Corresponding reset value in repeats per min:te.

224
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Solution: The two reset units are reciprocals of each other.

Repeats 1

min min/Repeat

min 1

Repeats Repeats/min

4 min = 1 Repeats
0.25

Repeats

Repeat 4 min. min

DERIVATECONTROL

It should be emphuized.that the control modes required are determined

by the process dharacteristics, especially the dynamic qualities (process

behaviormith respect to a disturbance). It has been shown that the con-

troller gain and reset requirements depend upon the process gain - which is

determined By the physical design and relates input to, output with respect

to amplitude. The derivative control mode is concerned with the time re-

quired to measure a process-disturbance, to change the process, and to mea-

sure that change. These time-related characteristics are important in pro-

portional and proportional-plus-reset control; but they are not great enough

to warrant special consideration. If they are, derivative control is

necessary.

Recall from Module IC-06 that the derivative action of a controller is

caused by a delay in response of the feedback mechanism. Furthermore,

,remember that the amount of negative feedback that, results from an input

disturbance affects the instrument Alain. In effect, the derivative control

mode changes the controller gain for the amount of time of the delay in the,

negative feedback. This operation will result in an increased controller

response greater than that which would be generated by the proportional re-

sponse alone.

Derivative control is used in processes that are slow to respond to i

change. Temperature.processes are typical of this type of process. The

characteristic that depicti the slowness to respond has been referred to as

Q
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thermal moment4m.-.11ffirmal momentum is related to the flywheel effect of

rotary' motion. 'TOlelp to overcome this sluggish response, the derivative

control mode adds an additional burst of energy to the process.

Controllei output caused by the derivative control mode is used to give

a lead in the controller output to compensate for dead time in the process.

In all controllers, derivative responge is measured to minutes. It is the

time that derivative output 'reads proportional outpdt. For a step,change in
O

set point or process measurement, derivative output will go to a very high

value (probably to the level of maximum output)Land will return to the pro-
.

portional level when there is no longer a change in error or derivation b

tWe0i set point and process variable. Becabie derivative controller output

is a function of the rate of,change of deviation, it will be present only

during the time of a changing value. Because of the very fast rate of

change of error signal caused by step changes or spikes in the process,

derivative output for'such a'situation will be large and will decay when the

error ceases. However, derivative response to a stower/alange in error sig-:

nal causes derivative output to continue and to be proportional to the rate

of change of error signal.

4 The additional controller output caused by derivative action is useful

n processes with large capacitance time constarits and large dead time.

This helps the process to recover faster from upsets for the following Tea-

son: controller output changes a_large amount when a change is first de-

tected and changes by a .lesser amount when the process is changing ata

slower rate. 4

The advantage of the derivative control mode can be realized by refer-

ring to the temperature process in Figure 3. Assume that the cold,product

flowing in is at a constant rate and temperature, and that temperature of

the product flowing out is maintained. at a desired value by a constant steam

flow rate throu40 gh the valve and steam coil. The controller therefore

is positioning the steam value in order to maintain a balAnce in the heat

energy in the process. Consider the effect eon increase in flow of the

cold product into the process. This cools the product, which then must.

'result in an increase in steam flow. This increase will not -be immediate,

4
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TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER

THERMOWELL

HEATED PRODUCT OUT

TEMPE RAVURE-
dONTROL VALVE

STEAM

CONDENSATE
OUT

STEAM HEATING
COLL.

SENSING
ELEMENT

SET POINT

TEMPERATURE
TRANSMITTER

The heat energy in the

however,"because-the

change in temperature

is not instantaneous.

COLD PRODUCT IN

O

Figure 3. Temperature process.

6
A

process must be

absorbed by the colder

incoming product, the

thermowell'must lose

heat energy to the

cooler product, and

the sensing element of

the temperature also

must lose heat energy'

to the thermOwell.

All of these energy

transfers must take place before the output of the temperature transmitter

can change. Once this change occurs, .a deviation will exist betWeen the

value of the process variable and set point, and controller output will

change. With proportional-only control, output will be proportional to the

magnitude of the deviation. If the increase in-cold product flowing in were

very great, temperature of the product passing. the surface of the steam coil

would be less than the. temperature of the product at the thermowell. In

this case, a change in controller output caused by an amplitude'oi' deviation

would not result in a"valve opening to a sufficient amount to heat the

product to the desired value,_. Additional heat energy 's required because of

the difference in temperature of the product that is caused by, time lost in

the transfer of energy throughout the system. The/derivative control mode

supplies this additional energy. The amount of additional energy needed is

dependent upon the dynamiC error in temperature measurement, or the rate at

which the temperature is changing. This concept is igluotrated in Figure 4.

The controller output.curve shows that the proportional output follows,
. .

and that it is proportional to the controller error. However, total con-

trollertutput is the sum of proportional and.derivative control action.-

DerivatiVe output is's.ignificant when the madunt of error' is changing.

Page 14/IC-07
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Derivative output imnediately
goes to this value,-which would
be reached one derivative, time

4Sir

unit later (T2 = To) by propor-
` tional action.

0

"OUTPUT

ERROR o

DERIVATIVE OUTPUT

A

PROPORTIONAL ...Lim!.

-p

I
.

,RESIDUAL OFFSET

'

RESIDUAL OFFSET

/--4b)

T3 T4 1.5

Figure 4. Derivative response to a process change for a .

proportional -plus- derivative controller. '

When the error is a steady value, derivative output is zero,-and total

controller output of the proportional-plus-derivative controller is caused

by the proportibnal control responsq. ,

it

At To, when change in deviation is just detected brthe Controller, the

derivative output goes to a level (shown 'in Figure 4) that would be reached

one derivative time unit later by proportional action. The derivative time

unit is the time interval between To and Ti. Derivative output leads pro-

portio4 output by the amount of time that is one derivative time unit. -va

Derivative units normally aremeasured in minutes. After the.initial deriv-

ative response at To, there is no further change in derivative output until

T2 -.at which time the error signal becones stable. Derivative output at Ti

decreases, returning controller output to the proportional level that is

maintained until 13. The error signal again startsto change at r3; bue in

a different direction. The derivative response to this change'immediately

decreases controller output to a level that would be reached at Ty by pro-

228
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portional'action. The time interval Ty - T3 is one deriutive time unit be-.

cause the derivative-control mode causes outputto go to a level that would

be reached at Ty by.proportional action. At T5, derivative control returns

--controller ouput to.the stablaproportional value.

It should be emphasized that a derivative response occurs only when

t there, is a change in error signal and that amount of derivative.output is a

function of rate of change. Each time there is a change in this rate of

ckapge,.derivative output will go to a new level.

Derivative action .(as explained and iflustrated in Figure 4) will tom-

pentate for the dead time in the process40 lag time - usually measurement

lag - in theinstrumepts. Referring back to the temperature process in

Figure 3, derivative response will add the sudden burst of energy required

to compensate for the difference between actual temperature of the process

and measured temperature value Derivative also helps to overcome dead time

in the process - which is thl-tkime requizd for the process to respond to a

change in energy supply.

Although helpful, derivative control in processes with long dead time

can be detrimental to control quaiity. This type of control should. never be

used in processes that respond quickly to diiturbance variables and that are

likely to have spurious - response: Derivative control is...not comPatibleyrith

rratic process behavior and soon can cause the process.to cycle violently

d go outof control. Thb selection of proportional and .reset control for

processes is also important; but it is not as critical as derivative con-

trol.

PROCESS DYNAMICS AND CONTROL-MODE SELECTION

Optimum control fo4a process will be realized when the proper selec-

tion of control-Ode combinations has been made and when they-are used in

the required.amoOnt. This is done by tuning the controller. ,Controller

tuning is a process used to match the dynamic coptroller qualities with the4 ' A

quality of the process. For tiAs matching, it is necessa7jo determine the

dynamic behavior of the process and, to obtain data that can'be used to

- '

establish compatible dynamic qualities in the contrO1ler..

Page 16/IC-07
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For the dynamic behavior-of a process to be observed, it must be in a

state of 4hange., Although it is desirable to maintain process stability, it

is necessary to initiate small disturbances in the process.to. study reaction

tokthese changei..
I

PROCESS,REACTION.To A STEP CHANGE

To determine the. process reaction to a step change, a step change is

introduced into a stabole process system,on open-loop control. This can be-

done by having the controller on manual or open-loop control and by 'Slightly

moving the control valve with the manual control adjustmenf.N.The process

response to this step change will reveal dynamic process characteristics

that determinethe required controller dynamic response to correct pro-

cesPdisturbances. Response curves shown in Figure 5 are typical for the t

associated types of processes.

C.

FLOW CONTROL VALVE

aTEP CHANGE
IN VALVE *

0717=1 r

CONTROLLER OR
MANUAL CONTROL

1
MANUAL ADJUSTMENT
CHANGES VALVE POSITION

'LEVEL. TRANSMITTER

L
LEVEL TRANSMITTER

/
PROCESS RESPONEE

SMALL-CAPtITy SYSTEM b. LARGE- CAPACITY SYSTEM

Figure 5. Level responses to a Step change.
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'Process Gain

Process gain is the first impor ant process dynamic quality to be con-

, sidered.' It determines controller gain, and the gain determines the reset.

Process gain is characterized by the slope of a line drawn tangent to the

response curve at its inflection point, or the pint of maximum rate of

rise. The process in Figure 5a-has a higher gain because it has a slope
,

that indicates the ability to

STE CHANGE .

PROCESS RESPONSE TO STEP CHANGE

Figure 6).'1.:Process response of a

temperature system,

TIME

reach new levels of stability

quicker than processes that

have slow rates of reaction,

or take longer to reach sta-

bility levels. Processes

that'start to react immedi-

ately followtng a step change A

or other changes in input ex=

hibit low dead time and lag

They can. be con-
.

trolled by control modes,.

based on gain principles - namely, proportional and reset. The.process,re-

action curve'in Figure 6 suggests other considerations.

Dead Time

It can be seen in Figure 6 that the temperature process does not react

immediately to energy changes. Reasons for this were given in a previous

discussioh. The combination of dead time and lag time results in an overall

phase shift in the control system. .,This characteristic is detrimental to

the control quality of a process and dictates the necessity for the deriva-.

tive"contr mode. The control .characteristic depicted by Figure 6 repre-

sents,a'more diffrculecohtrof situation that is compounded when rate of .

rise is high, representing a high gain process and a large delay time or

time required foe the proceSs to espond to a change in input. 'Th'is is

lustrated in Figure 7. , t is,measured from.zero time point

(when the step`change.was introduced.into this system) to the point at which

.
. .

.

.'

P
A

I 1

Page 18/IC-07
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t *

%%tangent line inter epts the time axis. L; the time period, extends from

the end of the delay li e to the point at which the tangent line intercepts

the point of 100% proce measurement.

4.

I

PROCESS
MEASUREMENT

et,

TANGENT LINE

L

PROCESS REACTION CURVE

1

I

I -
orr

I
1

1

1

TIME '

Figure 7., Loop dynamics determined by response to a step change.

R, which is equal to'L /D, is the ratio of the time period of the

process to the time delay. This ratio describes the dynamicebehavior of the

process. Process gain was related to the slope of the tangent line.' Plant

gain includes every component of the $ontrol loop except the controller -

the process, transmitter, valve, and pipe.

Transmitter Gain

The range'of the transmitter to provide4rocess measurement affects the
)

overallloop gain. Because transMitter outpdt- provides the recorder

hbsponse that is the process reaction to a step change, amount of

measurement response.is determined by the transmitter range.(gain)., It

usually is expressed as a decimal value or a percent; 'and tt is determined

O

232
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by dividing the measurement response resulting from the step change by the

full-scale response.

EXAMPLE D: DETERMINATION OF PLANT GAIr4,--

Given: Full-kale measurement of a temperature transmitter is 300°F.

Temperature variation caused by a step change is 40°F.

Percent of valve travel required to cause the 40°F lenge was:4%.

Find: Plant gain. ,

Solution: e.,

°"4,

Gain of a component is determined by dividing output bY 0n-

/
put. Percent of transmitter output is as follows:* ;

40
= 13.3%.

t

300

b. Plant-gain is:

Output-;. Transmitter change

Input Valve change

'13.3
= 3.3

4

Loop Gain,

Total loop gain is the product%of the following:

le Valve and piping gain.

2. Transmitter gain.

3. -))rodess gain.

4. Dia hragm or valve actuator gain.

5. Con, roller gairi.'

The value of the total loop Wn shbuld be slightly less than one. This

describes a passive system that will not oscillate. If total loop gain were

greater than one, the system'would not
C\
be passive but would oscillate or

unstable. Therefore, it is desirable to adjust controller gain to a value.

Page 20/IC-07.
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to make total loop gain as close to one as possible and to Maintain process

stability. The optimum value of controller gain is determined during a pr6-

cess of controller tuning. This will be discussed later.

It can be seen -that a'value of controller gain can be optimally deter-

mined for a .given set of process and associated hardware conditions. When

any condition is changed (a transmitter range change, for example),, the

total loop gain is changed - which requires a new value of controller gain.

CONTROLLER TUNING

The controller must be tuned'and control- mode ,values set in order to

`match the controller's dynamic qualities with the quality of the process.

Many methods are used to determine the best control-mode settings for a

given control situation. Some are purely analytical; whereas others are

strictly empirical in nature. Analytical methods are used more frequently

in process modeling:situations. Most technicians use empirical methods that

ometimes are based on analytical data.
0

CONTROLLER TUNING BY STEP ANALYSIS

When values of L, D, and G are determined by step analysis, dynamic _

process characteristics are revealed. By substituting ihese values into em-
,

pirically-derived equations, optimum control-mode settings for a given sit-
,

uation can be determined. Formulas used for determination of the control-

mode settings are given inTable I. A 20% overshoot response is desired

when it nn be tolerated without causing undesirable or unsafe process

conditions. This condition, representing'a better control quality, will be

explained later.

Data needed to make the.calculations to determine the control-mode set=

tings'is easy to obtain - an advantage to this method of controller tuning.

A disadvantage if the fact theta true quality of'control is Snot tested un-

til the settingi'have been made and the process is controlled by the con-

troller. Control quality is verified only when the process is'controlled to,

opt,iTum. Although not exact, this method of control-mode det ination

yiels empirical (approximationS that serve as a fairly compl entifica-
.

tion arld determination of dynimit-behavior.

234
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TABLE 1: FORMULAS FOR CONTROL-MODE SETTINGS,BY STEP ANALYSIS.

,

*

Type of Control

. .

Quickest Response With 201 Overshoot

Step Change in
Manipulated Variable

Step Change
in Load

Step Change in
Manipulated Variable

etep`Changse
-in Load

Straight Proportional

333 C
-11--

333 C17-
k

143 C

Tr-
143 C11-Proportional band

(percent)

Proportional Reset
...

286 C
-11--

I67.0
-11-- -

167 C
-11--

143 C11-
D

3.33 ir

Proportional band
(percent)

.......

Reset

(time units of D)
3.33 DC

6.67 DC 1.67 DC1F

Proportional Reset
Derivative

.

167 C

..

105.2 C 105.2 C

,

83.3 CProportional band
(percent)

........... ...m. aismo ..1.... emir

Reset

(time units of D)

mommo ....mil Rwa ammo* armoi

1.67 DC

=wow omomb ammo= ...we

DC
2.5 ir

omm. ammo.. ammo .11. dorm.

'1.43 DC

.1Ime ammo

DC
1.67 /r

Derivative

. (time units of D) .
0.3 RD

1

all IMIMM OM..

0.4 RD1

MINIM 0=1111M .11111

0.45 RDr

OMNI

0.5 RD

CONTROL-MODE 'SETTINGS BY THE,ZIEGLER-NICHOLS METHOD

A method of controller tuning, developed by J.G. Ziegler and N.B.

Nichols, is known as the Ziegler-Nichls method. There are many'

modifications and variations of this approach - which is a combination

analytical-empirical technique. This method presents a classic approach to'

controller tuning. It, 0 one of its variations, is commonly used.,

4
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Control-mode settings are baSed on process and controller conditions that

just produce process instability or cycles.. The Ziegler-Nichols method,also

has been known as the ultimate sensitivity method.

Procedures used for the Ziegler-Nichols method bf controller tuning

will be discussed in the Laboratory section of this module.
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CONTROL-QUALITY EVALUATION

The term "optimum control" has been u9d in this module without defini-

. on this point. There is almost an infinite number of possible con-

trol-mode settings. One may ask."What defines optimum Control or the best

election of control-mode settings?" To answer this question, remember that

he purpose of at controller is to balance the process Supply and demand at a

process condition. This also means to return a process to.set point after'

an upset in the VlortestposSible time. Consider process response to.a step

change, as shown in Figure 8. In each case, assume the set point value was,'

MEASUREMENT
P,ROCESS

a. Overdaniped response b. C/Iiically-damped response

d: Unstable constantamplitude response

c. Underdamped response

e. Unstable - incteasing-amplitude response,

FigUre 8. Controlled process responses to a step change.

on the x axis,;.or at the bottom of the curve, and that the set point was

moved 1 a newAevel at the center portion of the curve. The total amount

of tiI that 04 process is away from set point is represented by shaded

areas of the burte., The response shown in Figures 8a and. 8b returns the

process to set Joint without overshoot , but the total time thatthe process ),

is away from set point is greater than the condition represented in.8c.

Conditions shown in 8d and 8e are not acceptable for obvious reasons. The /

-underdamped response in 8c is.considered to represent optimum control qual-

.
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ity because unde'rdamped response returns the process to set point more

quickly, and it should be used for a test of optiMulp control-when overshoot

can be tolerated. It is termed "quarter-amplitude decay damping" because

the amplitude of each successive cycle is 25% of the pr:evioas cycle, and the

process is returned to set point after four cycles.

EXERCISE
1

1. Using graphical analysis, show the following controller responses:

, a. Proportional controller response to a step change.

b. Proportional controller response to a gradual load change.

c. Proportional. -plus -reset response to a step change.

d. Proportional-plus-derivative response to a step change.'

Proportional -plus-derivatilie'rgsponse to a gradual load change.

What determines the output of each mode?

2. Use a process on closed-loop control to determine residual offset.

3. Show how residual offset is a fuhctioh of controller gain.

4. Explain how reset eliminatei residual offset.

5. 'Whet are the limitations of reset control? (Hint: Remember reset

wind=up.)

6. List advantages and distdyantages of on-off or two-position control.

7. What type of processes can be satisfactorily controlled by an on-off or

two-position control scheme?

8. How.is on-off controllability related to the dynamic process

characteristics?

9. List the reason for controller tuning.

10. List two methods of controller tuning.

11. List a Means of identifying or deter:mining control equality.

LABORATORY MATERIALS

1 pump (P1): an electrically-operated pump that will deliver 10 to 20

giffiiiTriof-frow against a 20 pisg-head

Page 24/IC-07
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2 control valves diaphragm operated by 3-15 psig. The valves can be single

ted.air to open or, close with a 1" body and 1/2" trim. (Cv 5 0.5)

2 strip chart recordidg controllers with a fast (1 in/min) and a slow (1

in/hr) chart speed. The controllers should be pneumatic with conven-

tional 3 -15 psig input and output.

2 tanks with approximately a 20-gal dapaqity for use as the reservoir and

process.` The reservoir should be flat (about 10-,12" high), and the one

used for the process should be cylindrical.(about 8-10", in diameter and

8' high). Volume of the reservoir should excess that of the tank. 11K

1 level transmitter with an adjustable range of approximately 0-20" to 0-20" ,

of H20, (Pneumatic 3 -15 psig input and output.)

.1 flow transmitter with an integral orifice approximatley 0.250" and art ad-

justable range of approximately 0 -20" to 0-200" of water.

Assorted hoses, pipe, tubing, and wire to connect the process and instru-

ments. .

1 Manometer or pressure gage to read 0-200" of water:

-air supply, for pneumatic test bench.

0-30-psig.testgge.

Presssure regufator'having 0.1% regulation with 30-psig input and regulation

up to 20 psig.

Vendors' instruction manuals and parts lists for all instruments and

equipment.

1 tank 8-10" in diameter and approxitately 10" high. This is used as added

capacitance for the process.

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

LABORATORY 1. CONTROL.

1. Construct the_process in Figure 9. Mod t the instruments in Accordance

with mounting instructions provided in instrument instruction manuals.

238
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3/4" PIPE

LEVEL- CONTROL VALVE

UT POINT

LEVEL CONTROLLER

LEVEL TRANSMITTER

UT NT

FLOW - CONTROL VALVE

RESERVOIR

CAPACITY TANK
FOR INCREASED
DEAD TIME
(PROCESS
CAPACITA NCE)

.01

[(PROCESS RESISTANCE)

LEVEL PROCESS

TANK

I

INTEGRAL ORIFICE di P 10ELL

FLOW CONTROLLER TRANSMITTER

PUMP 16 'NOTE: LRC MEANS LEVEL RECORDER CONTROLLER
FRC MEANS FLOW RECORDER CONTROLLER

Figure 9., Flow-level process with dead time.

2. Using standard calibratiOn procedures, as outlined'in the instruction

thanuals and as covered in Modules IC -02, IC -03, and IC -06, calibrate

the level transmitter'for a fun-scale range of 0-50" of water and the

flow transmitter for a full-scale range of 147.3" of water. This will

give a full-scale flow range of 3.5 gal/min,when using the 0.2501inch

integral orifice.

3. Using 1/4 -inch plastic tubing, connect the instruments as reqUired,in

accordance with instructions in the instrument manuals.

Page 26/IC-07
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4. By referring to procedures for open-loop control given in Module IC-D1,

establish a level in the process level tank of, approximatefy 50%, with

the flow rate at about 50% of ful -scale value. This is .done by oper-

ating the valves on manual control from the controllers, opening the

flow control valve 50%, filling the reservoir with water, and opening

the ,level - control valve about 50%. The pump is then ;forted, and the

flow- and level-control valves are adjusted for 50% level at 50% flow

rate.

A LABORATORY 2. TUNING FLOW CONTROLLER BY THE ZIEGLER-NICHOLS
ULTIMATE - SENSITIVITY- METHOD.

I. Remove all reset and derivative from the, controller, and set gain ad-

justment for'a low value. If reset is, measured in minutes per repeat,

the reset is eliminated with the highest setting. For repeats per min-

ute, the setting should be the lowest. setting. If gain is expressed as

proportional band, the setting should be a high value - 300% or

higher. For a controller, with gain or sensitivity settings, a low

value should be used. Put the controller on "automatic."

2. Gradually increase propbrtional gain by decreasing the proportional

setting or by increasing the gain setting until the process-just begins

to oscillate or cycle, as indicated on the recocder'on the high'chart

speed range. To start oscillations, it may be necessary to introduce

small disturbances by slight movement of the set point,

3. Note controller gain that just produces the oscillations. This is the

critical gain: Gc.

4. Measure period of oscillation on 'the strip chart recorder. Nqte this

time, which is Tc.

5. Because dead time.is not significanton the flow controller; derivative

will not be used. The controller will be proporfion,011-plus-reset.

240
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6. Compute the optimum gain and reset values by the following e tions:

a. Optimum gain = 0.45 Gc.

b. . Reset time = Ti
Tc min

1.2 Repeat

Reset time = Ti =
1.2 Repeat

Tc min

c.. If proportional-only control is used, optimum gain is 0.5 Gc.

7. Set gain and reset control-mode settings to the value determined in

Step 6.

8. When the process is stable, introduce a small step change into the sys-

tem by increasing set point by about 5 to 10%.

9. Check for quarter7implitude 'damping.

10. louch -up the control-mode settings if necessary to achieve quarter-

amplitude damping. Adjust gain.for the correct number of cycles, and

'adjust reset until residual offset is eliminked.
4

LABORATORY 3: TUNING LEVEL-CONTROLLER BY THE ZIEGLER-NICHOLS
. ULTIMATE SENSITIVITY MEHTOD.

1. Repeat Steps ,1 through 4 Of" Laboratory °for the.level controller.

Level controllers normally do not require yative control,. but the

added capacitance and resistance at the top of the leYel process will

introduce significant-dead time in the system..

2. Derivative controll will be added. Level control will 'be propor-
.

.tional-, plus-reset-plus derivative.' Compute control-mode settings by

the.following formulas:

a. Optimum gain = 0.6 Gc.

b.'
. Tc----min 2 Repeat

Reset time =
2 Repeat Tc min

,

c. Tc
Derivative tin = min

8, .
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3. Repeat Steps 9 and 10 of Laboratory 2.

4. Procedures are now complete. Stop the pump, put the controller in the

manual operation mode, and close both the level and flow valves.

4
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GLOSSAE Y

Controller tuning: The procedure involved in matching dynatcproperties of.
a process with those of a controller.

Dead time: Time between a change in protess C-turbance Or inputind a pro-
.

cess change,

Process gain: Ratio of output to 4nput,of a process. More specifically,

the amount of process change wilirespe to an input change. .

Lag time: Time `between a process change.and an n%trument response.'

Loop gain: Total gain of all components in ae roi lodp.

''Optimum control: Control-mode settings that roduce quarter-amplitude

damping,of a process.

Reset wind-up: Condition that exists when ,a controller output has reached

eitherof the two extreme conditions wifflout 'returning or maintaining
the process to set point.

e
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Residual offset: Difference between process measurement and set point after-
-

a proportional response to a process.disturbance or load change.

.Page 30/IC-07
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Matching: Match the following terms with the appropriate definition:

Lag time.

Total loop gain.

Cyclic action or process instability.

Dead time.

Residual offset.

Process gain.

Reset wind -up.

Ziegler-Nichols.

Capacity.

Quarter-amplitude damping.

Controller tuning.

L/P..

Characteristic of on-off control.

Ch;racteristic of proportional control.

. c. Charactartstfic-of-reset-conti'pl

d. Measure,of control quality.

e. Matching controller dynamic characteristics with those of the process.

f. Ability Of process to store material or energy.

-g. Instrument response time - cause of dynamic measurement error.

h. Describes the dynamic behavior of a process.

i. Method of controller tuning.

"j. Characterizes or determines' the Ileed for'derivative control.

k. Related to proportional control.

1. Product of the gain of all components in a closed-loop system.

.1

vr,
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INTRODUCTION ,

The theory, application, and operating principles of a simple, single-

variable, feedback control loop system have beenqiscussedin previous mod-

ules of this series. Although many control applications utilize thii'method

of control, process control has been shown to be enhanced by refining, com-

binin or alter4ng.the basic feedback loop: The refinements, combinations,

and alterations were discUssed in Module IC-0/, "Automatic Contrbl Systems:"

This"module ekplains the concept °Cascade, ratio, and "feedforward

control'and shows how these control systems can be iocorporated in boiler

control applications. Although most modern boilers rely on computer con=

troi, techniques, the basic premise to be developed in this module can be

understood by students who do not possess a knowledge of computer applica-

tions or operating principles' The boiler control concepts` presented in

this 'module were btilized long before digitil ,or even sophisticated analog

computers were developed: kPre-existing control technique has been refined
).

.
by the use'bf process control computers, but the basic principles still

> PREREQUISITES ,

1.. The student should have a basic understanding of,algebra and physics-
.,

and shOuld have completed Modules IC-04 through IC-07 of Instrumentation and

Controls.

-OBJECTIVES

Upon cohipletion of this module, the student should. be able to:'

I. Define the forlowin.gtermsi,

a. Cascade control:

(1) Primary control (mastel').

2) Secon1ary control (s1t4e).

IC-08/Page 1



b. Ratio control:.

(1) Wild flow.

(2) Controlled flow.

c. Feedforwird control (and feedforwarli control equation).

d. Feedback trim control..

2. Explain the principles of operation of each of the control types listed

in Objective 1 above, and explain their use in a boiler control system.

-3. List an auxiliary fuel control tcchnique for boiler control.

4. 'Describe -tbe-pperatibn of eT and air cut-back systems or overildes

used in maintaining boiler operation safety.

5. Explain the purpose and operation of a mdthod of feedback trim control

fir boiler operation. 0

6. tist bOilershutdown conditions.

7. Explain the purpose and operation of a three-element drbm level-control

system.

I-

I.

Nr.

Page 2/IC-08,
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SUBJECT MATTER

CONTROL QUALITY

The test of true control quality is the degree to which,a process con:-

dition is maintained at a desired valUe. The occurrence of load changes;

time rate of the changes; and interval of occurrence, along with static

(physJcal) and dynamic characteristics, define the difficulty of obtaining

--aPdmaintafriing-an-acceptable-degree-of-contral-quality. This usually can

be accomplished by proper selection and adjustment of control-mode combina-

tions. Some processes require additional control system design., beyond that

of a simple single-variable, feedback control system. 'Cascade control sys-

tems are based on the feedback control principles discussed thus fai-; how-
.

ever, they generally are concerned with controlling two variables.

CASCADE CONTROL

4
Although not precisely defined as such, a cascade control system

usually involves at least two controllers that are connected in such a way

that the output of one contron*r drivei the set point of a second control-
,

ler. Each/controllter, which is the'controlling means of an independent
.

closed-loop control system, controls separate but related variables. Cas-
,

cade control systems discussed in this module are of the general type.. In

these systems, primary quantity is measured, and then variations change tie ,

set Point of one or more secondary controllers that control a second quan-

tity by operation of a single, final control element.

The four primary purposes-for use of a cascade control System are as

follows:

'1. To maintain a desired' relationship between variables.

2. Ta' accurately, limit a secondary variable. '
3. To,reduce load changes, nonlinearities, and discontinuities near-their

source.

4. To improve the control circuit to reduce effective time lag.
. t

.
A desired relationship between variables is accomplished by a special

cascade applicat {on (called ratio control), which will be discussed later.

249
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The second purpose, to limit a secondary variable, is a fairly uncommon

application - at least in boiler tontrol.applications. Atvalve positioner

is a true position controller that is mounted on, a control valve to assure

that a valve will assume a. position as specified by the output of a cen-

trally-mounted Controller. This application is defined by the third purpose

listed above. The fourth purpOse - the most common and useful application r

is discussed in the following paragraphs.

NEED FOR CASCADE CONTROL ,

A temperature process, as shown- in Figure 1,'utilizes a steam reboil

or heat exchanger to maintain a process temperature. The temperature is

controlled by manipulating the flow of Stearinto the tubes of the rebo'ler

to regulate heat energy. The purpose of the control system is to maintain a

balance on energy in the process.

On the cascade system shown in Figure lb, the quantity of steam flow is

regulated by the flow controller that has a set point that is determined by

the output of the temperatbre controller. In Figure la, the set point of

the flow controller 'is set manually by an operator.

Assume that initial conditions in Figure la, are such that the tempera-

ture of the product is stable at a desired value for a given load on the

-process (that is, a given product' flow rata-through the heater). A change

in product flow rate - for example, an increase in cold product flowing in -

will cause a cooling in the process. As.is true with nearly all temperature

processes, the process will not change immediately because of the large

capacitance (or thermal momentum, as it is called) of the process., A.trans-

-ferof heat energy must take place in the product. When the product temper-
.

ature changes, heat energy must be transferred between the temperature-mea-

suring 'element and the process. This is a double-capacitance proCess: the

capacitance of the process and that of the measuring means: The temperature

transmitter cannot immediately detect a process disturbance. Bjthe time

the controller senses a process change, the disturbance may have receded,

causing, the process to return to normal operation. 'Cyclic ac nn probably .

will result.

Page 4 /IC -08
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Another disadvantage of the single-variable temperature control system

shown in Figure la is the effect of load changes near the source. The, steam

valve,' which is positioned by the controller to maintain a process,tempera-

ture, will change only when a load causes an unbalance in the process. This

results in a temperture change. If a disturbance in the steam flow process

(such as a variation in steam header pressure) causes steam flow to change,

the steam value wfll not be repositioned to correct for this disturbance

until process temperature'changes.. Therefore, tht control system cannot _

correct for steam load changes near the source. This is another

disadvantage of the single-variable temperature control process. A cascade

system will provide better control by doing the 'following:

4proving control quality by reducing the effect-of lag time, and ...

Reducing the effect of.load changes near the' source.

CASCADE CONTROL THEORY

The cascade control. system has one final control element, with one

manipulated variable, two measuring elements, and two controllers. The tem-
.

perature.controller is the master:or primary controller because the prime

function of the system is to control temperature. The steam-flow controller

is the slave, or secondary, controller. The purpose of the master control-
,

ler is to generate a set point for the slave that maintains a steam flow at

a value dictated by the master. When steam flow is controlled at a value

required to maintain a produCt temperature, a disturbanCe in the steam flow

process will be detected immediately,. by the steam-flow transmitter and will

be corrected by the slave.controller before temperature of the process

changes. In theory, because of the nature of feedback control systems, a

disturbance vari4ble in the frowsprocess will cause a variation in steam

flow before correction. This, then, will cause a change in process tempera-
,

ture. However, because of the magnitude of capacitance in the temperature

process, this temperature variation will be negligible When the system is

tuned properly.

ie
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Figure 1. Temperature process.
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OPERATION OF A CASCADE CONTROL SYSTEM

Control systems ar#-40igneg and adjusted to control a process under

normal load conditions at the normal operating point. Therefore, processes

usually are started by manual or open-loop control. When they are stable,

they are switched.to automatic feedback 'control by the "auto - manual" select

.switch. located on the 5ontrolfer.

Cascade control systems generally are started, checked-out, and tuned

by decoupling the temperature artd flow controllers. A manual loading sta-

tion provided for this purpose is located in the secondary controller set

point circuit. To decouple°the cascade control loop, a signal manually

regulated from an external source supplies the set point for the secondary

controller. Output of the temperature controller is dead- ended,.and it has

no way of altering control of the temperature process. To prevent a reset

wind-up condition of the temperature controller, it should be in the manual

mode'of operation when the cascade loop is decoupled:

With the manual- loading station set so that the secondary controller

set point is supplied from an external source and both controllers are in

the manual mode of operation, the system is "started by positioning the

steam-control valve with the manual adjustment from the secondary
,
control-

ler. The manipulated variable - steam flow, in this case - is regulated to

establish process temperattire at a desired value as indicated by the temper-

ature controller-recorder or indicator. When the process is stable, the

secondary controller is switched to automatic, using standard, 'bumpless

transfer procedures. T e secondary controller then is tuned as a flow con-

troller to maintain steam ow t a value specified by the external set

point.t Regardless of steam-flow disturbanre, steam-flow value will be main-

tained by the secondary controller. For constant loads on the temperature

process, the temperature value will be maintained by the steam flow as con-

trolled by the secondary or steam-flow controller. However, the set point

of the secondary.controller must be changed as load on the temperature pro-

cess varies as evident by a change in process temperature. The function of

the primary or temperature controller is to change the set point of the

secondary controller as required to maintainiprocess temperature.

a
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When process temperature is stable with the secondary controller in the

automatic mode, manual output of the primary controller can be made equal to

'"g* the set point value of the secondary controller. Process temperature now. is

controlled by the manual output of the primary controller. Again, using

bumpless transfer procedures, the primary controller is switched to auto-
-

mitic and tuned as a temperature controller. The cascade loop is now in '

service, and the primary controller is controlling process temperature by

igenerating a set point for the secondary controller. The secondary control-
.

ler maintains steam flow at a value specified by the output of the tempera-

ture controller. This cascade operation -improves control quality by reduc-

ing the effect of lag time, and it corrects for load changes near the

source. It will be explained later in this module how cascade systems are

used to improve quality of boiler control.

RATIO CONTROL'

As the name implies, ratio control is the process of maintaining one ,'

variable as &fixed ratio of another variable."'The most common application

of ratio control is maintenance of-two flow values in a fixed relationship.

'One flow rate (Q1)- is controlled by means other than the ratio controller;

the second flow rate is maintained at a value that is emultiple (N) of Q

such that Q2 .NQI. More common terms to define variables in a ratio control

loop are "wild flow" and "controlled flow" - where the wild flow 4s not con-

trolled 'tly the ratio controller. A typical application of a ratio-control

system is to regulate flow rates of material into a. vessel to obtain a

proper or desired mix or blend.

The ratio- control system shown in Figure 2 is used to control flow QB

in exact proportion to flowQA. The ratio controller has two inputs, one

from each of two flow transmitters. One output is generated, and it is used

to position a valve that regulates the controlled flow,value Q. When the

flow rates ar:q.,measured by
head-type-Pow-metering(device, such as orifice

. p
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-Figure 2. Ratio control system.

plates and d/P cells, square-root extractors are needed to linearize expo-
.

nential signals from the flow transmitters. When one flow rate is control-

led proportional to,another flow rate, scaled signals must have a linear re-

lationship between act al flow and magnitude of the measured value. The

\signal level.from a head- ype flow transmitter varies as the square root of

the differential pressure across the.differential producer, as covered in
1 ,

Module IC-02.

THEORY AND DESIGN OF RATIO-CONTROL SYSTEMS

When designing ratio - control loops, it usually is desirable to haVe a

ratio flow setting as close to 100% as possible. Refer to Figure 2; suppose

it is desired to maintain flow QB at a value four times as great as flow

QA. The ratio, of QB to QA is therefore 4:1, and the span of. the flow

transmitters should be in the same ratio. If the span of flow transmitter A

(controlled) is set to measure a full-range flqw of 100 standard cubic feet

256,
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per minute (SCFM) arftl the wild flow meter range is 400 SCFM, the actual

ratio may be determined from Equation 1.

1

Controlled-flow range (lod%r

Wild-flow range , 4

100 SCFM
(100%) = 25%

400 SCFM
Equation 1

The dial of the ratio controller would be set at 100% to control ratio,

of flow QB to-flow QA at.4:1.

EXAMPLE A: DETERMINATION OF ACTUAL FLOW RATIO.

-fts\

Given: a. Wild-flow range of a ratio-control system is 1200 SCFM.

b. Controlled-flow range is 300 SCFM.

c. The setting on the ratio controller is 100%:

Find: Actual flow ratio.

Solution: From Equation 1:

Controlled-flow range
Actual ratio (100%)

Wild-fow range
'4

300 SCFM
(100%) =,25%.

1200 SCFM

EXAMPLE B: DETERMINATION OF ACTUAL FLOW RATIO.

Given: Conditions in Example A, with ,a setting of 50% on the ratio con-

troller.

Find: Actual flow ratio.

Solution:

Actual ratio =
SCFM

,(50 %) = 12.5%.
1200 SCFM

Page'10/IC-08
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FEEDFORWARD CONTROL

Feedforward control applies to control systems where a balance between

supply and demand is accomplished by measuring both demand potential and de-
,

mend load. From these, measurements, information is obtained that can be

used to regulate supply at an amount to control the-procets.'
/

To apply feedforward control, the controlled process must be completely

understood so that.equations can be written that state the material and

energy balance required. Any interaction between material and energy bal-
,

ance atso must be understood. In a sense, feedforward control systii0A cor-

rect for a load variation before a process disturbance exists. Consider a
9

simple level process with two input flows, A and 8,11d three output flows

C, D, and E. When total flow into the level process is equal to total flow

leaving the prOcess, the level will be maintained. The following expression

must be satisfied:

A + B = C+ D + E

where: Terms refer to flow rates, as explained.

Equation 2

Normally, one variable will be selected to correct for a change in any

of the other variables. If it were desired to manipuate flow C to maintain

a material balance on the le el process, the feedfor equation (similar

/41
to Equation 2) would be sql ed. for flow C with the

C B - +1)

ing results:

Equation 3

where: Tehns define flok rates, a2previously.d cussed.

To implement the feedforward control sy's deftned by Equation 3, flow

rates would be measured: A and B would be totalized, as would D and E. The

sum of D and E would be subtracted from A and B. When either flow changed,

values, the amount of change would be reflected in a corresponding value of

C. Level is then controlled, based on load changes instead of an actual

process change. It should be pointed out t%at,- if any variable changes -

other than those expressed in the feedforward equation - no correction will

be made.' It is also significant that measuremeok of the process is not re,

258
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quired for feedforward control because corrections are based on variables

, that cause the process to change, not on the actual process change. The ob-

vious advantage to this arrangement is that corrections for loae,iariations

can be made before the process is affected. In most feedforward applica-

tions, however, the process is measured and feedback corrections are made.

based on the error between the process value and set point. This correc-

tion, called feedback trim, is applied to correct for disturbance variables

that are notforeseed or are not included in the feedforward equation.

Feedforward control is most advantageous iri processes where time lags

are signifirant-and where-process-instability caused by-nver- or under-cor-

rection resulting from lag time is critical. Otherwise, the added expense

and complexity of feedforward control is not justified.PThe basic concept
,

of feedforward control has been used for many years. One such appliCation

boiler control - has been used with much success.

. BOILER CONTROL

With rising fuel costs, increased emphasis on plant operation and per-

sonnel safety, and increased competition of manufacturing costs and Methods,

boil'ar operation efficiency is an important.consideration. This is not to

. say that interest in boiler controls and boiler control theory is new..

Boiler control principles and applications have formed a prominent class of

process pnt'rol systems. These systems have been the forerunner to, and

-perfiaps even spawned, development of those used in other'process applica-

tions.

BOILER CONTROL THEORY

AutomatfC systems fo.r the'control Ofbojlers can range.from a simple

ON-OFF pressure 'witch to a ',sophisticated computer program with several

hardware components. Most boiler control systems possess a complexity that

is a compromise between the ,two extremes.

Need for Special Control Considerations

A A boiler is a *device that convertsawater into steam. In this context,

a teakettle could be classified as a boiler. However, because generation of

Page 12/IC -08
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steam is the prime function of.a boiler, rela ing
.

not an adequate comparison' 'A pressure cooker

lkoperatioh. Suppose the pi.ipose of a pressure co

erate low-pressure, saturated, or wet ste

be taken out of the vessel and water wo

so the cooker would not overflow or run

a eakettle to a boiler is

losely simulates boiler

operatioh were to gen-

is analogy, steam would

ed to maintain water level,

Of course,, normal operation of

45 the device in question is Ito maintain a steam pressure with no 'steam flow .

(that is, the steam is not; consumed): The only steam consumption is that

which is Vented by the pressure regulator (a weight that covers a small

opening in the lid). As pressure increases, it creates a calculated forCe

on the weight. This force causes the weight to be lifted from the opening

(valve seat), venting the steam and reducing pressure. This process

concerns a simple ON-OFF pressure control hstem.

Now, consider a different-situation. Instead of merely maintaining the

steam pressure at ovalue, to raise the boiling point of the water above

212°F at 0 psig, suppose it.were4desired to take steam at undetermined rates

from the pressure codkeriand, at the same time, keep the pressure constant.

This Set'of conditions complicates the, control techniques required. ,Control
, . I

possibly could be implemented by,ON-OFF'operation; but the feasi lity of
I 'lik,

this would,-as menonedlin previous modules, depend upon the degr of

cycling that could be t lwated: The control system - whether ON-OFF o

;
proportional - must ha; a means of level control to maintain the flow of

water into the vessel at the same quantity atthe steam that is being gener-

ated and removed. Thislis a material balance. To maintain the steam pres

sure constant_mrd inde dent of varying steam flow rate, fuel (energy in)
,--

mu@e added to the bot ler at an exact amount needed to generate. the re-

qufred amount of steam /(energy.out). This is an energy balance. In many

..

instances material ancrienergy balance fore boiler control (low pressure, less N.

than 50 psig, and Tow-olume boilers) can be achi,Ved wit an ON-OFF level-
.

.6eontrol switch that controls a pump. An ON-OFF pressure ..switch also can be

used to control fuel flow to the burner. However, most industrial boiler

applicatidns require more sophiriticated,means of boiler control. A block

diagram of a boiler c ntrol system is shown in Figure 3.

A
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Figure 3. Block diagram of a boiler control system.

Combustion Air Control

The steam production rate of industrial boilers is great enough that

a

static.atmosphere around the burners does not contain enough oxygen to sup-

'port com6ustion of the fuel. Air, must be either blown or forced into the

firebox of the boiler by blowers Dr fans; or it must be pulled through.

When blowers force.air through the boiler, the term "forced draft" is used

to define the boiler. When air is pulled or sucked through, the term "in~
.

duced draft" is used in the 011er definition'. Therefore, boilers are the

induced-draft (ID) type, the forced-draft (FD) type, or they operate on both

principles. Reg'ardless of type, air flow must be ineasured and cOntrolled to

'. keep an exact combustible mixture of ai0ond fuel. If air flow is exces-

sive, the air-fuel mixture will be lean; and could result in a loss of
t

A flame: .When the amount of air flow is too small, the mixture is rich. 'A

rich 6ixture could result in undesirable conditions.such as a loss of flames

or a combustible mtxture entering the boiler stack that could calse an ex-

plosiDh or a costly pollution of the atmosphere. The raflo of air to fuel i

flow must be controlled ip exatt proportions to provide fuel combustion at

optimum efficiency and to avoid 'the conditions listed above. Because any

air that enters the boiler and is not used in the combustion process acts to

page 14/IC-08
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draw heat energy from the steam generation process, the combustio air flow

is controlled as the ratio to the fuel flow.

SteaM from the boiler and steam drum pressure re measured, with a

change in either reflecting a change in boiler load, hich in turn will af-

fect the combustion process. For example, 'an increase in steam flow or a

decrease in steam drum pressure (either or both) would indicate a need for

an increase in'the boiler firing rate. This increase means more gas for

energy, more air for combustion, and more,water to make the steam. The air,

gas, and water,must be added quickly, at a rate that will maintain the crit-

ical material and energy balance. A method to do this.will be explained

later in the module.

DrUm Level and Feedwater Control

Drum-boilers utilize a steam drum where the water 7 which passed

through the tubes in the firebox and was heated,- is in equilibrium with the

generated steam. Remember the reference to the pressure cooker (steam drum)

which the steam and the water from which the steam was formed Were in

equilibrium. If'a steam quantity were allowed to escape from the cooker,

more water would be vaporized to replace the steam that left the vessel. In

a druill boiler, the steam and water are in equilibrium; the steam and water

are at the same temperature; and the steam is saturated or wet-. Most com-

mercial boilers have a superheater section where the wet steam is passed

through another section of the boiler and is heated above the saturation

temperature to make superheated steam. Regardless of the particular

arrangement, when more steam is used from a boiler, an amount of water,equal

to the steam usage must beadded to the boiler drum.

The boiler drum level is usually,a three-element control arrangement.

The three elements measured to control drum level are steam flow, feedwater

flow, and the drum level itself. A simple single-element level system

relies 'on the drum-level measurement only However, this is not adequate in

boiler applications because a sudden change in boiler load could-result in

extreme variationsin level when, controlled by a single- element feedback

control. The tfiree-eleMent level-control system will maintain the feed-

wateN flow rate equal in mass flow values to that of the steam leaving the

26.2 r
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boiler. An increase in, steam flow from the boiler Will resUlt in an in-

crease in feedwater to the boiler tubes'. The drum-level value is measured,

and an error signal between the actual value and desired valUe is used to

correct feedwater flow rate. This is known as feedforward control with

feedback trim:

'Auxiliary Fuel Control

Most industrial boilers are powered by two different fuel sources.

Some boilers utilize an. alternate fuel 'supply; but this supply is not always

available. These alternate fuels are produced on an irregular basis as a

result of a product that does not possess a'quality high enough for sale.

In most cases, these fuels can be used in this way more efficiently than

recycling them through the'process. Other boiler applications, such as the

ones found in hospitals, require an auxiliary or backup fuel. The auxiliary

fuel is usually fuel oil, which can be stored in large tanks to provide

emergency operation during times of main fuel supply interruption. Though

this situation is changing somewhat with increased emphaiis on the curtail-
,

ment of natural gas consumption, standard, conventional7fuAd boilers use .

natural gas a primary fuel source and ful* oil as a-tecondery or standby

Becabse of tqe difference in fuel requirements, boiler control systems

are designed for theyrimary and, usually, the auxiliary fuel. Sometimes,

-however, the boiler must be ,ontrolled (partially at least) by open-loop

control methods when the standby fuel sOurce is used. Flame detectprs, con-
,

trol system, for air and fuel, and bUrners normally will not accommodate-

both gas and oil combustion. In some cases, auxiliary control equipment is

designed for the secondary

flow to boilers'fs supplied at a rate that will allow it to mix.

with the air to make a suitable air-fuel ratio. This, is normally done by

feedback confroIlers.that utilize a feedforward concept. Fuel and air flow

limiting techpiques are provided to avoid hazardous mixture's that would

result in unsafe boiler opetration.
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ATER TUBE DRUM BOILER

Water tube drum boilers, like the one shown in Figure 4, have one or

more relatively small steam drums that have several tube arrangements. A

mixture of steam and water flow

through these tubes, which are heated

on the outside surface. The boiler

feedwater is pumped into a steam drum

that supplies water to several passes

of the generating tubes. Steam is

STEAM
OUTLET SUPERHEATER TUBES

generated in the tubes, and then a

mixture of steam and water circulates

ithroUgh the tubes and returns to the

Figure 4.

REFRACTOR

A water tube drum boiler. steam drum. The mixture is separated

FEED

SUPERHEATER

0

STEAM onto., ---v"

ECONOMIZER

r
CIRCULATING
PUMA

V

CONVECTION
SECTION

RAOJANT
J' SECTION

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of a

forced-draft water tube arum boiler.

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A DRUM BOILER

in the drum, which furnishes a steam

supply to a header for consumption.

Pressure and flow rate are measured.

'These measurements determine the

boiler firing rate whi h, in turn,'

maintains the'pressur at a desired-

value. A water tub- drum boiler is

'Shown on Figure 4 .'d its schematic in .
-

Figure 5.

.

,.

Theicentrol schethatic of a water tibe drum boiler is shown in Figure 6,

and the measurement andcontrol points are shown in 'Figure 7. It should be ,

stressed again that thdprimary function of the contrgl system in Figure 7

\

_ is to regulate the, supply of 'fuel, air%) and feedwater. at the exact rate and

in the, exact proportions nee4d to generate a desirelmount of steam at t
f 4

desired pressure. ,

-
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Figure 7. Drum-type boiler with measurement and control points.

Air and Fuel Control ,

Assume that the boiler is generating steam at a constant rate and ores-
.

sure that is equal to the'demand or steam load on the steam header:.- An in-

Crease in steam consumption will result in an increase in steam flow and a

decrease in steam pressure. To-compensate for this load change, the firing

rate must be increased, more fuel and air must be added, and the feedwater

flow must be increased.- The steam pressure controller (Pic 1) reacts to a

decrease in steam header pressure and generates a signal that is transmitted

to the summer. A linear signal from a square root extractor that is propor-

tional to flow also is transmitted to the summer. The output of the summer

is adjusted by a atio controller to biasthe boiler firing rate when other

boilers, are supplying steam to the same headers If, for example, four

IC-08/Page 19
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boilers are supplying steam to a common header, a particular boiler can be
, biased by the ratio controller to carry any desired percentage of the total

load. The signal leaving the ratio controller determines the firing rate of

the boiler and, for normal operation of the manual-automatic select switch,

passes unattended through the high selector and low eleCtor 1 to drive the

set pbint of the fuel-flow controller FIC 1 and theillOr-flow controller FIC

2. Both flow controllers are slave controllers of a cascade loop, and.they

determine flow rates at amounts determined by the master controller PIC I.

The low selector I selects the lower of the two signals - the output of

the PIC 1 or the air flow feedback signal' - that is altered by the air-fuel

ratio selector. During times of abnormal boiler operation (when the air

damper may stick, or for some reason the air flow amount would be limiting).

the PVA would be lower. 'Under such conditions, the air flow would pace

the fuel flow.

The high selector in the set point circuit to FIC 2 receives a signal',

PVF, which is the fuel -flow feedback signal representing the total fuel

flow; This signal is compared to the set point from PIC 1, and the higher

of the two is the set point to FIC 2, which determines the combustion air

flow rate to the boiler. The purpose of the high selector is to allow air

flow to follow fuel flow if the fuel valve sticks opirt and fuel flbw Is

excessive.

Any circumstance that would result in the air-flow feedback signal

driving the set point to the fuel-flow controller or'the fuel feedback sig-

nal driving the set point of the air flow would define a stop-gap control

situation. The high and low selectors are used to safely control the air-

fuel mixture until the 'abnormal condition is eliminated oruntilAhe boiler
can safely be shut down.

Dual Fuel Control

The primary fuel for the water tube drum boiler is natural gas, with

fuel oil being used as the auxiliary fuel. 'Although some boilers can be

Mired completely on a secondary fuel, this botler and control system can -

t. The hand-indicating controller. (HIC) inthe fuel control circuit is an

-open-loop controller. There As no feedback loop from the oil flow trans-
.
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mitter to the HIC. An amount of oil-flow to the oil 'burner, usually less

than about 25% of the total fuel flow, is set on the manual controller. A,'

variation in oil flow is measured by the oil-flow transmitter, where output

'is added with the linear feedback signal from the square root extractor in

the gas-flOw feedback loop.. The output of the summer provides the fuel-flow

feedback signal. Therefore, an increase in oil-flOw will cause a propor-

tional decrease in gas flow to maintain the total fuel flow constant. If

the oil firing rate set point is increased by the operator, the oil-flow

signal will increase. This increases the process variable to the fuel-flow

controller which, in turn provides negative feedback and reduces the gas

flow.

The low selector in the oil-control circuit Allows the master signal

from the PIC 1 (which is the set p6int toPIC '1) to cut back on oil flow,

and it keeps the oil firing rate less than the gas firing rate.

Drum Level and Feedwater Control

The three - element feedwater-control-system is the material balance con-

trol that keeps the feedwater flow equal to the steam flow, FIC 3 (feedwater

flow transmitter). The control valve is a conventional feedback flow-con-

trol loop which controls the feedwater flow rate. For a given flow rate,

variations in flow rates will be measured and compensatej in a way that is

similar to any flow loop. The set point for the controller comes from the

LIC 1, which controls drum level at a desired value. LIC I, then, is a

master controller in a cascade loop; and-FIC 3 is the slave. The set point

for FIC 3 from LIC 1 goes through a_ summer which combines the output from

LIC 1 with the steam-flow variable from_tfie steam-flow transmitter. A

change in steam flow will alter the feedwater flow to maintain a material

balance on the steam drum. This action occurs before the drum level

changes. This control scheme is a feedforward concept, impldmented by feed-

back control means.
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Feedback Trim.Control of Air-Fuel Ratio

The AIC (analyzer indicating controller) is a feedback controller. It

receives a process variable signal from an oxygen analyzer that monitors the

oxygen content in the flue stack. The boiler firing rate determines the

amount of oxygen required for combustion; and the AIC set point is supplied

by, a function generator with an output that varies with the steam-flow

rate. The function 'is nonlinear because the amount of oxygen needed varies

nonlinearly with firing rate. The filter in the set point of the AIC is

filtered to make the load compensation a,gradual process, thereby avoiding

upsets and oscillations. In steam boiler apPlicatiOns, where load demands

are fairly constant, the oxygen set point usually i$ manually adjusted.
. -

The output of the AIC correctsrthe-air-flow ratio by biasing the feed-

bask signal from the air-flow transitter to FIC 2. For staple operating'

conditions, this natio is set by thefatio controller to control the air-

fuel ratio content in the flue stack.,%and the constant readjustment of the

ratio helps to maintain the ratio to establish maximum efficient operation:

Safety Shutdown' Procedures and Conditions

In addition to'a control system that supplies variables to a boiler at

exact values and proportions, a shutdown control system must be provided.

This shutdown system causes the boiler to shut down safely when abnormal

boiler operations or control-system malfunctions result in hazardous boiler.

operating conditions.

The'best and surest way to shut a boiler down is to close-the fuel

valve. Normally, a solenoid-operated valve (SOV) is mounted in the fuel

line that leads to the burners. The valve's quick, sudden 'action results in

positive shut -off.o the fuel flow. A loss in signal resulting from any,

switch opening in the shutdown circuit causes the valve to close immediate-

ly. Restoration of the signal will not open the valve; it must be opened

manually. .

, .

Conditions that cause a,boiler to shut down may vary with particular

boiler operation; but they usually include the following:
9. .

High and low steam .header pressure.

4V.
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Flame failure.

Wigh or'low oxygen content in the stack.

High or low drum level.

High combustible content, or explosive mixture in the flue stack.

Special sensors normally are used tai detect a shutdown condition.

Pressure, level, and flow switches are commercially available to monitor

critical conditions. The measurement of these variables is made by process

transmitters, and the scaled output signals are sometimes used in the shut-

down circuit: Auxiliary shutdowikdevices are sometimes desired for redun-

dant operation. If one system malfunctions, a backup shutdown system is

available to assure the safe Operating shutdown of equipment.

A typical fuel shutdown system is shown in 'Figure 8. The normally-

closed trip valve is opened manually and is held open (or energized). by the

startu0 switch. When the boiler is operating at normal conditions, the

startup switch is secured, and sometimes locked, in the open position. This
e-

action aveftS an override of the shutdown system.

UNINTERRUPTED
POWER SOURCE

NORMALLY CLOSED
SOLENOID

OPERATED TRIP
VALUE

CONTROL SIGNALS FOR EACH CONDITION
HOLD CONTACTS CLOSED

MICNIVVM
'-'-rtaL411.5"U"""""nt LOW MAL* LOW 001.*i MOM LOW

WIIISUW! LEVEL
AIWOV

OXYGEN CONTENT

--.
START-UP SWITCH

(NORMALLY OPEN)

\SIGNAL FROM FULL FLOW CONTROLLER

NORMALLY
OPEN
RELAYS

FUEL TO BURNER

Figure 8. Typical fuel shutdown circuit.
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The normally -open relay twitches in Figure 8 are held closed by safe

process conditions. A relay, in the output circuit of a combustion analyzer

causes the associated switch to be closed only when the mixture of exhaust
4)

gases in the flue stack is not combustible (that is, when boiler combustion

is complete and no unburned fuel 1s entering the stack).

Thefflame'failure switch is held closed by an optical flame ,analyzer
)

that measures electromagnetic radiation from the flame. The light from the

flame, usually meastired in the infrared or ultraviolet wavelpngth region, is

detected by a photodetector. Current from the detector is amplified to a
,

level that is sufficient to energize a switch. When the flame is extin-

guished, energy to the photodetector ceases, and the switch opens. .An

intermittent flame failure will ,close the trip valve. This valve remains

closed until opened manually. If the shutdown feature were not provided, an°

intermittent flame failure could fill the firebox with gas, causing a haz-

ardous condition. An optical flame detector is used because of the very

fist response time,. A thermocouple would not respond_to_a_flame failure

quickly enough to close the trip valve if interruption in the gas flow were

instantaneous and gas flow were suddenly-reStored.

The bollfer control system discussed in this module is only moderately

complex; there are several more sophisticated systems used in some applica-

tions. Programmed startup and shutdown systems are provided for some(
f,

boilers to eliminate or redUce the necessity 'of operator drudgery in the
..,

startup and shutdoweof boilers. Other, more advanced control system uti-

lizing microprocessor control teniques are also employed in modern boiler

operation. However, such control telniques do not' deviate from the basic

principles of boiler control presented in this module.
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rnERCISES

1. Draw a cascade control loop that controls the temperature of a process,

and then perform or answer the following:

a. Indicate the primary and secondary controllers.

b. Explain the function or purpose of the two "controllers

c. Explain the advantage of a cascade control tystem over a single-

element control system.

d. Give the procedure to startup and tune a cascade control loop.

e. Explain the purpose of the manual loading statiorf.

2. Draw a ratio control loop that controls one flow ina direct ratio to

another flow.

3. Explain when and why square root extractors are needed in a ratio con-

trol system.

4. Explain the concept of feedforward cont

S\

rol.

5. Explain the feedforward control concept and why it is advantageous to

boiler control.

6. Describe feedback trim,and tell why it necessary.

7. How is the material and energy balance on a boiler ma'intain'ed?

8. How are ratio and cascade control used in a boiler control system?

9. How is feedback trim provided for the control system, as discussed in

\ this module?

9 10,,PWhy are optical flame detectors used in boiler shutdown systems?

LABORATORY MATERIALS

None.
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

LABORATORY 1. BOILER VISITATION.

Visit a conventionally fired boiler installation to obs rve'bolv

operation and control. The following items should be consid ed or ob-

served.

1. Type of t7iler - water tube, fire tube,ltum, or straight t ough.

2. system %. auxiliary or backup provided..

3. Drum levef control (if applicable), two- or three-element',

,4. Identifyfa cascade and ratio control loop.

5.. Identify a methqd or methods to ensure optimum control operation.

6. Identify a boiler as either an induced-dftaft type or'a forced-draft

type.

LABORATORY 2. FILM PRESENTATION.

Vriew the film produced,* the Instrument Society of America entitled

"Boilers
4r
and Their Control - Parts 1 and 2:"

.

REFERENCES

Elonka, Sephan M. and. Xohan, Anthony L. Standard. Boiler Operators! Ques-

tions and Answers. New York: McGraw-A.44 Book Company, 1965.

Liptak, Bella G. Instrumentation in the Processing Industries. Philtel- :
A

phia: Chilton Book Company, 1973.

GLOSSARY
4t.

Boiler: A device to generate a quantity of steam for consumption at a de-

sired pressure.
. J

Cascade control: A system that involves two controllers, where the output
of one furnishesithe set point of another.,

il

Combustion air: The air a boiler requires' to burn the fuel. .

.
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Drum boiler: A boiler type in which water is supplied to a drum that
supplies water to tubes. Water is.heated in the tubes and returned to
the drum. Wet steam.from the drum is passed through a superheater.

Feedforward control: A control system-in which both demand potential.and
demand load are measured. A supply amount is determined. from the mea-
sured values, of potential and load and is used to maintain the desired

balance.

.Ratio control: The sCheme by which two.yariables, usually flow, are con-
trolled infexact proportion to, each other.

Straight-through tube boiler: A boiler that has water supplied to one end
of a series of tube's, and steam taken from the other end of the tubes.

It cenpins no steam drum.

,Ityater
t
tube drum boiler: A boiler that contains water on the inside of

-tubes; and,heat,is applied to the outside of the tubes.
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I. List ffike four general boiler classifications.

2. A th'ree-element drum 1evb1 control, consists'of the following:

a.

b.
. (

c.

t3. The controllers in a cascade loop are called and

4. Thqktwo flows of a ratio:control loop-are called and. '

5.
.`

The .component used to decouple'e Cascade control system is called.

6. In tuning a cascade control loop, a general procedurd is to .tune the

controller in 'an. exact order. List the order in which the controllers

are tuned.

7. Flame detectors for'boilei shutdown circuits are generally of the

type because of the

8. The feedback trim control disfussed in this module is provided by which

measurement.

9. List,four boiler conditions that normally would constitute a shutdown

condition. . (

10. -Boiler control is based on maintaining one variable constant. That
;

r .

variable is

S

e
.1t,

tet.l.' ,
st

f.

.. a

"`&..
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